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COLLEGE CALENDAR

• I

SPRING SEMESTER 1954
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Monday,
Saturday,
Wednesday,
Friday,

February
February
February
February
February
April 10
April 21
June 11
June ll,

}

1
2
3
12*
22*

Registration
Classes Begin
Lincoln's Birthday
Washington's Birthday
Easter Vacation Begins
Classes Resume
Semester Ends
Commencement Program

1,3, 14

SUMMER SESSION 1954
Monday,
Tuesday,
Friday,
Friday,

September 7
September 9
September 14
September 15
September 16
October 12*
October 29*
November 24
November 29
December 18
January 3
January 28

Faculty Conferences
Freshmen Orientation

}

Registration
Classes Begin
Columbus Day
Western Zone Conference
Thanksgiving Holidays Begin
Classes Resume
Christmas Holidays Begin
Classes Resume
First Semester Ends

SPRING SEMESTER 1955
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Monday,
Friday,

February
February
February
February
April 6
April 18
June 10
June 11,

Board of Trustees
MR-5. BETTY HAWLEY DONNELLY .. . ... . ............ . ........ New York City
CHARLES GARSIDE, B.S., LLB., LH.D ., LLD .................. New York City
NoRMAN S. GOETZ, A.B., LLB ......... . ...... . ............. New York City
FREDERICK F. GREENMAN, A.B ., LLB ........................ New York City
GEORGE EDMUND HAYNES, A.B., A.M., Ph.D .... . ........ .. ... New York City
EARLE J. MACHOLD, LLB. · · · · · · · • · · · • • • • • • • • ........ ....... Syracuse, N.Y.
DWIGHT MARVIN, A.B ., A .M., LLB ., Litt.D .................... . .. Troy, N.Y.
FRANK C. MooRE, LLB., LLD ........................ . ...... Kenmore Ny
JoSEPH ]. MYLER, B.A., M .A .. ··•·•··•••••- . - .... .. ......... Rochester: N :Y:
EDWARD N. SCHEIBERUNG, LLB ., LLD .................... . .. .. Albany, N.Y.
HENRY D. SHERWOOD· · · · · · · · · · · • • • • • • . - ....... . ...... ... Pine Plains Ny
MRS. EMILY SMITH WARNER ............................. . .. New Yo;k Citr

Registration
Classes Begin
Six Weeks Term Closes
Accelerated Program Ends

June 28
June 29
August 6
August 20

AUTUMN SEMESTER 1954
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Tuesday,
Friday,
Wednesday,
Monday,
Saturday.
Monday,
Friday,

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

2 }
3
4
22 *

Registration
Classes Begin
Washington's Birthday
Easter Vacation Begins
Classes Resume
Semester Ends
Commencement Program

12, 13

• Classes not in session.
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Central Administrative Staff
President .. . . • • • • • • • • • • . WILLIAM S. CARLSON, A.B., M .S., Ph.D ., LLD., D .Sc.
Secretary lo the Board of Trustees . . ...... . ]OHN H. SLOCUM, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
811sineu Auistanl lo the President . ................. CHARLES H . FOSTER, A.B.
Executive Dean for Teacher Education . ....... H.ItRMANN COOPER, A.B., Mus.B.,
Executive Dean for Four-Year and Professional Colleges

A.M., Ph.D., LLD.

REUBEN FRODIN, Ph.B., ].D .
Execut(ve Dean for Me1ical Education . ........ . CARLYLE JACOBSEN, B.S., Ph.D.
Execu/lve Dean for Instr1utes and Community Colleges
LAWRENCE L ]ARVIE , B.S., M .A ., Ph.D.

Univmity Architect . .... . ..... . ........ . .. .. . Orro ]. TEEGEN, B.S., M .Arch.
Coumel .. .. .. ..... ... - .. .. .. - ............ IRVING I. WAXMAN LLB MPA
Auociale Counsel . ......... . .. . ....... . ....... ... . RUTH v. ILES, ·B·:s.,
Public Relations Officer . . ........ . ..... . .. . ... DANIEL E. BUTTON, A.B., M.S.
Auociate Coordiantor of Research . ......... PHILIP A. COWEN, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Secretary, 10_ the President . ...... . .... . .. . ... . .. MARGARET E. O'CONNOR, B.S.
Spe'.ia/ Protects • • • • • • •.. . • . . . . ... • ........... CLARENCE A. MILLSPAUGH, A .B.
Aulflant lo the Executtve Dean for Teacher Education

i.i.B

.

.

WALLACE

w . TAYLOR,

A.B., B.S., M.A., Ph.D.

Amstant to the Executrve Dean for Four-Year and Professional Colleges
.

S. STEWART GORDON, A.B., A .M., Ph.D.

Asmtanl lo the Executive Dean for Institutes and Community Colleges

FRANQS E. ALMSTEAD, B.S., M.S.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
The State University College for Teachers at Buffalo is part of State University
of New York which was established by the State Legislature in 1948. State Uni.
versity now comprises twenty-one colleges and six institutes. There are, in addi.
tion, ten community colleges which it supervises. While separated geographical!
all these are united in the purpose to improve and extend, where necessary, oppo::
tunities for youth to continue their education after high school. Ninety.four per
cent of New York high school graduates live within commuting distance of 001
of the State University institutions.
State University offers cultural, technical, and professional courses of study whicb
include liberal arts, mechanical technology, home economics, ceramics, agriculture
forestry, the maritime service, education for medicine or teaching. The State Un/
versity is accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and SecondllJ
Schools.
Governed by a Board of Trustees appointed by the Governor, State University
of New York plans for the total development of State-supported higher education.
Each unit of State University is locally administered, and students apply directli
to the institution for admission.
State University was commissioned by the people of the State of New York to
admit all qualified students regardless of race or color, creed or economic statui.
The current full-time undergraduate enrollment is about 21,000 with 6,000 in the
community colleges.
The State University motto is: "Let Each Become All He Is Capable of Being."

Liberal Arts College
Harpur College at Endicott

Professional Colleges
Downstate Medical Center at New York City
Upstate Medica_l Center 10 Syracuse
College of Agncu_lture at Cornell University
College of Ceramics at Alfred University
College of Forestry in Syracuse
College of Home _Economics at Cornell University
School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University
Maritime College at Fort Schuyler
Veterinary College at Cornell University
College for Teachers at Albany
Teachers College at Brockport
College for Teachers at Buffalo
Teachers College at Cortland
Teachers College at Fredonia
Teachers College at Geneseo
Teachers College at New Paltz
Teachers College at Oneonta
Teachers College at Oswego
Teachers College at Plattsburgh
Teachers College at Potsdam

Two-Year Technical Institutes
Agricultural and Technical Institute at Alfred
Agricultural and Technical Institute at Canton
Institue of Agriculture and Home Economics at Cobleskill
Agricultural and Technical Institute at Delhi
Agr!cultural and Technical Inst!tute at Farmingdale
Agncultural and Techmcal Institute at Morrisville

Community Colleges and Technical Institutes
(Locally-operated, supervised by the State University)
Community College at Auburn
Fashion Institute of Technology at New York City
Community College at Jamestown
Orange County Community College at Middletown
Broome County Te~hnical Institute at Binghamton
Erie County Techmcal Institute at Buffalo
Mohawk Valley Technical Institute at Utica
New York ~ity Cor:imunity College of Applied Arts and Sciences
Troy Techmcal Institute at Troy
Westchester Community College at White Plains
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THE COLLEGE
Local Council

FACULTY
First
Appoint,d
to Board

Edward H. Butler B.A. (President) .. .. . ..... • • • • • • • • · • • • • • . 1914
Mrs. Helen Z. M. Rodgers, LLB ...... ........ . . · · · · · · · · · · . 1934
Daniel W. Streeter, B.S. (Secretary ) ............ • • • • • • • • •...

1948

1949
Theodore G . Kenefick, A.B., LLB. (Treasurer) ........ • . . . . . . 1950
Mrs. Herbert J . Vogelsang, B.S . .. . ............. • • • • • • • • • • •.

Joseph L Fink, Ph.D., D.D . . . ....... . .. . .... .... · · · · · · · . . . 1951

Officers of Administration
Harvey M. Rice, A.B., M.A ., Ph.D ... .... ... . .. .... . ..... . President
Ralph Horn, A .B., M.A., Ph.D .... Dean and Director of Summer Session
Stanley A. Czurles, B.F.A., M.F.A., Ph.D ..... . Director of Art Education
Harry

J.

Steel, B.A., A.M., Ph.D . .. ..... ........ Director of Education

Horace Mann, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Director of Education for Exceptional Children
Allan P. Bradley, A .B., M.A., Ed.D .... Director of Elementary Education

Robert E. Albright, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.

Director of Graduate and Extension Education

Margaret A. Grant, B.S., M .S., Ed.D.

Director of Home Economics Education

Kenneth W . Brown, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Director of Industrial Arts Education
Gordon J. Klopf, B.S., Ph.M ., Ph.D ................ . Dean of Student1
Catherine E. Reed, A.B., M.A .. ...... . .. ... Associate Dean of Studen/1
Robert T. Redden, B.E., M.Ed .............. Associate Dean of Studen/1
Robert W . MacVittie, B.E., M.A., Ed.D ...... Principal of Campus School
George R. Sherrie, B.S., Ed.M., Ed.D .... Co-ordinator of Field Servic11
D. Paul Smay, B.S., M.A., Ed.D . . Co-ordinator of Audio-Visual Education
E. Foster Arthur, B.S., M.A ............... . Supervisor of Examinatiom
Mary M. May, B.A ........... . ................... Acting Registrar
Robert W. Goehle . .. . ................... College Business Manager

Emeritus
Harry W. Rockwell (1 919) * .................... . President Emeritus

A.B., A.M. (Brown); A.M. (Columbia); Ph.D. (Albany State); LLD.

Charles B. ~radley (1 918) ............... .. ... . Director Emeritus of
Pratt Institute; B.S. (Buffalo State)

Art Education Division

Myrtle V. Caudell (191 9) ..... . ....... .. ..... . Director Emeritus of

Home Economics Division
Mildred Sipp (1918) • ........ . ............ .. . Director Emeritus of
B.S., M.A. (Columbia)
Home Economics Division
Irving C. Perkins (1920) ..................... . Director Emeritus of
B.S. (New Hampshire); M.A. (Buffalo)
Industrial Arts Division
Grace Allen (1926) • • .. • ............ Professor Emeritus of Education
B.S., M.A. (Columbia)

B.S., M.A. (Columbia)

Robert 0 . DeMond (1926) .... . ........ Professor Emeritus of History
A.B., M.A. (Syracuse); Ph.D. (Duke)

Raymond M. Fretz (1_929) ..... ·.... ... . Professor Emeritus of Science
B.S., A.M. (Columbia); Ph.D. (Niagara)

Anna Gemmill (1919) .... . ........... . Professor Emeritus of Science
B.S., M.A. (Buffalo); Ph.D. (Columbia)

Ruth E. Houston (1917) ...................... Professor Emeritus of
A.B. (Western); A.M. (California)

Health and Physical Education

Ida L. Kempke (1 907) ................. Professor Emeritus of English
Pd.B., A.B., A.M. (Buffalo )

Chester A. Pugsley (1930) ............ Professor Emeritus of Education
B.A. (Dalhousie); M.A ., Ed.D. (Columbia)

Charles Root (1917) ....... . ........ . Professor Emeritus of Education
Pd.B., Pd.M. (Michigan State); A.B. (Michigan); A.M. (Chicago)

John Thurber (1930) . ... ............. . Professor Emeritus of English
B.A. (Colgate); Ph.D. (Iowa State)

Martha Metz ( 1927) ........ .. .. . ... .. Assistant Professor Emeritus

of Elementary Education
Eileen Mulholland ( 1923) . ..... Assistant Professor Emeritus of English
B.S. (Buffalo State); A.M. (Michigan)

Ph.B. (Chicago) ; M.A. (Columbia)

Ruth Speir ( 1920) ............ Assistant Professor Emeritus of Music
Virgil School of Music; Columbia; Skidmore; New York

Walter Weber (1920) .. . Assistant Professor Emeritus of Industrial Arts
B.S. (Buffalo State); Ed.M. (Buffalo)

Marion P. Dana (1928) . ...... . ..... . Instructor in Hiftory, Retired
B.S. A.M. (Columbia)

• The date in parenthesis following the name is that of first appointment to a
position on the faculty of this College.
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Minnie Groves (191 9) ........... . Instructor in Penmanship, Retired
Diploma (Palmer School of Penmanship)

Edna Hurd (1922) .. .. . .... .......... . Instructor in Music, Retired
B.M. ( Bush Conservatory)

Mary Louise McMahon (1923) ... . ...... Instructor in Music, Retired
B.S. (Buffalo State) i M.A. (New York)

Jennie Robson (1916) ........... . Instructor in Mathematics, Retired
Pd.B. (Albany)

Theresa Roehsler ( 1907) ........ Instructor in Campus School, Retired
B.S. (Buffalo); A.M. (New York)

Ella Smith (1902) . ... ...... ... . Instructor in Campus School, Retired
Columbia

Jean D. Bradley (1953) ... . Assistant Professor of Elementary Education,

Campus School (Temporary)

B.S. (Buffalo State)

Raymond S. Bradley (1952) ......... Assistant Professor of Health and

Physical Education

B.S. (Cortland); M.S. (Syracuse)

George C. Brady (1953) ..... ... ... ....... . . . .. . . College Physician
A.B. (Cornell); M.A., M.D. (Buffalo)

M. Frances Breen (1944) ................ . Assistant College Librarian
B.S. (Albany State); Ed.M. (Buffalo)

Sarah R. Brinsmaid (1951) ......... . Assistant Professor of Health and
B.E. (Brockport); M.A. (New York University)

Physical Education

Donald G. Brossman (1941) ... .. . Associate Professor of Industrial Arts
B.S. (Buffalo State); M.A. (New York University)

The Academic Year 1953-1954

Edmund A. Brown (1948) ............. . Assistant Professor of History
B.A. (Amherst); M.A. (Yale)

Lois G. Adams (1946) ....... . Associate Professor of Home Economin

H. Emmett Brown** (1944) ................... . Professor of Science

Joseph P. Adessa (1948) ..... . . Associate Professor of Health Ed11cation

Kenneth W. Brown (195 3) ....... Director, Division of Industrial Arts

Henry W. Ahrens (1952) ... . Assistant Professor of Art, Campus School

Richard C. Brown (1952) . ........ . ... . Assistant Professor of History

Robert E. Albright (193 7) ......... Director, Division of Graduate and

Homer A. Bruce (1925) ............. Associate Professor of Education

B.S. (Illinois) ; M.A. (Columbia)
B.S., M.Ed. (Penn State)

B.F.A. (Pratt Institute); M.A. (Columbia)

Extension Education

A.B. (Nebraska Wesleyan); M.A. (Colorado); Ph.D. (Stanford)

E. Foster Arthur (1947) .............. . Assistant Professor of Science
B.S. (Denver) ; M.A. (Columbia)

Grace Ann As pray ( 1951) ...... Assistant Professor of Home Economici
B.S. (Syracuse); M.A. (Columbia)

Pearson Bailey (1952) ................. . Assistant Professor of Music
B.S. (Wittenberg); M.A. (Wayne)

William

J. Barnett

(1950) ............ Assistant Professor of Ed11cation

B.E. (Brockport); Ed .M. (Rochester)

R. B. Denis Baron (1952) ............. . Professor, Child Study Center
B.A., B.E., M.E. (Alberta); Ph.D. (Southern California)

Edith F. Batchelder (1951) ..... Assistant Professor of Home Economici
B.S., M.Ed. (New Hampshire)

June B. Bosworth (1948) ..... . Assistant Professor of Health Education
B.S. (Indiana); M.Ed. (Penn State)

Silas 1. Boyd (1943) ................. Professor and Chairman of the

Department of Music

A.B. (St. Olaf) ; B. in Mu. Ed. (Northwestern) ; M.A. (New York University)

Arthur L. Bradford (1946) ............ Professor and Chairman of the

Department of English
Allan P. Bradley ( 1947) ..... Director, Division of Elementary EducaJion
A.B., M.S. (Missouri); Ph.D. (Peabody)

A.B., M.A., Ed.D. (Syracuse)

B.S. (Rochester); A.M., Ed.D. (Columbia)

B.S., M.S. (Kansas State); Ph.D. (Ohio State)

B.S. (Ohio State); M.A. (Colgate); Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

B.S. (Oklahoma); M.A. (Columbia)

Ruth M. Buddenhagen (1945) . . Associate Professor of Home Economics
B.S. (Buffalo State); M.A. (Columbia)

Anna P. Burrell {1948) ..................... . Professor of Education
B.S., M.S. (Pennsylvania); Ph.D. (New York University)

Louis

J.

Callan (1946) ................ . Professor of Industrial Arts

B.S. (Buffalo State); M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio State)

David A. Cappiello (1948) ...... . Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts
B.S. (Buffalo State); M.S. (Cornell)

Z,ella May Case (1950) ................... Assistant Professor of Art
, B.A., M.A. (Iowa)

Rudolph

J.

Cherkauer (1948) ...... . Assistant Professor of Mathematics

B.S. ( Buffalo State) ; Ed.M. (Buffalo)

Mary Edith Cochnower (1947) ................. . Professor of 'English
B.S., M.A. (Cincinnati); Ph.D. (Iowa)

Howard S. Conant (1947) ........................ . Professor of Art
B.S. (Milwaukee); M.S. (Wisconsin); Ed.D. (Buffalo)

Mildred M. Concannon (1948) ..... . Assistant Professor of Elementary

Education, Campus School, Sixth Grade

B.S. (Albany State); M.A. (New York University)

Clarence A. Cook (1947) ....... . Associate Professor of Industrial Arts
B.S. (Buffalo State); M.S. (Cornell)

Hubert E. Coyer (1932) ....... Associate Professor of Health Education
B.P.E. (Springfield); Ed.M. (Buffalo)

** On leave.
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Sherman G. Crayton ( 193 7) . ..... . .......... . Professor of Education
A.B. (Franklin); A.M., Ph.D. (Indiana)

Stanley A. Czurles (1931) ........ . Director, Division of Art Education
B.F.A., M .F.A. (Syracuse); Ph.D. (Iowa)

Eugene L. G. Dakin (1947) .... . ..... . ... . Associate Professor of Art
B.S. (Milwaukee); M.A., Professional Diploma (Columbia)

Elizabeth M. Desch (1953) .. .. . Assistant Professor of Health Education
B.S. ( Russell Sage) ; M.A. (New York University)

Fraser B. Drew (1945) ......... . . ... ....... .. . Professor of English
A.B. (Vermont); A.M. (Duke); Ph.D. (Buffalo)

Sylvia Crandall Dudley (1951) .. .. ... Assis~ant Professor of Elementary
B.S., M.A. (New York University)
Education, Nursery, Campus Schoo/
Margaret Dupre ( 1930) . . . ............. Associate Professor of Science
B.S. (Texas State College for Women) ; A.M. (Columbia)

Eleanor M. Gover ( 1926) ........... Associate Professor of Elementary
Education, Campus School, First Grad,
B.S . (Buffalo) ; M .A . (Columbia)

Andrew W. Grabau ( 1925) ......... . . . Associate Professor of English
B.S. (Buffalo); M.A. (Columbia)

Wilson Barr Gragg (1949) .. . .. .. . . .......... . . Professor of English
A.B. (Illinois); A.M., Ph.D. (Northwestern)

Margaret A. Grant (1937) ..... . Director, Division of Home Economics
B.S. (Buffalo State); M.S. (Cornell); Ed.D. (Buffalo)

Walter B. Greenwood (1950) . . ................ . Professor of English
A.B. (Transylvania); M .A. (Columbia); Ph.D. (Cincinnati)

Benjamin F. Gronewold (1947) .. ............ ... Professor of English
B.A. (North Central); M .A. (Wisconsin); Ph.D. ( New York University)

Richard G. Durnin (1952) .. ... ...... Assistant Professor of Education

Manuel H. Guerra (1950) .. .... ...... . Assistant Professor of Spanish

Reuben S. Ebert (1934) .... ........ . . . Professor and Chairman of the
Department of Mathematici

Robert D. Hall (1953) ... . Assistant Professor of Elementary Education,
B.S. (Geneseo); M .A. (Columbia)
Campus School, Fourth Grade

B.S. (Columbia); M.Ed. (Harvard)

B.E. (Normal, Ill.); A.M . (Columbia); Ph.D. (New York University)

Theodore E. Eckert (195 3) .................... . Professor of Science
A.B. (Albany State); M.S., Ph.D. (Cornell)

Doris Kerns Eddins** (1947) ...... .. Assistant Professor of Education
B.S. (Bowling Green); A.M. (Chicago)

Marion Short Elmer (1949) ... ....... Assistant Professor of Education
B.S., M.S. (Buffalo State)
(Temporary)
Catherine A. English (1953) . ......... . . Associate Professor of Music,
B.S. (Potsdam); Ed.M. (Temple)
Campus School
Norman Flannigan (1952) . . Assistant Professor of Science (Temporary)
B.A., Ed.M. (Buffalo)

John Fontana (1929) ................. . Professor of Industrial Art!
B.S. (Buffalo State); A.M. (New York University); Ed.D. (Buffalo)

Martin B. Fried (1948) ........................ Professor of English
B.S. (Buffalo State); M.A. (Harvard); Ph.D. (Chicago)

Betty Gallagher (1946) . ... .. .... . ... Associate Professo~ of Education
B.S. (Buffalo State); M.A. (Michigan)
for Exceptrona/ Children
Hertha Specht Ganey (1934) .. .. .......... .. .. . Professor of English,
A.B. (Albany State); A.M. (Columbia)
Campus School
Meribah S. Gardiner ( 1947) ......... Assistant Professor of Elementar7
B.S. (Bucknell); M.E. (Temple)
Education, Campus School
Robert W. Goehle (1945) ................. College Business Manager
Mina S. Goossen (1927) .......... . Professor of English and Dramatic!
B.O.E. (Syracuse); A.M. (Southern California)

B.A. (Wisconsin); M.A. (Michigan)

Arlene Adams Hamilton (1948) .Associate Professor of Home Economics
B.S. (Farmington); M.Ed. (Penn State)

Loretta Regan Hanover (1952) ....... Assistant Professor of Elementary
Education, Campus School, Fourth Grade (Temporary)
B.S. (Buffalo State)

Owen Harlan (1946) ... ....... . . Associate Professor of Industrial Arts
B.E. (Eastern Illinois); M.A. (Minnesota); Ed.D. (Missouri)

Kathryn Harries ( 195 3) ... ...... ... ...... Associate Dean of Students
in Charge of Residence Hal/J
B.A. (Iowa State Teachers); M.A. (Northwestern)

Carl E. Hein (1952) . . ...... . ... . ..... Assistant Professor of History
B.A. (DePauw); M.A., Ph .D. (Wisconsin)

Frances G. Hepinstall (1930) .... ................. College Librarian
B.S. (Syracuse); M.S. (Columbia)

Oscar E. Hertzberg (1930) .. .. . ....... . Professor and Chairman of the
A.B. (Wisconsin); A.M., Ph.D. (Columbia)
Department of Education
Carolyn W. Heyman (1930) ...... . . ...... . Associate Professor of Art
B.S. (Western Reserve); A.M. (New York University)

Harlan E. Hoffa ( 195 3) ................... Assistant Professor of Art
B.S., M.Ed. (Wayne)

Frederick

J.

Hollister (1948) ..... ............. Professor of Sociology

A.B. (Union); M.A. (Albany State); Ph.D. (Syracuse)

Ralph Horn ( 1936) ............ Dean and Director of Summer Session
A.B. (Ashland); M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio State)

Julius

J.

Hubler (1948) ....... . ..... . ............ . Professor of Ari

B.S. (Southeast Missouri); M.A., Ed.D. (Columbia)

** On leave.

Mary L. Jamison (1928) .. ... . .. .... Associate Professor of Elementary
B.S., A.M. (Columbia)
Education, Campus School, Kindergarten
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Otto A. Jiskra (1952) .............. . .... . Assistant Professor of Art
B.S., M.A. (Ohio State)

Carol Kahler ( 1951) ................ Associate Professor of Education
B.S., M.A. (Northwestern)

Ruth McLean Karcher (1930) .... . ......... Associate Professor of Art
A.B . (Ohio Wesleyan); A.M. (Columbia)

Eleanor G . Kelly ( 1947) .... Assistant Professor of Elementary Education

Campus School, Second Grad;
Lenore Kemp (1950) ..................... . .. .. . . . funior Librarian
B.S. (Buffalo State) ; M.A. (Columbia)

B.S. (Buffalo State); B.S. in LS. (Buffalo)

Dorismae Kent (1948) .... . .. . .................. . . funior Librarian
B.S. (Geneseo)

Edgar King (1948) ...... . Assistant Professor of Elementary Education

Campus School, Fifth Grad;
Klopf (1952) ......... ..... .. . . ..... . . Dean of St11de11ts

B.A. (Alfred); M.Ed. (Rochester)

Gordon

J.

B.S., Ph.M. (Wisconsin); Ph.D . (Michigan)

Inez M. Knapp (1934) . . .. . ....... . Associate Professor of Elementary

Education, Campus School, Fomth Grade

B.S. (Buffalo); M.A. (Columbia)

Margaret Kneuppel ( 195 3) ........ .... ... Associate Dean of Students

in charge of College U'llion
Richard Henry Lampkin (1950) ........... . .... . Professor of Science
B.S., M.S. (Wisconsin)

A.B., B.Ed., M.Ed . (Cincinnati); Ph.D. (Columbia)

T. Dolores Rousseau Mason** ( 1943) . Associate Professor of Elementary
B.S., M.A. (Columbia)
Education, Campus School, Fifth Grade
Mary M. May (1937) ............... .. ........... . Acting Registrar
B.A. (D 'Youville )

Jean Massing ( 1953) ... ..... . Assistant Professor of Art (Temporary)
B.S. ( Buffalo State)

Charles A. Messner (1926) ............... Professor and Chairman of

the Department of Languages

A.B. (Wabash); A.M. (Chicago); A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard )

Howard

J.

Meyer (1950) . .. .. . . . Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts

B.S. (Buffalo State); Ed.M. (Buffalo)

Anthony Milanovich ( 1950) .... .. .. .. Associate Professor of Education
B.S., M.S. ( Indiana State) ; Ph.D. ( Ohio State)

Edward L. Morrice (1926) ....... Associate Professor of Industrial Arts
B.S. (Buffalo State); M.A. (Buffalo)

Ruth Slacer Muck (1 942 ) .. Assistant Professor of Elementary Education,

Campus School, First Grade

B.S., M.S. (Buffalo State)

Valentine

J.

Nadolinski ( 1947) .. . .. .... Assistant Professor of Science

B.A., M.S. (Buffalo )

Emerson E. Neuthardt (1 946) ..... .... .. .. Professor of Industrial A rtJ
B.S. (Oswego ); M.A. ( New York University); Ed.D. (Buffalo)

Meta Norenberg (1947 ) . . . . . . . . .

B.A. (Western Union); M.A. ( Nebraska )

Assistant Professor of English

Lorraine A. Lange (1948) .................. . . Professor of Education

Virginia Fuller Nudd (1 950 ) . . . Assistant Professor of Home Economics

George Laug (1949) ... .... .. . . .. ...... Assistant Professor of Science

Mae O'Brien (19 31) .. .. ... . .. .... . .... ... . . Professor of Education

B.A. (Iowa State); M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio State)

B.S., M.S. (Syracuse)

Wilma Laux (1949) .. . Assistant Professor of Geography, Campus School
B.S. (Buffalo State); M.A. (Ohio State)

Esther Lipton (1953) ............... . Assistant Professor of Education

for Exceptional Children
Harold R. Lofgren* (1949) .. ... ..... . . .. .. Associate Professor of Art
B.S., M.A. (Columbia)

B.S. (Miami); M.A. (Columbia)

Rita B. Lumia (1953) . ....... . . . . .... . funior Librarian (Temporary)
B.S. (Buffalo State)

Robert W. MacVittie (1953) ... .. ..... . Principal, Campus School and

Professor of Education

B.E. (Oneonta); M.A., Ed.D. (New York University)

B.S. (Buffalo State); M.S. (Arkansas )

B.S., M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia)

William C. Palmeter,

Jr.

(1948) ... Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts

B.S., M.S. ( Buffalo State)

Elizabeth Goode Penn (1947 ) ........ Associate Professor of Education
B.S. (New Jersey State); M.A., Ed.D. (Columbia)

Harold F. Peterson (1933) ....... Professor of History and Chairman of

the Department of Social Studies

A.B. (Knox); M.A. (Minnesota ); Ph.D. (Duke)

Julia C. Piquette (1952) ..... . Assistant Professor of English and Speech
B.S., M.A. (Northwestern)

Grace K. Pratt (1952) .... . Assistant Professor of Elementary Education,

for Exceptional Children

Campus School, Kindergarten
Mary Elizabeth Pratt (1952) .......... Assistant Professor of Education

Anna A. Martorana (1946) ... . ... .. . . Associate Professor of Education

Marvin A. Rapp (1 946) ................. . .... . Professor of History

Lester B. Mason (1940) . ... .... ... . ........ . . . . Professor of History

Loraine M. Raps (1951) ...................... ... . Nurse-Instructor

Horace Mann (1953) ............... . Director, Division of Education
A.B. (Brooklyn College); A.M. (Columbia); Ph.D. (Penn State)
B.S. (Buffalo State); M.A. (Columbia)

A.B. (Dartmouth); A.M. (Columbia); Ph.D. (Cornell)

* On leave, first semester.

B.S., M.A. (New York University)

B.E. (Cortland); M.A. ( Columbia)

A.B. (Colgate); M.A., Ph.D. (Duke)

R.N. (Buffalo General); B.S. (Buffalo)

** On leave.
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Robert T. Redden (1950) .. . ..... .... Associate Professor of Geography

Marilyn Grotzka Stahlka (1952) .... . . A_ssistant Professor of Elementary

and Assooate Dean of Students
Catherine E. Reed (1 920) ...... .. ..... . . . A ssociatq Dean of Students

Harry

H arvey M. Rice (1951) ... . ..... . ....... .. . .. ... • •• • • ... President

Harold

Gertrude E. Roach (1 925 ) .. .. . . Assistant Pro fessor of Health Ed11cation

Benjamin Steinzor ( 1953) . .. .. .. . Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts

Houston T. Robison ( 1949 ) . ........ . ... Associate Professor of History

Shelby M. Stephens (1953) • • . • • ....... . Professor of Home Economics

Cecil T. Rodney (1948) . ... ... ... . Associate Professor of Mathematics

Sarah Sterrett ( 1949) . . . ... Assistant Professor of Elementary Education,

-· B.E. (Geneseo); M.Ed. (Rochester)

A .B. (Syracuse) ; M.A. (Columbia)

A.B. (Concord); M .A. (West Virginia) ; Ph.D. ( Ohio State)

R.N. (Buffalo General); B.S. (Buffalo State); M .A. (New York University)

B.S., M.S. (Oregon); Ph.D. (Chicago)

B.S. (St. Lawrence ); M.A. (Columbia ); Ed.D. (Buffalo)

Mildred Schlei Roesser (1940) . .. .. .... Associate Professor of History

Educat10n, Campus School, Sixth Grade

B.S. (Buffalo State)

J.

Steel (1926) · · · · · · · · · • • • • • .... . . .. . . Director of Education

B.A., A.M., Ph .D . (Minnesota)

J. Steffen

(1946) • • • .. • . . . Associate Professor of Industrial Arts

B.S. (Buffalo State) ; Ed.M. (Buffalo)

B.S. (New York University) ; M.E . (Alfred)

B.S. (North Texas State) ; M.S. (Iowa State)

Campus School, Third Grade

B.A. (University of Wales); M.S. (Buffalo State)

B.S., M.A. (Buffalo)

Richard A. D. Stewart (1950) . .. . . ....... ... Professor of Family Life

B.A., M.A. (Buffalo)

Marguerite S~ockberger ( 1931) . . ... ... . . . . : . . . Ass_ociate Professor of

David A. Rogers ( 1950) . . . ........ .. . . Assistant Professor of History

B.A., M.A. (Toronto); Ph .D . (Columbia)

Alma R. Roudebush (19 34) .... . ..... ... Professor of Hom e Economics

Soc,al Stud,es, Campus School
Ruth Sugarman (1946) • • • • • •. • . .. . Professor of Elementary Education,
Campus School

Ellsworth M. Russell (1948) ... . .. Associate Professor of Industrial Arts

William H. Tallmad~e (1949) . .... .. ... . Assistant Professor of Music

Anne Grassette Saenger ( 195 2) ..... . . . .. Assistant Professor of Science

Clement T. Tetkowski (1949) .. . ... . .. . ... . Assistant Professor of Art

Dorothy Sall Rosenbaum (1952) . . Assistant Professor, Child Study Center
B.A., M.A. (Syracuse)

M.A. (Columbia); B.S ., Ph.D. (Ohio State)

B.E. (Eastern Illinois); M.S. (Iowa State); Ed.D. (Penn State)

A.B. (Indiana) ; M.A. (Columbia)

B.S. (Buffalo State); M.A. (Northwestern); Ed.D . (Buffalo)

B.M., M.M. (Oberlin)

B.S. (New Jersey State); M .A. (Columbia)

(Temporary)
Winifred Eakin Schasel ( 1950) . . Assistant Professor of Home Economics

David H. Thielking (1948) . . . . ....... . Assistant Professor of Science

Margaret Mary Shrader (1949) ... . .. . Assistant Professor of Elementary

Helen Rimkus Thielking (1946) . . .... .. . . Assistant College Librarian

B.E. (Plattsburgh); M .A. (Columbia)

B.S. (Bowling Green); M.S. (Cornell)

Education, Campus School, Kindergarten

B.S. (Buffalo State); Ed.M. (Buffalo)

Conrad

J.

Schuck (1947) ...... . .. . . ... Associate Professor of English

A.B. (Darthmouth); M.A. (Harvard)

Howard G. Sengbusch (1951) .. .... . . . .. Associate Professor of Science
B.S . (Buffalo State); Ed .M. (Buffalo); M .S., Ph.D. (New York University)

Allen G. Sexton (195 3) ..... . . . .. .. .... Assistant Professor of History

and Publicity Officer
Sigurd W. Sheel (1945) . .. .. .. . ... . ... . Associate Professor of Science

B.S. ( St. Lawrence) ; Ed.M. (Buffalo)

B.S., M.S. (Albany State)

Donald W. Tru~blood (1953) ......... . Assistant Professor of English
B.S. (Eau Claire); M.A. (Northwestern)

Norman F. Truesdale (1947) .... . .. . ..... . Associa~e P~ofessor of Art
B.S. (Buffalo State) ; Ed.M., Ed .D . (Buffalo)

and Aud10-V1sual Education

Eugenia R. Truesdell (1952) ..... .. ..... . Associate College Librarian
A.B. (Elmira) ; B.S. (Syracuse)

B.S. (Buffalo State); M.A. (Buffalo)

Madeline Turner (1953) .. ...... . . . . .. . Nurse, Student Health Service

B.A. (Luther); M.S. (Iowa)

John Urban ( 1946) . ....... . . . ...... . Professor and Chairman of the

B.S. (Buffalo State); Ed.M. (Buffalo); Ed.D. (Syracuse)

Charles A. V~il (1929) ..... . ...... .. . . Associate Professor of Science

George R. Sherrie (1947) ..... . . .. . . ... Co-ordinator of Field Servim
Paul W. Sloan (193 7) . . ... . . .. .. .. ........ .. Profess or of F.ducation
A.B. (Defiance); M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio State)

D. Paul Smay (1946) .. . ..... . . ... ...... .. ..... .. Professor of Art,

Co-ordinator of Audio Visual Education

B.S. (Indiana (Pa.) State); M.A., Ed.D. (Columbia)

Ralph L. Smith (1949) ................ Assistant Professor of English
B.S. (Buffalo State); M .A. (Iowa)
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R.N. (Buffalo General); B.S. (Buffalo)

B.S. (Kent State); A.M. , Ph.D. (Columbia)

Department of Science

B.S. (Michigan); A.M. (Columbia)

Anna Ryan Voltz** (1945) . .. ......... . Assistant Professor of Science
B.E. (Plattsburgh); M.A. (Columbia)

Burton S. Waagen (1946) ..... . .... . Assistant Professor of Elementary

Industrial Arts

B.S. (Duluth); M.A. (Columbia)

** On leave.
17,

Mazie Earle Wagner (1 950) .......... Associate Professor of Education

PUBLIC SCHOOL No. 52

Norman F. Weaver (1 950) .. ....... ... . Assistant Professor of History

(276 Bird Avenue, Buffalo 13, N. Y.)

Pauline A. Weaver (1 948 ) . . .. . Associate Professor of Home Economics

(Affiliated with the College)

B.A., M.A. (Buffalo); Ph.D. (Columbia)

B.A. (Ball State); M.S. (Wisconsin)

B.S. (Ohio State); M.A. (Columbia)

Frank W. W ebster (1 949 ) . . ... .. ..... . . Associate Professor of Music
B.S. (Julliard}; M.A. (Columbia )

Artnoll L. Wegner (1952) . ...... ... . . Professor and Chairman of the

Department of Health Ed11catio 11

B.S. (LaCrosse ); M.S. (Wisconsin); Pe.D. (Indiana )

Eleanore B. Westlund (1 951 ) .. . Associate Professor of Home Economics
B.S., M.A. (Minnesota)

Katheryne Thomas Whittemore (1 925 ) ...... . . Professor of Geography
A.B. (Vassar); A.M. , Ph.D. (Cl ark}

Joseph F. Wincenc (1 947 ) ........... .. ....... . . . Professor of Music

Mus.B. (Oberlin}; Mus.M. (State Conservatory of M usic, Prague, Czechoslovakia); M.A. (Columbia)

D. Kenneth Winebrenner (19 39 ) .................. . Professor of Art
B.S. (Indiana (Pa. ) State ); M.A., Ed.D. (Columbia )

LaVerne R. Zimmer (1 952 ) . .. .. ... . Assistant Professor of English and

Mathematics, Campus School

B.E. (Geneseo) ; M .A. (Stanford)

ALBRIGHT ART SCHOOL

Instructors
Ford R. Park, Ph.B., Ed.M ................ .. ........ . .... Principal
Madeline E. Bambac~, B.S., M.A . . .. ... . . .. .. . ........ Second Grade
Kathleen Croll, B.S. 11: Ed ........................... Seventh Grade
Mary L. Darker, B.S., m Ed ... . ............ . .......... . First Primer
Mary J. _Doe ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • • . • .. .. ....... Third Grade
Mane F1tzpatnck, B.S ................ .. ............ .. . Third Grade
Janet Whalley . Grenda, B.S ................. . ..... .... ... .. ... Art
Elizabeth Harb1so?, B.S., M.A . ............ ............ Eighth Grade
Georgma S. Hask1ll, B.S., M.A .. .... . ...... . .... ... .... . First Grade
A._Margaret K~mp, B.S., M.A ......................... . Fifth Grade
A!tce E. Krennmg, B.S., Ed.M.... ... ................... Sixth Grade
Dolores Desmon Meyer, B.S., M.S ...................... Fourth Grade
Ellen C. Mockle!, B.A., M.A .......................... Second Grade
Martha G. Mulligan, B.S ...... . . .................. . ... . Fifth Grade
Dorothy J. Parks, . B.S. · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • • .............. Seventh Grade
Viola Dohr~an Pierce, B.S., in Ed., M.S ....... ... ..... . .. Sixth Grade
Ruth R. Reiman, B.S.? Ed.M .. ..... .. ........ .... . . . . . Eighth Grade
Edna M. Shaw, B.S., m Ed ............................ Kindergarten
Lucy W. Stephenson, B.S. in Ed ...... . ... ......... .. ... Eighth Grade

Administrative Personnel

Philip C. Elliott (1941) .................... Director, and Lectmer on

Introduction to Art
Sam Amato (1952) .............. . ...... .... . Instructor in Design
B.F.A. (Yale}

B.F.A. (Pratt Institute)

Robert Bruce (1949) . . ....... . ...... . ..... . Instructor in Drawing
Winnepeg School of Art; Study in Lond on, Paris and New York

Letterio Calapai (1949) ................ Instructor in Figure Drawi11g

Massachusetts Normal Art School; Art Students' League; Boston Sc!iool of
Fine Arts and Crafts

William Collins (1951) ............ . . Instructor in Figure Drawing
B.F.A. (Rhode Island School of Design); M.F.A. (Illinois )

Virginia Cuthbert (1943) .. . . . .... . .......... Instructor rn Painting
B.F.A. (Syracuse)

Kathryn S. Graham· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • • • • .. ..... .. Secretary to the President
Harry W. Curtin · · · · · · · · · • · · • • • • • • . .. . ... Custodian of Building and Grounds
~josemaryGForb°:etts ·1· .B. ·s· ......... .. .. .. ..... . .. ..... .. . .Secretary to the Dean
,, onica ens 1 e , . . . . . . . . .
L 'b
A ·
Malvin Vitriol, A.B ., B.L.S .......................•.. · · · · · · ·L~brary Ass~stant
•
•
•
•
•
,
•
•
.
•
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
rary
ssrstant
June HaIt on T rues d a Je, B .S . . . .
· · · · · · · · · • • · • • • . • . . . . . . . . . pfacement ecretary

s

Stenographic and Clerical Personnel
Carol V. Barreca. . . . . . . . . . .

s

h

M. Brewington, B.S .... . : : : ·. :: : : : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : · · tenograp er
sJane
Iv' Ch ap rm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.......... ·•••••••. Vart-Type Operator
y 1a
T ·

Berdena C. Dolberg
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ypm
Jane M Evans
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • ••• ..... Stenographer
Eva L. ferry .. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • , ..... . Stenographer
Joan Prible Forster* .......... .' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Account Clerk
ShirleY Ga mm...................
b·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ••• .. .. St
Stenographer
h
Jean E. Gassma
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. · · · · eno grap er
· · GoJd enn .G..erar
· · ·d· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · • • . • . Senior Account Clerk
Pta noa
Kathleen E. Herniman . : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. • •Stenographer
Margel Holst
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • . .. Stenographer
Marilyn Jones · .' .' .' .' .':: .':: :::: :: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·····•• . Stenographer
Edith Levin
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • ... Stenographer
0

Seymour Drumlevitch (1947) ....... . .... . .. . . Imtructor in Painti11g
F.A.A.R. Diploma (American Academy in Rome); Certificate (Cooper Union)

Peter Gilleran ( 1950) ........... . ............ Instructor in Painting
B.A. (Colorado College); M.F.A. (Cranbrook Academy)

Harriet Greif (1947) .. . .............. .. .. .. . Instructor in Drawing
Certificate ( Cooper Union)

John McKay (1947) . . ..................... .. . Instructor in Design
B.F.A. (lllinois)

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · • • • • • • • .. • .............. Stenographer

• On leave November 1, 1953-April 30, 1954.
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Gloria Maass . ... .. . . ... • . . • • • · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Steno graph,,
Elizabeth Butor Moyer .. . . .. .. • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Tele pho;e OPerator
Eleanore Napieralski .......... • • • • • · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · tenograph,,
Sally M . Nowocin .. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Stenog,aph1r
Elizabeth Van_ Derh?of Nuttle .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
.Typi11
Jane D iAddano Pauli ....... . .. . ... • • • • · • • • · • · · · · · · · · · · · · enror Stenographer
Lucy Racki Pfister ... . .. . .. .. .. • • · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Typii,
Rita Vaccaro Piccillo . .. . . .... ... • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Stenog,aph1r
Anna M atikosh Rowe . . .. . .. . .. . • • • • · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Clerk
Catharine Rudulph .... .. .. . ... • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.- · · · Sienog,aph1r
Betty M . Rupprecht ...... . ...... . ....... . ..... .. . . .... . Senror Atount C/1,k
Sylvia Saglian . . .. . ..... . ... . . • • • • • • · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · tenog,aph1r
Roberta Sandstone . . .. . . . . .... • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Stenographer
Mildred Wieland Stalbird ... .. .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · enog,aph1r
Anna Tiberia . .... . . . .......... • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · tenoz,aph,,

5··: ······

f

Faculty-Student Association Personnel
Joseph p. Cannamela .. .. .................. . . .. .. .. . Manager of Food Smic,1
Cl
B
. . .. . .. . . . ... . .. . .. . .. Accountant
·
Manager o~ ~ oi~ege i oo1uor1
1~~e M~:~~u ·
M arietta Rindone Ferro .. . . . . .. .. . ... . . Assrstant ,:::anager o CoJlege Boo { 011
Dorothy Dettman Measer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ssrstant rn o ege_ oo itor1
Lillian Jordan M cKenneth . . . .. . ... . . ... . .. .. . . H ouse Drrector of ~tonee, Hall
Carol L. Baumler . .. .. ... • • • • · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~nofka phir
Joan M . Baumler . .. . • . • · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · / 0
Elaine Kourelis ........ . . • • • • • • · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 00 11P1r

c::

B'.S.: : : : : : : : : : ._: ....

ktp"

GENERAL INFORMATION
FUNCTIONS OF THE COLLEGE
The State Univers ity of N ew York College for Teachers at Buffalo,
established and main tai ned by the State of New York, is under the
jurisdiction and control o~ th~ State Un iversity Board_ of Trustees, the
President of the State Umvers1ty, and the local Council of the College.
Its purpose is the education of teachers for the public schools of the
State.
More specifica!Iy the objectives of the College may be stated as fo!Iows :
I. To give the student a broad cultural background in the principal
fields of organized knowledge.
2. To g ive the student a scholarly mastery of the field or fields to be
taught and a supporting knowledge of the most closely related
fields .
3. To give the student an understanding of the relationships between
education and society and a realization of the important contributions that the teacher can make toward the social, political, and
eonomic stability and betterment of our American form of government.
4. To encourage and ai d the student to achieve the personality deve!opment that wi!I qualify him for leadership in the school and
the LOmmun ity in which he works.
5. To assist the student to acqu ire a knowledge of child growth and
development.
6. To assist the student to gain an understanding and mastery of
the professional knowledges and ski!Is needed for successful teaching.
7. To encourage the student to develop a guiding philosophy of
education and of life.

CURRICULA
The curricula offered by the college are:
1. Art Education : a four-year curriculum leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Education for teachers and supervisors of art in
the elementary and secondary schools of the state.
2. Early Childhood Education: A specialization within the Elementary Education curriculum leading to certification for teaching in nursery
school, kindergarten and through grade three. By additional work a
student may also qualify for a certificate for teaching all grades of the
elementary school.
3. Elementary Education: a four-year curriculum leading to the
degree of Bachelor of Science in Education for those interested in teaching
in the elementary grades of the schools of New York State. Graduates of
this curriculum are eligible for a certificate entitling them to teach at all
levels from kindergarten through grade eight. This certificate includes
grades seven and eight of a two-or three-year junior high school system.
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4. Education for Exceptional Children: an extension of the Elemen.
tary Education curriculum leading to certification for teaching in th
elem:ntary grades and in _one _of ~e fol!~wing areas: orthopedicalte
handicapped, hard of hearing, 1mpa1red v1s1on, speech correction, an~
mentally retarded.

5. Elementary School Administration_or Supervision : a program
for students, undergraduate and graduate, m Elementary Education who
desire to qualify for a certificate as an elementary school principal or
supervisor. A student may begin the work of this curriculum as an undergraduate and complete it in the graduate year.
6. Home Economics: a four-year curriculum leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Education for teachers of homemaking in the
elementary and secondary schools of the state.
7. Industrial Arts: a four-year curriculum leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Education for teachers of industrial arts in the
elementary and secondary schools of the state. Emphasis is placed upon
the teaching of industrial arts in the junior and senior high schools.
8. Graduate: a program leading to the degree of Master of Science
in Education in any of the areas of administration and supervision, art
education, education for exceptional children, elementary education, industrial arts education, and home economics.

THE COLLEGE CAMPUS
Size and Location. The College occupies a fifty-five acre campus
along the banks of Scajaquada Creek opposite Delaware Park on Elmwood Avenue. It may be reached from local bus terminals and railroad
stations in the following manner:
1. From the Blue Bus Terminal proceed two blocks west on Clinton
Street to Main Street; take a West Utica bus northbound and transfer
at Elmwood and West Utica to an Elmwood bus which comes direct to
the College.
2. From the Greyhound Bus Terminal board the West Utica bus
opposite the T erminal and transfer to the Elmwood bus at West Utica
and Elmwood.
3. From the New York Central Station take the Terminal bus to
Franklin and Ccurt Streets and transfer to the Elmwood bus.
4. From the Lackawanna, Baltimore and Ohio, and Lehigh stations
take a number eight bus to Swan Street, walk two blocks to Franklin
Street and take the Elmwood A venue bus.
The Quadrangle. The four buildings nearest Elmwood Avenue form
a quadrangle or open square. On the east of the quadrangle, facing
Elmwood Avenue, is the Administration Building, housing the administrative offices and numerous classrooms. To the south is the Vocational
Building providing facilities for the Home Economics and Industrial Arts
Divisions. On the west is the college Gymnasium with playing Boor,
classrooms, showers, lockers, offices, and a swimming pool. On the north
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side of the quadrangle is the Campus_ School, housing the nursery school,
kindergarten, grades one through eight, a library, laboratories, and a
gymn~sium.
.
. .
A~Jacent to the Vocat10nal B~ddmg. are three temporary buildings,
housing five classroom_s, a physical science laboratory, and ceramics,
textiles, and transportat10n shops. West along Rockwell Road from these
buildings is Pioneer Hall, a temporary residence hall for women. Its facilities for housing 84 women and a director include an apartment for the
director, rooms for students, two lounges and reception rooms, two study
rooms, and a laundry room.
To the northwest of the Administration Building is the President's
Residence.
The architectural style of the five original buildings is Georgian
Colonial, freque_nt_ly to_ be se:n _in some of the older New England colleges. The Admm1strat1on Bu1ldmg tower is typically colonial and accommoda~es a set_ of "Westminster Chimes" with a four-faced clock showing
illuminated dials .
North. and west from the qua_drangle lie four buildings: the Edward H.
Butler Library, the College Un10n, and Residence Halls The two latter
West Hall and North Hall, are residences for women.· Each dormitory
houses 150 women and is divided into three houses. Each house accommodat_es SO students and. has 24 double rooms and 2 single rooms, a
recept10n room, a recreation room, and a laundry. Between, and connected to, these dorI?itories is the ~ol!ege Union which provides facilities
such as the Alumni Lounge, MusIC Room, Activity Rooms, Bookstore,
Game Ro?1:1, Snack Bar, Dini~g Hall, offices, and guest rooms.
The Dmmg Hall has a seating capacity of 475 and is so connected
with the kitchen that cafeteria service may be had for breakfast and lunch
and complete dinner service for the evening meal. A section of the dining
roo1:1 may als? be set apart to make two private dining rooms, each
seating approximately SO.
The Edward _H. Butler Library is named in memory of Edward H.
Butler, Sr., president of_ the Local Board of the College for a period of
seventeen years. Convenience of arrangement and simplicity of decoration
with a view to economical administration are its essential features.
The Home Management House of the College is located at 5 Granger
Place, a few blocks from the campus, and here the Home Economics
Division carries forward its Home Management program.
Athletic Field. An athletic field which will include a soccer field
track, baseball diamonds and tennis courts is being developed on th~
northwest portion of the campus.
Plans for the Future. Future building projects for which plans have
b_een drawn are an Industria~ Arts Building, a Science Building, an extension to the present Gymnasium, and a remodeling of the present Vocational Building as a Home Economics Building.
. Buffalo State as Part of a Great Educational Center. The College
1s located near a number of noteworthy educational and cultural institutions which contribute to its facilities and program. Directly across Elmwood Avenue from the Administration Building is the beautiful Albright
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Art Gallery. Within a block to the south is the Albright Art Schoo[ and
a block to the north is the Buffalo Historical Museum. North on Elmwood
A venue, within easy walking dista1:ce are t~e McKinley V ocationa[ High
School and the Erie County Technical Institute. On the east the College
Campus faces Delaware Park and ~elaware Park Lake, off~ri_ng excellent
facilities for canoeing, skating, ten01s, golf, baseball, and h1kmg.

Other Neighboring Educational Facilities. Also in Buffalo and
available for use by students of the College are The Museum of Natural
Sciences, Buffalo Public Library, Grosvenor Library. ( one of the five
largest reference libraries in the United States), Klemhans Music Hall
( offering the finest in music and other _types of pro~rams) , Memorial
Auditorium (the center of great conventions and rallies) and the Civic
Stadium ( a center for all types of sports events) .
Few colleges in this state or in tl~e. United ~tates can offer so_ many
rich and varied educational opportunities to their students as are Jointly
offered by Buffalo State and the City of Buffalo.

STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
Freshmen:

ADMISSION

1. A local high school diploma awarded upon the completion of a
four year course of study,_ or a State Hi~h School Equivalency Diploma
approved by the Commissioner of Educat10n. .
.
2. The completion of sixteen or more u01ts of high school work.
There are no specified course requirements _other than the basic courses
required for graduation from an al?proved high school.
3. Applicants must_ be at least sixtee? years ?f age.
4. Preference is given to those with a high school average above
75.
5. Entrance Examinations as provided by the State University of
New York.
6. A personal interview and a speech test at a time and place appointed by the college.
.
. .
7. A health report submitted by the family phys1CJan on a_ form provided. An applicant must be free fro~ "physica~ def.ects or diseases that
would unfit the applicant for the duties of teaching._
8. Applicants for admission t? .t~e Art Education, the Home Economics or the Industrial Arts D1v1s1on should refer to the appropnate
section~ of this catalog for more specific admission recommendations.
9. Formal application as follows:
a. Secure application form from high school principal or from the
Chairman of Admissions, State University College for Teachers, Buffalo 22, New York.
b. Fill out the first page and request high school principal to fill out
the remainder of the form and mail it to the college.
c. File application any time after completing the junior ye~r of the
high school course. T~ose filed befo~e Ma~ fi~st will be given first
consideration. It is desirable to submit applications early and to take
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the Entrance Examinations in the autumn. Applications for those who
have graduated from high school should contain the complete fouryear record. Applications for those in their senior year should contain
11 three-or three and one-half-year record, whichever may appropriate
at the time of applying. Supplementary forms will be provided later
for the principal to submit when the final year's or semester's report is
completed.
10. Applicants desiring admission at the beginning of the second
semester should write directly to the CoJlege for complete information.
Admissions at this time of the year depend on circumstances and are not
a regular occurrence.
11. Applicants are accepted or rejected upon the foJlowing considerations: a) high school record; b) ranking in Entrance Examinations;
c) health a~d . physical examina~ion; d) pe~so~al _interview, including
speech and d1ct1on test; and e) high school pnnc1pal s recommendation.
12. Applicants accepted for admission are expected to be present on
the opening day of the college year and will not be admitted thereafter
except by special permission. Applicants unable to attend this opening
session should notify the Chairman of Admissions. When such absences
occur without permission, those on the Waiting List will be given
consideration in order of ranking.
13. Rejected applicants who enter other institutions wiJI not be eligible
for transfer later to this college.

Students, With Advanced Standing:
Applicants for admission with advanced standing are required to file
an application with the Chairman of Admissions. In addition, the applicant must meet all general requirements, including entrance tests,
personal interview, and physical examination, and must submit an official
transcript of all college work taken elsewhere and evidence of honorable
dismissal. An official transcript of record is one mailed directly from the
college issuing it to this college. If the applicant is not admitted, the
official transcript will be returned, upon request, to the college issuing it
or forwarded to another college.
Applicants above sophomore rank transferring from other State
University of New York Teachers Colleges are not required to take the
general entrance tests. A graduate of the two--or three-year normal
course applying for admission to the fourth year class is required to file
an application and have an official transcript of his record sent directly to:
Registrar, State University College for Teachers, Buffalo 22, New York .
All candidates for a degree must complete a minimum of one year of
work (32 semester hours) in residence at the College. Thus it follows
that candidates from other colleges offering three years of credit are
required to complete all remaining work in residence.
Extension and summer session credit earned in classes on the campus,
as well as credit earned in the regular session, is accepted in meeting the
residence requirement.
In order to qualify for graduation a candidate is required to earn an
amage grade of "C" in all work completed in the College.
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STUDENT EXPENSES
Required of all Students:
Fees:
Registration Fee . . . . . . .... . . . . . .....
College Union Fee .. .. . ... . .. . . . .. .

First
Semester
$ 2.50
15.00

Second
Semester
$ 2.50
15.00

Total

$ 5.oo

30.00

Student Body Activity Collections:
Blanket Tax . .. ........ . ..... . . . . . .
Athletic Tax .... . . .... . .. . . . . .. . ...
Insurance Premium . . .. . . .. .. ... .. . .
Health Service Tax . .. ..............
Camp Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total Required . .. ........ ' ..

7.50
5.00
5.75
2.00*
3.00*
$40.75

7.50
5.00
5.75

$35.75

Additional Costs for Students in Art Education Division:
Albright Art School
Tuition ( old curriculum) .... . .... .
Albright Art School
Tuition (new curriculum) .... . .. .
Albright Art School Charges ....... .

15.00
10.00
l !.SO
2.00
3.oo

-

$76.50

62.50

62.50

125.00

47.00
3.50

47.00
2.00

94.oo
5.50

Additional Costs for Students Living in Residence Halls:
Room:
Residence Halls for Women
($55.00 Per Quarter) . . . . . . . . . . . .
110.00
Temporary Residence Hall for Women
($45.00 Per Quarter) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
90.00
Meals ($80.00 Per Quarter, Breakfast
and Dinner) Totals . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
160.00
Note: Due to the unsettled conditions of prices
for food and labor, the College reserves
the right to increase or decrease, if necessary, the charge for bo~rd during the year.
In addition, lunches in cafetena average 50¢ each.

110.00

220.00

90.00

180.00

160.00

320.00

Tuition. . . .

$145.00
70.00
70.00
90.00
100.00

$150.00

$150.00

$300.00

The Student Body Activity Collections:
Annually the student body votes to collect fro~ all students the Bl~ket Tax, Athletic Tax, Camp Tax, I?surance Pre'.11mm and Health Serv1~e
Tax in one combined charge. This tax, totalmg $41.50 per year, 1s
collected upon registration at the rate of $23.25 the first semester and

* Payable at registration for first semester for which student is registered.
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Part-Time Employment

Books and Supplies (Estimate)
For Art Education Division
including Albright Art School ...... .
For Elementary Education Division ... .
For Education of Exceptional Children
Division .................. . • • • • •
For Home Economics Division ....... .
For Industrial Arts Division ......... .
Non-Resident (Out-of-State)

$18.25 for the second semeste~. Students entering in the second semester
will pay $23 .25. The apport10nment of these funds is made by the
Student Congress and the Faculty-Student Association of the college.
The histories and purposes of the taxes are as follows:
The Blanket Tax was first collected by the student body in 1924. It is
reconsidered annually and is revised when necessary to meet growing
needs and, at present, is $15.00 per year. Student publications, student
plays, student musical organizations, special assemblies, film showings,
and convocations are typical of the activities supported by this tax.
Since 1946 an Athletic Tax of $10.00 per year has been collected by
the student body to rovide a comprehens_ive athletic program. The r~ceipt for payment o fees and taxes admits the student to all athletIC
events at the college .
A College Camp Tax of $3.00 was voted in 1951 and is collected at
the fall semester registration each year for the purpose of developing,
equipping, maintai~ing, and operating the College Camp for student use.
The Health ServICe Tax and the Insurance Premium combine to make
a total charge of $13.50 which is used to pay in part the cost of the
nominal medical services offered students, and to provide each student
with an accident and sickness insurance policy. These services include an
annual physical examination, first aid, consultations, and other essential
health benefits. The accident and sickness insurance, for which $11.50 of
the $13.50 tax is collected, provides coverage for students at all times
during the college year, on or off campus, including athletic and camp
activities. A complete exflanation of the benefits will be furnished upon
request. The President o the College is empowered to excuse any student
from payment of part or all of the Student Body Activity Collections
upon satisfactory proof of financial inability. All fees and Student Body
Collections are subject to change without notice.

FINANCIAL AIDS

The Student Part-Time Employment Service provides opportunities for
students to meet some of their expenses through part-time work either
on campus or within the community. However, only those who seriously
need the income are expected to take on this additional work. Twentyeight hours of part-time employment is the maximum that will be approved for an undergraduate carrying a full academic program. Requests
for such assistance should be directed to the student part-time employment service in the office of the Dean of Students.
There are a number of openings available in nearby homes where students may work three hours per day (21 hours per week) in return for
room and board (including lunches), plus $3 per week. When it is
necessary bus fare is also to be provided by the householder. Applications
for this type of assistance should be addressed to the office of the Dean
of Students.
Scholarships
High school graduates interested in attending the college have a variety

of scholarships available to them. There are available at the present time
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1654 Regents' scholarships providing $350 each year for four years 1200
war service scholarships for veterans, worth $350 a year for four' years
and 100 scholarships for children of deceased or disabled veterans with~
value of $450 a year for four years.
State War Service Scholarships. This scholarship is for veterans and
is given by the State of New York to candidates passing an examination.
It provides tuition and fees for full-time study not to exceed $350 per
year for four years. This scholarship is not given in addition to other
scholarships.
War Orphans Scholarship. To qualify for this scholarship a person
must be a son or a daughter of a veteran who has died or is disabled.
Candidates are selected by a competitive examination. The benefits of the
scholarship include payment toward tuition not to exceed $100 per year
and an additional sum of $100 per year toward maintenance.
Anyone interested in any of the above-mentioned scholarships should
consult his high school principal or write to the State Education Department, Albany, New York.
Jenkins Memorial Scholarship Fund. This scholarship was established
by the New York State Congress of Parents and Teachers. Each year this
fund awards seven $1,200 scholarships payable in installments of $300
per year for a four-year period. These scholarships are awarded to young
men or women preparing to teach in the elementary schools of the State.
A0y high school senior interested in this scholarship should confer with
his principal or the president of his local Parent-Teachers Association.
Alumni Scholarship. This annual award of $100 to one or more students for an outstanding high school record and for financial need was
founded by the Alumni Association of the College in 1952. The recipients are recommended by the Coordinator of Field Services and a Faculty
Committee.
Art Education Club Scholarship. Outstanding and promising Art students selected by a committee of students of the Art Division and Art
Education Club are awarded annually full or partial tuition scholarships.
The scholarship was established in 1948 by the Art Education Club.
Art Kraft Klub Scholarship. Annually an Art Division freshman who
has demonstrated outstanding art ability as selected by a student committee from the Art Kraft Klub receives a scholarship of $100. This
was established by the Klub in 1936.
Daniel Upton Scholarship. This annual award of $100 was established
by the College chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority and by friends of
Dr. Daniel Upton in his honor. Dr. Upton was a former principal of
the Buffalo Normal School. This scholarship is granted to a woman who
is a member of the junior class who is not a member of a sorority and
who has given outstanding service to the College and is in financial
need. The recipient of the scholarship is selected by a committee of the
sorority chapter and the Associate Dean of Students from a list of candidates recommended by student organizations and faculty members.
Luella Chapman Scholarship. Annually one $50 scholarship is given to
an anonymous woman sttident of high character, leadership and financial
need. It was founded in 1931 by Alpha Sigma Tau sorority, and the
student is selected by a committee composed of the faculty adviser of the
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50rority and the Associate Dean of Students from a list of known cases
of students with great financial need.
Raymond M. Fretz Scholarship. This scholarship was established in
1952 by the Delta Kappa Fraternity in honor of the former Dean of
Men, ~aymond 1:-f· Fretz, ~nd i~ .given_ to two students selected by the
fraternity for their outstandmg c1trzensh1p and scholarship. Each scholarship is worth $50.
.
Wheelock Scholarslup. An annual award of $50 is granted to a junior
man who shows promise of becoming an elementary school teacher. The
scholarship was established_ in ~9 31 by the Association of Secondary
School Prmc1pals. The cand1dat_e _is selected by a committee working with
the Dean of Students. The recipient also receives an invitation to attend
annu~l meeting and b~nquet of t~e Association of Secondary School
Prinopals usually held m Syracuse m December.
Grace A. Powell Home Bureau . Scholarship. This scholarship is
awarded annually to a home economics student chosen by a committee
comprised . of members of the Home Economics Division faculty and
representatives of the New York State Federation of Home Bureaus. The
scholarship is the income from an investment of $5,000 given to the
College by the New York State Federation of Home Bureaus in December 1953.

Loan Funds
Alumni Association Loan Fund. Through this fund established in 1912
by ~e College Al~ni Association, j~nior and senior students may
obtain loans of vanous amounts dependmg upon the need of the individual student. These loans are made on the recommendation of a
subcommittee of the Executive Committee and of the Association. Additional information can be secured from the office of the Dean of
Students.
Elizabeth C. Lange Student Loan Fund. This loan fund was established in 1925 by graduates of the Home Economics Division of the
College _as a mem~rial to Elizabeth C. Lange, the first Director of Home
Econom1Cs Education. Home Economics students other than freshmen
may borrow up to a maximum of $100 without interest for a maximum
of two years' duration with th~ auth_o~i~ation of a committee of faculty
members of the Home Economics DlVlsion of the College. Applications
are made through the Home Economics Division.
Faculty Wives Club Loan Fund. This loan fund was established in
1951 by th: Faculty Wives Club to assist upperclass students who find
themselves m . an emergency financ!al need. Students may secure on a
short-term basis loans up to $35 with the recommendation of the office
of the Dean of Students. Several larger loans will also be available
through the office of the Dean of Students.
Memorial Student Aid Fund. In 1953 the office of the Dean of
Students established this fund f?r students who are in emergency financial
need. The number of loans available and the amount of loans varies and
they ar~ made on a short-term basis. This fund is made available thr~ugh
gifts given as a memorial to relatives or friends of donors. Loans are
secured through the office of the Dean of Students.
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Awards
. Alp~a Sigma Alpha Award for Scholarship. This ;ward was estab.
ltshe~ m 195? by_ The Buifalo Alumnae Chapter of Al1~a Sigma Alpha
Soror~ty and 1s given to a g_raduating senior with the 11ghest scholastic
s~andmg through four years m college. The recipient wi~ receives a certi:6-cate and a $50 qov~rnment Bond is selected by the cJa1_rman of Alpha
Sigma Alpha Soronty m conference with the College Rg1strar.
~ishop Honor Award.
1924 Zeta Chapter of J'.ethusa Sorority,
which later became Delta Sigma Epsilon Sorority, estab1shed this award
consisting of a silver medal which is presented to a se.1ior woman who
has been chosen to be outstanding in scholarship, leadersiip and character.
A co1:111littee of faculty and students under the charmanship of the
Assooate Dean of Students selects the recipient from 10minees selected
by the senior class by secret ballot.
Delta Kappa Award for Character, Leadership and ;cholarship. This
award was established in 1935 by Delta Kappa Fraternil' and is presented
to a ma!~ senior wh? ?as disp~ayed outstanding charact'r, leadership and
scholarship. The reop1ent receives a gold medal with }ls name engraved
on its face and is chosen by a Faculty Committee (fl the basis of a
point system.
Delta ~appa _Award for Outstanding Activity in Sprts. This award
was established m 1935 by Delta Kappa Fraternity and s presented to the
male senior who has displayed the most outstanding actvity in intramural
and varsity sports. The award consists of a statuette tr>phy and is given
by a Faculty Committee on a point-system basis.
Hispania Medal. This medal was first awarded at B,ffalo in 1952 and
is provided annually by the American Association of T~chers of Spanish.
This medal is presented for scholastic achievement i1 Spanish selected
through a poetry recital to one student or two if the1 are eligible. The
recipient is selected by a committee of three faculty'members, two of
whom are from the Foreign Language Department.
Phi Upsilon Omicron Award in Home Economics This award was
established in 1951 by the Buifalo Alumnae Chaptl of Phi Upsilon
Omicron and is presented to a Home Economics seniJr who has shown
excellence in student teaching and who gives promis( of the most outstanding success in teaching. The award is an article mde of silver which
is both ornamental and useful in the recipient's horn', and is engraved
with her name. A committee of the Alumnae Chap~r of Phi Upsilon
Omicron selects the recipient from nominees suppled by the Home
Economics Faculty and the Home Economics senior cl§S.
Psi Phi Girls' Basketball Team Award. This awad of a silver cup
was established in 1930 by Psi Phi Fraternity and i presented to the
championship girls' basketball team, which wins th intramural league
championship.
Psi Phi Individual Sports Awards. These seven awafls were established
in 1930 by Psi Phi Fraternity. Gold statuettes are presented for outstanding performance to one man in each of the follo,ing sports: basketball, cross country, golf, soccer, swimming, tennis an track. Tre coaches
furnish Psi Phi with lists of participants for each spoi and the selections
are determined by popular vote by secret ballot of thEstudent body.

fo
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Ru~ ~lliott Hous~on Honor .f.i.ward for Senior Woman who is Outstanding !n Leadersh_1p, Sch~l~r~h1p and Participation in Women's Health
and PhysJCal E,ducat1on. Act1V1t1~s._ T~is award was established in 195 3
by the Womens _Athletic A~sooat1on m honor of the retired Director of
Health and Phys!cal Education, Miss Ruth E. Houston. The recipient is
awarded a cup with her name and the year engraved on it. She is selected
by women Facul~ m~mbers of ~e Health and Physical Education Department from nommat10ns submitted by the Board of Control of th
Women's Athletic Association.
e
Shaw Me_morial Medal for Excellence in Teaching in Elementar
Grades. This award was established in 1919 by an Alumni Committe:
in honor of Albert H. Shaw, a former _member of the Faculty. The senior
"who has shown the greatest proficiency in the art of teach ·ng" ·
presen_ted a medal engraved with his name. The recipient is select~d b 1;
committee of the Faculty.
Y
Walter B. Weber Honor Award. This award was established in 1949
in honor of Walter
·
. .B. Weber,. a retired Faculty member · A gold k ey JS
awar ded to a senior m Industnal Arts wh? has de~o~strated outstanding
personal growth, leader~h1p and s_cholarsh1p. Nominations for this award
a:e made by a committee _appointed by the Executive Committee of
Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity, and the final selection is made b th
D!rector of the Industrial Arts Division and a Sigma Tau Gamm/com~
m1ttee.
Women's Athletic Association Awards. These awards were established
in 1943 by Ruth Houston, Gertrude Roach and a committee of students
The_ ~um?er _of awards ~aries and are given for points accumulated by
part1c1pat1on !n extra-cumcular sports which are: archery, bowling, cheerleadmg'. da~cmg ( modern and square), fencing, golf, basketball, softball
and swmunmg .. Th~ first award is a three_-inch block "S" in orange and
black f~lt a~d _is given fo;, ~~e. accumulation of 500 points. The second
award 1s a s1x-mc_h block S m _orange and black chenille and is given
for the accumulat10n of 1,500 points. The third award is a gold "S" key
and is given for the accumulation of 2,000 points.

STUDENT RESIDENCE

Residence for Women Students
The Residence Halls, West, and North, accommodate three hundred
women students who enjoy spaciou~ rooms and close access to the lounges
and game rooms of the College Un10n. Every study-bedroom is fitted with
beds, built-in units of wardrobes. and dressers, ample storage drawers
and study desks. Laundry rooms with washers and driers are provided in
each unit of the Halls.
All residents. of the Halls take two meals a day in the dining hall of
the College Unto?· Lunch as well as occasional refreshments are available
mthe Snack Bar m the Cafeterias.
1'!1e fees for ~he Residence Halls are listed above under expenses.
Pioneer Hall 1s a residence hall for freshmen. The study-bedrooms are
extremely large with accommodati~ns including wardrobes, dressers and
tables for those who prefer to study m their own rooms. There are lounges,
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!!tudy halls and laundry facilities. Residen~s from Pioneeer Hall take meals
in the College Union dining hall as do residents of Westt and North Halls
and by the same arrangements.
. .
It is required by the College that all women s_tudents ; livmg a"".ay from
their own homes are to reside in campus Residence }Halls ~r in other
assigned residences approved by the College. When a sttuden~ 1s admitted
to the College, the Office o_f the Dean ~f Students 1suppltes her with
detailed information regarding these res1de~ce centeers, and provides
assistance in obtaining a satisfactory pl~ce to live.
.
Women students desiring information ab~ut off-caampus housmg in
approved cooperatives and living units should inquire O)f the Office of the
Dean of Students.

Residence for Men Students
Men students who are living away from home arce required to live
in residences approved by the College. Many of these~ homes h~ve be:n
used by several gener~ti?ns ?f students, the housemothe~rs cooperati~g with
the college in maintammg its st~ndards of health and safety. W~t!e men
students live mostly in small units scattered around thoe community, they
are a unified group which ~akes the . colleg~ camp~~s the center of its
activity. Information concernmg housmg units ava1hable for men can
be secured from the Office of the Dean of Students.

Residence Registration
A statement of residence is made to the Office of th~e Dean of Students
at the time of registration. Any change in this residencce can be made onl_y
through prior approval by the ~ffice ~f the Dean of Students. This
applies to all students,
commuterrs
regu1at·on
i
.
.mcludmg
.
.
· and
C 11Buffalo res,.
dents, and its observance 1s a condit10n of continuance_ m o ege.

HEALTH SERVICES
Health Facilities on Campus
The college maintains a Student Health Service, !?crated in the _Administration Building, where first aid, emergency serv1cee, consultat10n, and
other health services essential to student welfare may be secured Monday
through Friday, from 8 :00 A.M. to 5 :00 P.M. !hee C::ollege Phys1C1an
is available three afternoons a week for consultat10n with students.

Preadmission Requirements
A health examination by a physician is required mf all students prim
to matriculation with the college. It is re~om_mendecli that any necessary
immunization or vaccination be done at this time.

Provisions of Health Program on Campus
The Health Services provide medical exami~atioms fo~ al_! freshmen,

tC1'.n'isru, cl;tffllts., a.nd. ~eniors-, as- well as n_hy;,ICal eexammations for all

athletes prior to their engaging in competitive sports, and in such other
ases as are needed. Necessary laboratory tests are also made whenever
cdvisable. An annual chest x-ray provided free by the Erie County
}uberculosis Association Portable Unit is required of all students. No
tudent may be excused from these x-ray and examination requirements.
~ny necessity for special arrangements to meet these requirements will
esult in an additional cost to the student. Admission to class will be
dependent upon satisfactory passing of all health examinations.
Community Medical Resources
A close working relationship is maintained by the College with hospitals and selected medical specialists in the community to safeguard
further the health of its students.
Charges for Health, Program
A health Service Tax and an Insurance Premium as listed under the
heading "Student Expenses" in this catalog are collected by the student
body to help maintain the Health Services provided for all students.

STUDENT COUNSELING SERVICES

The Office of the Dean of Students

The Office of the Dean of Students offers students counseling services.
In addition to these services, referrals are made to other services on and
off the campus for students requiring specialized counseling assistance.
This office is responsible for all student personnel services and student
affairs in the college. The Office personnel not only counsel with individual students but consult with groups, their committees and their
leaders. All student housing is centered in the Office of the Dean of
Students.

The Faculty Sponsor Program
Each student has a Faculty Sponsor who serves as his adviser during his
lour years at the College. The advisees meet several times during the year
with their Sponsor in individual conference and group sessions. Individuals
needing expert or special services are referred to the Office of the Dean
of Students or to other services on the campus. The Sponsor not only is
concerned with the individual progress and problems of the student but
also is interested in helping him to learn further about his profession.
In addition to a Faculty Sponsor the Freshman students also have a
junior student who serves as a counselor to them during their first year.
The Junior Counselors work with the Faculty Sponsors in interpreting the
College to the new student.
Freshman Orientation
The college provides an orientation program for new students during

the first week in the autumn semester. It serves to introduce the Fresh-

man to college traditions, academic offerings, campus facilities, and
student activities.

Following the Orientation Week program at the ~ollege, students
are offered the opportunity to attend weekend camps which serve further
to acquaint them with the College and to learn to know each other.
During the first semester of the year each new_ student takes a one.
hour course, Orientation, wh_ich sup.plies _informat10n about _the library,
study and research skills, social relationships, group leadership and par.
liamentary law.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
The student organizations on campus have developed 01:1t of the inter.
ests and needs of various groups. Through some organization~ oppor.
tunities are provided for the develop~e_nt of sooal_ relat10nships,
leadership training, and civic responsib1ht1es; others aid . students to
select hobbies, exercise special abilities, and grow profess1onally. The
activities also provide numerous cultural advantages,- .
Information concerning any of the student organizat10ns and activities
at the College can be secured in the Office of the Dean of Students.
From departmental offices and the College Unio~ Office additional infor.
mation concerning special activities can be obtained.

Student Traditions
Freshman Camps for Women and Camp for Men
Inter-class Sing
Faculty Reception for Freshmen
Frosh-Soph Daze
Dramatic Productions
Friday Evening Film Showings
The Dean's Tea
Informal Friday evening dances
Formal Dances, Junior Prom, Senior Ball, Panhellenic and Inter.
fraternity Ball
Holly Hanging Festival
The State Fair
Panhellenic Day
Leadership Conference
Alpha Tapping Ceremony
Home Economics Day
Parents Weekend
The Spring Musicals
Moving-Up Day
Alumni Day
Baccalaureate, Class Day and Commencement
Student Camps
Freshman Camps make the first weekend of college a me~orable
experience for those who attend. They are hel~ at nearby camp sites a_nd
are organized by an upper-class student c~mm1t_tee. Programs of fi_res1de
talks, "shack chats", skits, sports, and onentat1on to college trad1t1ons,
make the two days pleasant and profitable for beginning students. Close
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association with upperclassmen and faculty develops a college spirit for
which these ~amps_ have been famous for over twenty-five years. Previews
are se_nt to incoming_ Fre~hme~ d~ring the summer so they may make
finanetal plans for this orientation into college life.
The Upperclass Camp is organized for women who wish to set aside
the first weekend of college for re-orientation and outdoor recreation.

Freshman Camp for Men
The Freshman Camp for Men is held the first weekend of the college
year. Upper-~l~ssmen ~nd f~culty m_embers conduct a program of sports,
colleg~ tradt1t10ns, onen~at1on, cabin chats, and campfire sessions. All
incommg_ Freshmen are informed of the camp program and given an
opportunity to attend.

Inter-Class Sing
D~ring the ye~r ~he four. c~asses of the college conduct a friendly contest ~n group sing_ing. Ongtnal songs climax the program, with the
winnmg one surv1vmg as the College Song of the Year.

Faculty-Freshman Reception
The Faculty of the college has traditionally honored the Freshmen
wit~ a fo_rmal social reception shortly after the opening of college. With
their Junior Counselors as escorts each Freshman has an opportunity to
meet personally the members of the Faculty of the College.

Moving-Up Day
The annu~l climax to the activities _o f ~ach class is the spring festival,
called . ~fov~ng-~p Day. At an aud1tonum program in the morning
recogn1t1on 1s given to stude~ts who have served the college during the
year. New officers ?f the maJor campus groups are also installed. With
a colorfu_l parade in the afternoon and an evening dance, this is the
college-wide event of the spring.
Student Governing Groups
. Stu~ent Congress, the g~verning body of the College Student Associat10n,. ts one _o~ the agenc1~s thro~gh which students can grow in the
practtee of living democratically in a college community. The Student
Congress makes recommendations on matters of concern to the students
an~ _serves as a medium for_ ~h_e organization and expression of student
op1010n. It also sponsors act1v1ties and serves as a coordinator of student
effort. Representation is provided for each unit of the student body
Officers of t~e council _ar~ elected by the student body at large.
·
Class Cabinets, cons1stmg of th~ officers of the senior, junior, sophomore, and freshman classes, constitute the planning and administrative
b~ards of _these four units of the student body. They also include commit(ee chairmen an~ section captains of each class respectively on their
advisory. and e:"~~ttve staffs. Each officer meets in an Inter-class Council
to organize acttv1ttes and functions for the four classes of the College.
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The Residence Centers Council consists of representatives from each
student residence. This council meets monthly primarily to consider the
opportunit~es and problem~ involved_ i~. dormitory and residence living.
The council sponsors a vanety of act1v1ttes to supplement and enrich the
regular college recreational program. In addition, East and West Hall
and Pioneer Hall have their own governing associations.
The College Union Board of Governors serves as student government
agency to promote social, cultural, and recreational facilities, services and
programs for the campus community. Faculty, student and alumni repre.
sent_at.ives are el~cted by ~heir constituents and. serve o? _t~e Board. Eight
Act1v1ty Committee Cha1rmen form the Union Act1v1t1es Council and
plan most of the College Union programs and policies.
Professional Groups

The Art Education Club for students of the Art Education Division
is both professional and social. Activities of the club include the Annual
Art Auction Sale, which not only promotes interest in owning original
works but provides scholarship funds . The club sponsors professional
trips to a~t meetings and galleries, including a. tr!p to New York City.
The club 1s a member of the Eastern Arts AssoC1at1on and the Committee
on Art Education.
The Future Teachers of America organized its Daniel Upton chapter
to study professional aspects of the career of teaching. The club organizes
field trips to places of interest in the local community and has been
active in interesting high school seniors in teaching as a career. The
members of the local chapter hold membership in the New York State
Teachers Association and the National Education Association.
The Home Economics Club is affiliated with the American and New
York State Home Economics Associations. Through such activities as a
"get acquainted" party, articles for newspapers, radio programs, and
fashion shows, the club provides for the development of leadership and
participation in services to the College and the community.
The International Council for Exceptional Children is an affiliate of
the international organization by the same name. Membership in the
organization is limited to college students interested in teaching children
who are mentally handicapped, blind or partially sighted, deaf or hard
of hearing, orthopedically handicapped or speech defective. Monthly meet·
ings give the members opportunities to meet and talk with specialists in
the field. Visits are made to special schools and residential institutions.
The Science Club is an organization for students of all departmenll
having an interest in science activities and science in education. This
club meets twice a month for a business meeting and promotes variolll
types of science activities that are of interest to the club members including trips to various points of interest in the Buffalo area.
The Psychology Club was formed as an outgrowth of student interest
in psychological experimentation. It offers an opportunity to a selected
group of students for research work in psychology. In addition to the
regular meetings there are panel discussions, lectures, and group proJedl,
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recognized soloists, distinguished political commentators, literary person.
ages and other presentations carefully selected for a college audience.
The;e are also student-produced plays, musical p~ograms, and traditional
events that together make a rich phase of college life.

Religious Groups
Canterbury Club is an organization prim:uily for Episcopali_ans or those
interested in the Episcopal Church. Weekly Tuesday fellowship_ luncheons
are held in the College Union, and a service of ,Holy Communion 1s celebrated once each month. The Rector of St. Johns Church, Buffalo, acts as
religious adviser to the group.
.
.
.
Hillel is an organization open to students. inter~st_e? in the Jewish
faith . It offers them religious, cultural and social activities. I~s programs
include lectures, discussions, holiday ceremonies, and celebrations. Music,
folk dances, and guest speakers brin~ to th~ members a deeper understanding and appreciation of the Je:"71sh_ hentag_e.
.
.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 1s an internat10nal and mterdenominational organization active on college campuses t~e world over.
It emphasizes positive Christian living based on teachings from the
Scriptures.
.
The Lutheran Student Association assists .students in the study a_nd
appreciation of Lutheran doctrines and beliefs. It sponsors an active
program of forum and fellowship meetings, study grou12s,_ retrea_t conferences, and service projects. ~he national ~.S.A. p_art1C1pates m the
United Student Christian Council and shares in the hf<; of the ~odd
Student Christian Federation, the international community of Christian
student.
. . 1 . 11
1
d
.I
The Newman Club promotes the spmtua_,. 1_nte_ ectua an soc1a
interests of the Roman Catholic students. Its act1v1ties include s_tu_dy clubs,
social activities, retreats, corporate communions, lectures, and JOmt meetings with the Newman Clubs of o_ther colleges. The N~wman Club 1s
affiliated with the National Federation of Coll~ge Catholic Clubs.
Student Christian Association offers fellowsh1]2 to men and women of
understandany se Ct, Creed , Or denomination ' who seek to gam a hbroader
A
· · ·
ing of the Christian faith. The major _object_ive of _t e ssooat10n 1s to
demonstrate faith through action by stimulating senous thought through
discussions, study groups, and conferences with students of other colleges.

Honorary Groups
Al ha is composed of students from the two upper cl~sses who have
been Poutstanding in extra-curricular '."'ork. The purpose ~s _to encour~ge
well-directed activities, to promote high_ standards in existing organizations and to recognize effective leadership.
.
Chi Delta Phi is Beta Alpha ch~pter of the national honorary literacy
· The purposes of the soronty are the furtherance of the study of
soronty.
·
f th
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menfbership is limited to Industrial Arts maiors havmg an academK
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average in the upper h~lf of th~ir class .. Its objectives are to promote
research, to provide desJCable sooal expenences, and to recognize excellence in the crafts.
Kappa Delta Pi is the Ga~a Mu chapter of the national society.
Members must be at least of Junior standing with six hours of credit in
Education co~rses a~d be in ~he upper _quartile of the College. They must
indicate continued interest m Educat10n by a letter submitted to the
organization. The candidate must also manifest desirable personal habits
and leadership attributes.
Phi Upsilon. Omic:on is the Mu chapter of the national fraternity.
Home ~conom1cs maiors f_rom the upper classes having achieved high
scholastJC records and having demonstrated professional leadership are
selected as members. Its purpose is to provide opportunities for personal
and professional development of its members.
Sigma Upsilon is the Alpha Delta chapter of the national fraternity.
Membership is open to all men of the College who have shown noteworthy accomplishment in the field of English.

Social Groups
There are eleven social-fraternal organizations on campus, four open
to r:ie~, s:ven open to women. ~a~h of th~se groups selects its members
by mv1tat1on. In order to be el1g1ble for initiation into one of them a
st~d_ent must have maintained an academic a'.'erage of "C" through a
mm1mum of three semesters. The common objectives of these organizations ~re the devleopment of leadership, fellowship, and academic success
of their members, and ~e gene~al good of the entire college.
The Art Kraft Klub 1s a SOC!al and an art activity club for interested
students. Membership is open to all interested college students who have
demonstrated exceptional creative ability in works submitted to the club.
Publications

College life is reflected and recorded by four publications, each edited
by a student staff whose membership is open to all students.
The Reco~d, the weekly newspaper, is published during the regular and
summer se~s!ons. It featu~es current news of campus events and reflects
student opm1ons on many issues, local, national, and international.
The ~lms, annual yearbook, published in June, contains a record of
the Se01or Class and College organization.
_The Elm Leaves, an annual literary magazine, published in May contams selected creative writings of the students.
'
T~e Handbook, c~ntains. brief. general information about the College
and its programs. It 1s published m September when it is most helpful to
new students.
Recreational Activities
The College Camp, one of the significant recreational features of the
College, consists of four hundred an~ thirty-five acres of rural landscape,
partly wooded, partly open, located m Cattaraugus County. Its hills and
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numerous ponds make it ideal for skiing, skating, and other winter sporti.
Its maple groves, wooded areas, open meado"'.'s, and strea~ns make it a
delightful summer recreation spot. A:n expansive lodge, with large fireplaces, provides pleasant accommodations for fifty student~ !or overnight
or weekends. The Camp is owned by the students and administered by the
College Camp Commission. It is open for the use of all student groups
and alumni.
The College provides an ongoing recreatio1:a~ _program throughout the
year centered in the Student Union. These activ1t1es are f~)t the most part
provided for by the Student Body Activity Collectio?s without ~dditional
cost to students. They are varied in nature to provide for a wide range
of interest. Some of these activities are as follows:
_
.
Union Open House--each semester, guests, dancing, music, cards,
general social activities
_
.
.
.
Sunday Afternoon Music Hours-senous music, light classrcals,
jam sessions
_
.
_
. _
Film Showings-some on Fnday evenings m aud1tormm for all
students, others on Sunday for dormitory stude?'ts and guests
Fireside Sings-group singing around fireplace m Student Lounge
Weekly Dances-dances with or without dates, some sponsored by
student organizations
Art Workshops-for groups or individuals to putter or wor~
seriously and creatively
_ _
Special Events-Smorgasboard~, p1cn1cs, bar~ecues _
Sports Activities-all types-m gym or with equipment provided
on Union Quadrangle
,, ..
_ .. "
Traditional Events-"Soph-Frosh-Daze - Holly Hanging - Mo,ing-Up Day"

Athletic Program
The college provides a balanced progra~ _~f athletics for all students,
including both varsity and intramural act1V1ties.
.
Varsity athletics include basketball, soccer, cross country, golf, tennts,
and swimming. College varsity teams have won nu~erous State ~harnpionships; their schedules include many of the leading colleges m the
East.
-- ·
h
Women's athletic activities include intramural co~pet~tion m arc ery,
basketball, badminton, bowling, soccer, softball, swimming, an? volleyball. Women student teams participate in play day events with other
colleges.
_
Intramural athletic activities for men include touch football, cross
country, bowling, basketball, volleyball, swimming, softball, golf, and
horseshoes.
_
Through these sport activities students are able to wm a College
Letter.
d
A hl · C
I
All college athletics are coordinated by the Stu en~ t et!C ouno
and supported by the Athletic Tax. Students are admitted to all college
sports events without additional cost.

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
ACCELERATED PROGRAM
To meet the increased need for elementary teachers the College offers
an accelerated program of study which enables the capable student to
complete the regular four-year course in three calendar years embracing
three regular academic years and three eight-weeks summer sessions.
Students who elect this program pay no tuition for the summer sessions.

SUMMER SESSION
The College offers an attractive Summer Session program. The 1954
summer session includes more than seventy-five graduate ar.d undergraduate courses and many special features such as: Reading Clinic,
Science Camp, Art Camp, Study Tour of New York State, Workshop in
Human Relations, Workshop for Administrators and Supervisors, special
course in International Education at Geneva, Switzerland, Driver Education, outstanding convocations and numerous field trips.

The Graduate Program, leading to the Master of Science in Education offers work in five areas: Art Education, Education for Exceptional
Children, Elementary Education, Home Economics and Industrial Arts.
Special courses are given for those interested in administration, supervision, and the intensive teacher training program for graduates of liberal
arts colleges. Further details concerning graduate offerings may be secured
from the Director of the Graduate Division.
The Undergraduate Program is designed primarily for teachers in
service who are working for the Bachelor's Degree, or who desire special
work. At the same time many courses are offered which enable regularsession students to accelerate their program, or otherwise to take courses
they need. Provision is also made for such special areas as Kindergarten
Education, Reading Clinic, Education for Exceptional Children, Elementary School Science, Visual Education and Workshop in Crafts. Courses in
Home Economics and Industrial Arts are given if there is sufficient
demand.
The 1954 summer session will extend from June 28 to August 6. The
fee for an undergraduate course is $10.00 per credit hour; for a graduate
course $12.50 per credit hour. The fee is $12.50 per credit hour to
students who are not legal residents of New York State, regardless of
whether or not the credit is undergraduate or graduate. In addition a
College Fee of $6.00 and an Activity Tax of $1.00 are collected.
Address request for Summer Session Catalog to the Director of the
Summer Session.

THE EXTENSION DIVISION
The Extension Division offers late afternoon and evening classes and
Saturday morning classes throughout the college year. In addition courses
will be offered in off-campus centers during afternoons or evenings of the
school week whenever a sufficient demand arises and College faculty members can be made available to provide instruction. Requests for off-campus
courses should be made in the spring for the following fall and winter
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so that these courses may be listed in the regular Extension Bulletin and
provision for faculty can be made in planning the entire Extension pro.
gram of the College.
.
.
Graduate courses leading to the Master of Science degree m Art Education, Education of Exceptional Children, Elementary Education, Home
Economics and Industrial Arts are offered at the College on aftern0001
evenings, and Saturdays throughout the academic year. .
Write to Director, Division of Graduate and Extension Education, for
the Extension Bulletin and for information relative to extension fees
schedules and off-campus courses.
'

INTENSIVE TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

An Intensive Teacher Training Program is available for the certifica.

tion of college graduates to teach in the elem~nta~y sc~ools. A college
graduate, upon completion of one summer session m this program, will
be granted a one-year certificate which °'.ay be extende1 from year to
year by continued study in surm:1er sess10ns .and teaching e_x~erience.
Completion of 30 semester hours in the ~nten~1ve Teacher Trammg Program and evidence of successful teaching in the elementary schooh
qualifies the college graduate for the permanent form of elementary
school certification.
Work taken under the Intensive Teacher Training Program may be
credited towards the Master of Science degree. College graduates interested in this program shoul_d write _to Director, Grad~ate Divi_sion, for
application blanks. Information relative to summer sess10n housmg, fees,
and class schedules will be furnished upon request.

PLACEMENT BUREAU
The Placement Bureau is designed to assist all qualified graduates of
the College into new or beginning P?sit!on~ and to n_iaintain a profes.
sional record of all graduates of the inst1tut10n. Exp~ne~ced teachers as
well as inexperienced graduates are requested to maintain an up-to-date
file of credentials with the Placement Bureau. The staff of the Bureau
is available for consultation and advisement of any problems relatea
to teacher placement, and serves both the schools and the gra?uates of
the college during twelve months of the year. Harry J. Steel, Due~tor_of
Education, is chairman of the faculty Placement Committee which ID·
eludes in its membership all division Directors.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The Alumni Association serves the graduates of this college in mani
ways. Alumni files and records are ma_intained and inquiries
~nswerea
by Miss Mary M. May, Co!le~e Registrar. Som~ of the act1v1t1es sponsored by the Alumni Assooat1on are: Ho111:ecoming Basketba!I Game m
January; Alumni performance of the Spnng Play; Alumni Weekena
in June.
One of the noteworthy achievements of the Association in the last two
years has been the steady development of scholarship funds. Most of
these funds have been granted to incoming freshmen.
Bulletins are published p eriodically to keep the alumni informed about
the activities of the Alumni Association as well as campus developments.
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LIBRARY FACILITIES
The Edward H. Butler Library is planned to serve the instructional
nd curricular needs of the college and to encourage active interest
a books and reading. The book collection of over 50,000 volumes
:d over 400 current . periodicals is accessible to students and
faculty on open shelves. Librarians and faculty cooperate in the selection
of books, periodicals and other materials of instruction. The Reference
Reading Room, the Reserve Book Room, and the Recreational Reading
Room afford areas for st~dy and cultural reading. Facilities for individual
and group study ar~ provided thr~ughout the library _building. The library
maintains a collect10n of recordings on both musical and non-musical
subjects for m'.1~ic appreciation and spee~h cl_asses and for r~cre~t!onal
listening. Prov1s10n 1s made for group listening as well as ind1v1dual
listening. A microfilm reader and a microcard reader are also available
for the use of the students and faculty. The library subscribes to the
microfilm edition of The New York Times and is purchasing out-of-print
materials on microcard. To orient the student to the library a tour is conducted during Orientation Week. Later in the semester instruction is
offered in the Freshman Composition classes. Upperclassmen are given
further instruction in the use of library materials in various subjects upon
request of the instructor. Through inter-library loan books and other
materials of instruction are available from the State Library.
The Laboratory of Instructional Materials, located on the second
floor of the College Library, is for the use of student teachers although
the entire student body may use its materials. Story books, elementary
school textbooks, slides, records, filmstrips, pictures, maps, posters, and
costume dolls make up the collection of teaching materials. The Phi
Omicron Upsilon Honorary Society maintains a file of pamphlets in the
field of Home Economics. Near the Laboratory are seminar rooms which
are used for student teaching~ conferences with the supervisors in all
areas of student teaching. Instruction in the use of teaching materials is
offered by the librarian in charge of the Laboratory.
The Campus School Library is located on the second floor of the
Campus School and is under the supervision of the children's librarian.
It contains more than 5,000 children's books and receives a number of
children's magazines. Each grade of the school is scheduled for instruction weekly in the use of the library and story hours are arranged at frequent intervals.
The Erie County Library, the Grosvenor Library, the Buffalo Public
Library, the Albright Art Gallery Library, the Buffalo Historical Society
Library, and the Buffalo Museum of Science Library are all open to the
students and faculty of the College.
THE CAMPUS SCHOOL
The Campus School provides laboratory experience for student teachers. College students use the school for observing children and teachers
at work; they also participate in the school program by teaching small
groups._ An e~tensive period of student teaching experience with a class
group 1s prov1~ed near the end of the four years of professional study.
A comprehensive elementary school program for children insures a
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meaningful laboratory situation for practical teaching and learning experiences for prospective teachers.
The school houses over four hundred and sixty children from the
three-year old Nursery School group through the eighth grade. The
facilities of the Campus School include a home economics room art
room, industrial arts shop, science laboratory, gymnasium-auditorium,' and
an elementary school library, as well as classrooms and offices.

THE CHILD STUDY CENTER
The Child Study Center provides specialized facilities for the observa.
tion and demonstration of child study tech?iques, for_ research and study
in child development, and for the observation of deviate children (mentally gifted or retarded, emotionally disturbed, physically and socially
handicapped). The Center also provides opportunities for the study of
the learning problems of the usual and the deviate child, and orients
college students to classroom techniques and diagnostic methods for the
evaluation of pupil problems. It acquaints students with communiry
resources and the procedures necessary for the referral of childen in need
of further specialized help.
The objectives of the Child Study Center are to provide: a better
understanding of children; a capacity to recognize emotional maladjustments and their relationship to the learning process; an awareness of the
educational implications of physical, social, and intellectual developments;
and a knowledge concerning the kind of help needed in diagnosing and
in prescribing therapy.
The facilities of the Child Study Center include a room where children
can play, work, or be interviewed; an observation room equipped with
one-way glass through which college students or faculty may study the
children's behavior or responses; and offices for counseling, conferences,
and record keeping.

THE AUDIO VISUAL PROGRAM
The Audio Visual Department supplies counseling services and instructions for the faculty and students of the college. It provides the audiovisual materials and equipment for the teaching program and general
college use.
The audio-visual services are coordinated through an office which contains the college film, filmstrip, and tape recording library. Photographic
needs and instruction are supplied through the Photographic Laboratory.
A Radio and Television Laboratory provides the technical equipment
and facilities needed for the instructional and production needs of the
college in that area.
The college supplements its own audio visual resources by exchange
arrangements with the museums, art galleries, and industrial organizatiom
of the Buffalo metropolitan area.
The daily television programs of the college over station WBEN-TV
are coordinated through the audio visual department and administered
by a faculty committee. Recreational film showings of literary, historical,
or educational masterpieces are arranged on selected Friday evenings
throughout the year.
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GENERAL ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
These regulations apply to all students in all divisiom:

GRADING SYSTEM
The following grades are used:
A-Superior work
B-Work above average
C-A verage work
D- Work below average, but passing
E-Failure
W-Official withdrawal
X-Abandoned total program or unofficial withdrawal
W.R.-Withdrawal by request
N.C.-No credit
Inc.-:--Work incomplete because of justifiable absence from class or
Failure to take Hnal examination because of unavoidable circumstances.

QUALITY POINT SYSTEM
The following quality point system is used in determining averages:
For each hour of A: 4 quality points
For each hour of B: 3 quality points
For each hour of C: 2 quality points
For each hour of D: 1 quality point
For each hour of E: O quality points
The quality point average is determined by dividing the total number
of quality points earned by the total number of semester hours scheduled
or completed. When a course is repeated the second grade received is
used in computing the average.
'

THE DEAN'S LIST
~e Dean's List i~ an honor
are m the upper ten percent of
the end of ea0. semester a?d
earned on a mm1mum of thirty
two previous sc,mesters.

roll of all students who, scholastically,
the student body. The List is issued at
is based on the quality point average
semester credit hours taken during the

REQUIREMENT FOR GRADUATION
. All _students must complete the prescribed curriculum of the division
m v.:h1ch 0ey are registered with an average grade of C or higher (a
quality pomt _average of 2.00 or higher). An average grade of C in
Student Te~chmg must be earned before a student will be recommended
for graduat10n.
_A_ total of 128 semester hours credit is required for graduation. A
mm1ml;ffi of 32 semester hours, including the last 16 hours of the
1tudent s work, must be completed in residence.
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SEMESTER HOUR LOAD OF A STUDENT
No student shall be registered for more than 17 s~mester hours of wort
without written p ermission from the Dean or the Di_rector o~ the Division
in which the student is registered._ ~11 students registermg m the regulai
session are required to carry a mmimum program of 12 semester houri
unless granted special permission by the Dean.

ACADEMIC PROBATION
Students will be placed on probation status in accordance to the follow.
ing classifications and regulations:
1. "Probation"
a. assigned for failure to maintain a "C" average (2.00) for two
successive semesters.
b. assigned when an average for any one semester is between tne
range of 1.125 to 1.00.
2. "Final Probation"
a. assigned for failure to maintain a "C" average (2.00) for tne
semester in which a student is on "Probation."
b. assigned when an average for any one semester is below LOO.
Failure to earn a "C" average (2.00) or to pass all courses undertaken
during a semester in which the stud~nt is on pro?ation s_hall bring nii
name before the Scholarship Committee for special consideration. The
Scholarship Committee may request him to withdraw or grant anotlier
probationary period known as "Fin~l Pro?ation," depending on circumstances. No student on Final Probation will be permitted to appear pu~
licly in any organization or activity of the college at any time during ni1
probationary period.
Failure to earn a "C'' average (2.00) or to pass all courses undertaken
during a semester on final probation shall result in the student's dismis~I
from the college. A petition for special consideration may be filed wiili
the Scholarship Committee through the Director of the Division in which
the student is registered if the student feels that dismissal is not warranted.

DISMISSAL
A student may be dismissed from the College for any one or more ol
the following reasons:
1. Failing a required subject for the third time.
2. Failing one half or more of a semester's work.
3. Failure to meet the requirements of the probation regulations.
4. Failure to cooperate in carrying out the policies and regulations of
the college.
5. Conduct of an unacceptable nature.

SPECIAL REQUESTS

from other institutions, special examinations, extension and summer session work, and changes in program are to be made to the Director of the
Division or the Dean of the College.

SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS
Special ex~mi?ations are given within the first month of each semester.
These exammat10ns arc open to those students who have missed the
regular examinations during the semester immediately preceding for good
and sufficient reasons, such as illness, and who have been recommended
for special exa~inations. Students missing regular final examinations for
reasons not considered grounds for special examinations, such as mistaking
the time of the examination, may be permitted to try the next regular
examination provided the quality of their class work warrants the permission.

A 1TENDANCE REGULATIONS
1. Att~ndance at classe~ and othe_r college appointments is required.
A student s schedule constitutes s7nes of obligated appointments.
2. When an ab~ence occurs, 1t 1s the duty_
the student to explain
th~ absence to the mstructor c~ncerned. Also, it ~s the duty and responsibility of the student to consider the loss of mstruction and learning
throu_gh absence a1;1d to do whatever is necessary in order that satisfactory
learnrng may contmue and adequate evaluation occur.
3. Students absent for more than one week for personal illness must
get a clearance statement from the Student Health Service Office before
re-entering classes.
4. Excessive or chronic tardiness will not be tolerated.
5. A student may be excluded from a course if the instructor considers
absences and tardmess to be too frequent for acceptable achievement.

o!

WITHDRAWALS AND HONORABLE DISMISSAL
Studen~s finding it 1;1ece~sary to withdraw from college should do so
oflic1~1ly m ~rder to mamtam good ~ta?ding. Neglect to withdraw officially
will Jeopardize chances for re-adm1ss1on or honorable dismissal. Anyone
finding it necessary to withdraw for any reason should:
l._ C~nsult the Direct?r of the Division in which he is registered and
obtam his Recommendation Slip.
2. ~eport _to the Dean of the College, presenting the Director's Recommendat10n Slip, and obtain an Official Withdrawal Permit.
3. Report to the Registrar for official cancellation of courses and filing
of Withdrawal Permit.
Failure _to_ "'.'ithdraw properly will be to the discredit of the student.
Where 1t 1s 1mposs1ble to do this in person, it should be done by a letter
signed by the student or a parent.

TRANSCRIPTS OF RECORD

Requests for special privileges relating to academic matters such as extr1
Transcripts of r~cord are not issued to students, either undergraduate
hours of work, deviations from the prescribed curriculum, credit transfo or graduate, but wtll be forwarded upon request to educational authorities
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whom the students may designate. No charge is m~d_e for the fir_st tran.
script, but a charge of $1.00 is mad_e for each additional transcnpt. No
charge is made to men and women 10 the armed services.
The Registrar's office cannot ordinarily fu rnish transcripts of record
during registration week of any semester. Because of the large number
of requests, students are urged to ~ ake application for transcripts several
weeks in advance of the date on which they are needed.

LATE REGISTRATION
All students are to register on dates establ ished for regist~ation. A fine
of one dollar per day, up to a max(m~m of th ree dollars_, wi ll _be charged
for late registration . Only by perm1ss1on of the D ean wd l registration be
allowed after the first two weeks of college.

CREDIT FOR EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES IN THE
MILITARY SERVICE
Basic Principle:
A limited amount of college credit may be grante_d fo~. educational
experience supported by docui:1~ntary evidence, don: m ~!litary service
specialty schools, technical trammg schools and basic trammg programs
providing :
It is applicable to the degree requirements of the college.
It does not duplicate work for which credit has already been granted.
The American Council on Education Military Cred it Manual will be
the basic frame of reference for validating the quantity and qualicy
of work.
The quality of the work can also be validated by one of the following

means:

U.S.A.F.I. tests
.
.
..
Equivalent tests or procedures .
Recommendations of the Amencan Council on Education Military
Credit Manual.

Procedure:
The petitioner initiates a_peti_tion to ha_v~ his mili~ary experience receive
consideration for credit with the Military Affam Counselor.
The petitioner presents the completed l;"e_ti~ion with necessary documented evidence to the Director of Divis10n. D ocuments should mclude some type of transcript or letter from the military training
center where the experience, credits, or training were obtained by
the candidate.
The Director of Division consults with departmental chairmen, faculry
members, or other specialists, concerning the appropriateness of the
military educational experience for college credit.
Final recommendation made by Divisional Director.
Final decision made by the D ean of the College.
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Procedure for Mail Inquiries:
When an individual considering himself a prospective student writes
to the college the Director of Admission, or the Director of D ivision
suggests that the_ ~erviceman consult _with his_field educational officer at
his particular military base, concernmg possible courses of study. The
Director may also make certain course suggestions to the petitioner.

DIVISIONS OF THE COLLEGE
The Coll ege offers six major curricula for study. Each curriculum 1s
administered by a Division of the College. These curricula are :

1. Art Education. Graduates of this Division meet the certification
requirements to teach art in the elementary and secondary schools of
the State.

2. Education for Exceptional Children. Th is D ivision offers a program which enables students majoring in Elementary Education to meet
the additional certification requirements to teach in one of the following
areas: the deaf, the hard of hearing, the mentally retarded, the orthopedically handicapped, the partially sighted, and the speech defectives.
3. Elementary Education. Graduates of this Division meet the certification requirements to teach from Kindergarten through Grade 8. A special
certification for teaching in nursery school, kindergarten and primary
grades may be earned by those who complete the Early Childhood Education Sequence. Also, electives may be chosen for special emphasis in
elementary school science, elementary school principalship, and supervision
in the elementary grades.
4. Graduate Division. This D ivision offers a p rogram which permits
hold_ers _o f ~achelor's Degrees to _earn a Master of Science Degree by
special1zmg 10 Elementary Education, Home Economics, Industrial Arts,
Art Education, or in Teaching of Exceptional Children. Details concerning each area appear in sections following this statement.

5. Home Economics. G raduates of this D ivision meet the certification
requirements for Homemaking teachers in the public schools of the State.

6. Industrial Arts. Graduates of this Division meet the certification
requirements for Industrial Arts teachers in the public schools of the
State.
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ART DIVISION
STANLEY A. CzuRLES, Directo.r

ART EDUCATION
College Art Faculty
Professors Conant, Hubler, Winebrenner; Assistant Professors Dakin,
Heyman, Karcher, Lofgren, Truesdale; Mr. Ahrens, Miss Case, Mr.
Hoffa, Mr. Jiskara, Mrs. Massing, Mr. Tetkowski.
Albright Art School Faculty
Philip C. Elliott, Director; Mr. Amato, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Calapai, Mr.
Collins, Mr. Drumlevitch, Mrs. Dnunlevitch, Mrs. Elliott, Mr. Gilleran,
Mr. McKay.
The Art Education Division offers a curriculum for the education of
teachers of art. Graduates of this division receive the degree of Bachelor
of Science and are eligible to teach art in the elementary, junior, and
senior high schools of New York State. A graduate curriculum leads to
the degree of Master of Science.
The Division also provides the art courses for the General Elementary,
Home Economics, Education for Exceptional Children, and Industrial Arts
Divisions.
Although no pattern of courses is set up as a prerequisite for admission,
evidence of high interest and ability in art is to be submitted either in
terms of high grades received in high school art courses, or letters, or
other credentials showing successful participation in out-of-class or outof-school creative activities.

AN AFFILIATED PROGRAM OF ART EDUCATION

time that he is learning how to guide the development of others and is
learning how art can be used to better community living.
To provide this interrelationship faculty members handling the same
group of student~ meet at regular intervals to plan and evaluate activities,
and students go mto the community to participate with community people
in dealing with various problems involving housing, communications,
industry, recreational activities, and teaching.
A system of individual advisement helps the student in a constant
evaluation of his professional growth and makes possible a more individualized programming of his activities. On the basis of development
shown in the first three years, the student in his senior year may specialize
in some area of art or education.
Contacts with educational leaders and interest in professional growth
and leadership are encouraged by trips to educational conferences and
student participation in meetings.
Albright Art School Tuition, and Scholarships. Art Education Division
students pay the regular College fees and an Albright Art School tuition
fee of $47.00 per semester. Freshman scholarships are available covering
full tuition and all other fees for classes taken at the affiliated Albright
Art School during the freshman year. Scholarships are granted on the
basis of submission of a portfolio of work and recommendations, in
accordance with instructions that will be sent on request.

ADVANCED STANDING AND CERTIFICATION
Applicants for admission to advanced standing in this division will
be informed of the requirements for the degree upon evaluation of transcripts and exam_ples _of art "'.ork. College graduates and others wishing
to complete certification reqmrements only, may be accepted as special
students upon evaluation of transcripts, examples of work, and the certification requirements to be met.

This program utilizes the facilities of the Albri~ht -'\rt_ ~chool an_d
the Albright Art Gallery as well as those of the vanous d1v1s10ns of this
College. Students are thus enabled to gai? _technical training in a~ art
school at the same time that they are rece1vmg general and profess10nal
education in a teachers college.
The permanent collection in the Albright Ai:: . Gallery and t?e constantly changing exhibits brought from other nt1es and countries gtve
the students an exceptional opportunity to study the art of the past and
the present and to hear special lectures on art while they are developing
their own art knowledge and skills.

NEW CURRICULUM
Effective Since September 1952
The organization of the curriculum provides for the development of
the individual as a teacher-artist-citizen. Experiences in all three areas are
interrelated during each of the four years. Emphasis is on the develop·
ment of the expressive and creative abilities of the student at the same
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ART EDUCATION CURRICULUM

THIRD YEAR

l'or Classes That Entered in 1950, 1951.

First Semester
r----1'----,

l'IRST YEAR
First Semester
,.-A----,

Class Credit
Hours Hours
4
Ed . 101-102 Child Development ..
3
Eng. 101-102 Composition and Speech I. .. . .
3
3
Art 117 Introduction to Art Ed ............ .
3
3
S.S. 104 History of Civilization . ......... . .
1
Orientation and Library ........... . ...... .
2
Swimming and Gymnasium .... . .. .. ...... .
2½
5
Art 103-104 Basic Drawing* .. . . ...... . .. .
Art 105 Perspective I* . .... ... ... . ....... .
3
l½
2
1
Art 107-108 Principle5 of Art. ... ... ...... .
5
Art 115-116 Fundamental5 of Design* .... ..
2½
Art 114 Figure I* ...... .. .... . . . ....... .

Course Titles

Total hour.

.....................

28

16½

Second Semester

.--A----.,
Class Credit
Hours Hours
4
3
3
3

3

3

2

Class Credit

Course Titles
Sci. 307 Physical Science ..... .. .......... .

Hours Hours

Eng. 314 Survey of Literature II ....... .... .
Art 301-302 History of Art I and II ....... .
Art 303-304 Pictorial Design I, II* ... . .... .
Art 305 Functional Design* ...... .. ...... .
Art 306 Processes and Techniques* ........ .

3

3

3

6

3

3

3
3

41/2

6

9

3

2

2½
Total houra

2½

17

16½

;

Class Credit
Hours Hours

4

Art 311-312 Art Curriculum ............. .

2
5

Second Semester
r----1'----,

25

15½

9

4½

3

2

l4

15½

11/i

!ECOND YEAR

Courie Titles

Sci. 209-210 Biology .................... .
H. Ed. 201 -202 Health Education . . ....... .
Eng. 205 Survey of Literature I . .......... .
I. A. 203-204 Mechanical Drawing ...... . . .
Elective ( General College Subject ) ........ .
Art 212 Elementary Crafts ...... .. . .. .. . .. .
Art 213 Figure II* ....... . . .. ......... .. .
Art 204 Perspective II* . ................ . .
Art 205 Design in Form* ............. ... .
Art 206 Water Color* ....... ..... . ...... .
Art 207 Design in Lettering* ... ... . . . . ... .
Art 210 Costume* ..................... .
Art 214 Figure III* ............. . . .. ... . .
Total houri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* Courses taken at the Albright Art ~chool.

First Semest6r
,.-A----,
Class Credit
Hours Houn
3
2
3

.(

2
2
3
2

6

3

6

;

3

1½

27

16½

Second Semester
Class Credit
Hours Hours
3
2
.(
2
.(

2
2
2

3

1½

FOURTH YEAR

First Semester
,-----A----,

6

3
28

1½
1½
15½

Class Credit
Hours Hours

Course Titles
S.S. 402 Sociology .......... . ........ . .. .
Art 402 Advanced Crafts . ............ ... .
Art 403 Stage Crafts ... .. . ..... . .. . ..... .
Art 404-405 Student Teaching and Seminar. .

30

15

Total hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30

15

53

Class Credit
Hours Hours
3

Electives ( General College Subjects) ....... .

* Courses taken at the Albright Art School.

Second Semester
,-----A----,

3

6

6

8
8

4
4

25

17

NEW ART EDUCATION CURRICULUM

THIRD YEAR (Tentative)

Beginning with Class Entering in September 19.52
FIRST YEAR
First Semester

,----...A-----.
Class Credit

Course Titles

I

·1

1
I
I

Art 149-150 Field Studies in Art. . .... .. . ..
Art 151 -152 Introduction to Art and Education
Art 153-154 Introduction to Design .. . ......
Eng. 101 English Composition . .. .. ... . ... .

Hours Hours
2

1

6

3

10

5

3

3

4

3

Eng. 102 Fundamentals of Speech . .. .... .. .
Ed. 102 Child Development . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Second Semester

,---J------,
Class Credit
Hours Hours
2
I
6
10
3

Music 110 Music m Living . . . .. ....... .. .
H . Ed. 201-202 Health Education . ... . .. . .. .
Orientation and Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Swimming and Gymnasium . ... .. .... . ....

4
2
1

.... ....... ...... .. . ..... .. ..

2

2

2

2

Total hours .. .. .. .. ...... .. .....

30

Advisement

15

31

3
5

3
3
2

First Semester

Second Semester

,----...A-----.

,----...A-----.

Class Credit
Course Titles
Hours Hours
Junior Studen t T eaching and Seminar . ...... 15
7½
Workshop in Art, Elementary ... . ..........
6
3
Workshop in Art, Secondary ...............
9
4½
Advanced Workshop in Materials .... . ......

Class Credit
Hours Hours

function al D esign .. . ....................
Mechanical Drawing .................. .. .

Advisement ... . ........ . ................
American Litera ture .....................
Science

2½
3
2

4

2

2

......... . ... ................... .

Drama elective ..... ... ..................
Total hours . ....................

5

6

32

15

3

3

4

3

3

3

27

16½

17

SECOND YEAR
First Semester

,----...A-----.
Course Titles

Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art

Class Credit

Class Credit

Hours Hours

Hours Hours

251-252 Drawing and Painting . ..... . .

8

4

253 Crafts . ... . .. ..... ...... • . • • • • •

7

3½

254 Design Workshop . . .. .... . . . .. . .
255 Study of Child Art. ... . .... ..... .

4

2

256 Art in Everyday Life ....... .... .. .
257 Lettering and Layout...... . ... ...

3

1½

Eng. 205 Survey of Literature I ... .. . .... . .
4

3

S. S. 104 History of Civilization .. .. ... • • . •

3

3

Advisement . . ... . ........ . • • • • • • • • • • · · · ·

1

Ed. 101 Child Development . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sci. 240 Biological Science ....... . ....... .

Total hours .. . .. ..... ... .... . .. .

54

Second Semester

30

8
5

7
3
4

28

First Semester

,-----1'---.,

4
2½

3½
3

3

Class Credit

Course Titles

Hours Hours

Senior Student Teaching
Theatre D esign . ........ . .............. .
Ceramics ... . . . . ..... •. • • • . • • • • · • • • · • · · ·
Photography .. . ..... . . . ..... . .. . ....... .
Workshop in Visual Expression .......... . .
Specialty Electives by Advisement. .. ..... . .
Advisement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15
4

16

Total hour,

65

Class Credit

Hours Hours

7½

3

l½

3

1½

6

3

22

1

53

Second Semester

,-----1'---.,

2

10

2

Sociology ....... . . .. .... . ... . .... . . .... .
General Education elective

1

17

FOURTH YEAR (Tentative)

l5½

3

3

3

3

30

16

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION DIVISION

Allan P. Bradley, Director
The Elementary Education Curriculum is designed for young men and
women who are interested in professional training which leads to a
teaching career in the elementary grades. It prepares students to teach
in the nursery school, kindergarten, and all grades of the elementary
school through the eighth grade.
. . .
An elementary teacher, to be successful, must be an ind1V1dual with
excellent personal preparation as well as professional perspec~ive, technical
knowledge, and skill. This curriculum makes am_ple prov!Slon for these
three aspects of one's to~al development. _Approximately three-fourths of
it is devoted to courses in general education and one-fourth to technical
and professional courses. Students completing this curriculum are awarded
the degree, Bachelor of Science.

SPECIAL CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

Opportunity is made available to e.arn special certification to teach
young children in prim~ry grade~, km?ergarten, and nursery school.
Students desiring to qualify for this cert1ficat10n may do so by selecting
the required courses which are described on pages 87 and 88 of this
catalog.
·
.
.
.
Students who wish to earn certification for teaching exceptional children
may select their electives in this ~rea. Cot?sult the course offerings in the
Division of Education of Exceptional Children to be found on page 92
in this catalog for a complete description of courses and a statement of
specific requirements for certification.

OPPORTUNITY FOR SPECIAL EMPHASIS

Students who are desirious of preparing for administrative and/or
supervisory work in the elementary school may elect basic courses in
administration which prepare for later graduate courses.
Opportunity is available for a limited number of students to ?elect
special courses which prepare consultants or teachers of elementary sCience.
A more complete statement of this program will be found on page 120.

LABORATORY EXPERIENCES IN ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION

The professional la_b?ratory exp~riences in which all ~lementary
Education students part1c1pate are designed to h~lp the t~acher-t~-preparation to progress from a general knowledge and mter~st in teaching to the
status of a professional worker equipped to teach children:
. . ..
Throughout the entire four college years, the students m .this divmon
have planned experiences with chil~ren . and schoo.ls. During th_e first
year they study children in many s1tuat1ons to gam understanding of
the principles of child growth. and development. _In the second year
these studies are expanded to include the soc10log1cal and commumty
backgrounds of children. During ~his year. students are als~ permitted to
direct small groups of children m learning to read efficiently. In the
junior year these teaching-learning experiences become more numerous
and they are carefully guided and evaluated by faculty members skilled
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. the direction of student teachers. In the senior year each student is
en a responsible part in teaching in two or more class rooms. In each
r:ching situation the student shares the teaching of the class with a
~aster teacher who guides, d!rects, and evaluates him or he.r ~n p_erf~ct. the skills and understandings of a mature teacher. Durmg this time
student learns to interpret educational theory in class room practice.
1
The program of laboratory experiences which runs through all years
in the Elementary Education Division provid~s the stud~nt with experiences in several types of schools with children of different backrounds and different levels of maturity. These schools may be in
!etropolitan, subu~b_an or rural areas_. The opportunity to live awar from
home in communities somewhat distant from the college provides a
maturing experience essential for a successful professional worker. The
college is able to make these rich opportunities available to students
through the cooperation of professional groups of teachers and school
officials of these schools.
During this four-year planned sequence of professional experiences,
much care is taken to develop in the student teacher the knowledge,
skills and attitudes necessary for good teaching. Upon completing the
program, each one. is. given assistance in finding a suitable teaching
situation for a begmnmg teacher. Throughout this sequence of theory
and laboratory courses, the emphasis is placed on participating in
significant and meaningful experiences with children in schools which
are representative of the area served by this college. Additional experiences in the Campus Elementary School enable students to see
some of the applications of a modern philosophy of education in action.
Teachers in service are offered courses designed to meet their needs
in the summer and extension sessions of the college. This is especially
true for teachers in small rural and central rural school districts.
10

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION CURRICULUM
FIRST YEAR

First Semester
,-----A--,
Class Credit
Course Titles
Hours Hours
:ng. 101-102 C?mposition _an1 Speech ..... .
3
3
l. S. 101-102 History of C1v1!Jzat1on ....... .
3
3
id. 101-102 Child Development. .......... .
4
3
\rt 101-102 Essentials of Art. ............ .
2
3
\fosic 101-102 Essentials of Music ........ .
2
3
Jhysical Education Activities* ............ .
2
Math. 101 Introduction to Mathematicst . ... .
3
3
Sci. 101 Physical Sciencet ............... .
Language Sequence** (Optional) ....... .
3
3
Latin, French, or Spanish (Elementary and
Advanced) ........................ .

Total hours .................... .

21

16

Second Semester
,-----A--,
Class Credit
Hours Hours
3
3
3
3
,(
3
3

3

2

2
2

4
3

3

22

16

3

* Recreational activities for two periods a week, on a non-credit basis, are re-

quired of all freshmen.
.
.
.
t If one of the language sequences 1s elected, Science 101 and Mathematics 101

are taken in Sophomore ye'l[ during elective periods.

** All students not having two units of foreign language in high school must
lake a foreign language one year in college during the freshman or sophomore year.
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SECOND YEAR

FOURTH YEAR

First Semester
,----A---,
Class Credit
Course Titles
Hours Hours
Eng. 201 Advanced Written Composition . . . .
3
3
Eng. 204 English Literature . .. .. . .... .. .. .
S. S. 201-202 Contemporary Civilization ... . .
3
3
Ed. 201-202 The Child and the Curriculum I .
4
3
Sci. 201-202 Biology ..... .. . . . ... . . .. . . .
4
3
H. Ed. 201-202 Health Education ... . ... . . .
2
2
Electives ... ............... .... . ... ... . . .
3
3

'

Total hours ... . .. . . . .. . ...... . . .
,

19

.,

17

Second Semeite,

Class Credit
Hours Hours
3
3
4

Second Semester
,--A---,
Class Credit
Hours Hours

ing •· · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Eng. 402 Contemporary Literature ...... . .. .
s.s. 402 Sociology , .... • ... .. ....... . . . .
Geo. 402 General Geography II ..... .. . . .. .
H. Ed. 402 Health Protection . ........ . . .. .
Electives . ....... . ........... . . . ... . . . . .

4
3

17

First Semester
,----A---,
Class Credit
Course Titles
Hours Hours
Ed. 401 Practicum in Teachingt ....... . ... . 30
15
Ed. 402 Seminar in Elementary School Teach-

15

3

3

3
3
3
2

Total hours . ... .......... ... ... .

30

15

3
3
3
2

3

3

17

17

THIRD YEAR
DIVISION

THIRD YEAR
First Semester
,----A---,
Class Credit
Course Titles
Hours Hours
Eng. 306 Advanced Oral Composition ..... .
3
3
Eng. 304 American Literature ....... . ... .
S.S. 301-302 American Civilization and Government ... , ..... . .. . . . ....... . .. . . . . .
3
3
Ed. 301-302 The Child and the Curriculum II
5
3
Phy. Ed. 301-302 Physical Education ....... .
2
3
I. A. 303 Elementary Industrial Arts ....... .
Geo. 301 General Geography I. ...... . . . . .
3
3
Electives ..... . . . ...... . ..... . ... . . . . . . .
3
3

Total hours

20
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17

Second Semeue,

,----A--,
Class Credit
Hours Hollis
3
3

First Semester
,----A---,
Class Credit
Co11rse Titles
Hours Hours
Ed. 301-302 The Child and the Curriculum II 9
6
S.S. 301 American Civilization and Governmeot I .... ........ . ... .. ... ... ..... .
3
3
Geo. 301 General Geography I. ....... . . . ..
3
3
Eng. 306 Advanced Oral Composition ... .. ..
3
3
Phy. Ed. 301 Physical Education . .. . . . . .....
2
3
Ed. 401 Practicum in Teaching .. ... .. . ....
Total hours ......... .. ...... ....

4

'

4

3
17

A. (Junior Teaching Sections)

15

21

17

Second Semester
,--A---,
Class Credit
Hours Hours

30

15

30

15

t One-half of the Junior class will take the Practicum in Teaching the second
semester of the Junior year. The other half will take it in the first semester of
the Senior year. The following table presents a tentative arrangement of the
rourses in the Junior and Senior years to provide for the administration of this
plan of practice teaching. This necessitates dividing our Junor "and Senior classes
into two divisions, a "teaching" and a "non-teaching" group.
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DIVISION

B. ( Senior Teaching Sections)

First Semester

Course Titles
Eng. 306 Advanced Oral Composition ..... .
Eng. 304 American Literature ............ .
I. A. 30 3 Elementary Ind us trial Arts ....... .
Geo. 301 General Geography I ........... .
Ed. 301-302 The Child and the Curriculum II
S.S. 301-302 American Civilization and Government .................... • • • . • • • • • •
Phy. Ed. 301-302 Physical Education ..... . . .
Electives

Total houri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,--'----,
Class Credit
Hours Hours

3

4

3

Second Semt!/ir
Class Credit
Hours Houri
3
3

3

3
9
3

3

6

6

16

15

FOURTH YEAR
A. (Junior Teaching Sections)
First Semester
,--'----,
Class Credit
Course Titles
Hours Hours
Ed. 402 Seminar in Elementary School Teaching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
3
Eng. 402 Contemporary Literature . . . . . . . . . .
3
3
S. S. 402 Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
3
Geo. 402 General Geography II. . . . . . . . . . . .
3
3
H. Ed. 402 Health Protection. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
2
I. A. 303 Elementary Industrial Arts . ..... . .
Eng. 304 American Literature .... .. ....... .
S. S. 302 American Civilization and Government II . .. . .......... ... ...... .... .. .
Electives
3
3

6

3

3

21

17

D1v1s10N

Total hours

17

17

B. (Senior Teaching Sections)
First Semester
,--'----,
Class Credit
Course Titles
Hours Hours
Ed. 401 Practicum in Teaching... . . ..... . . 30
15
Ed. 402 Seminar in Elementary School Teaching ......... . .. . .. .. ..... ..... . ..... .
Eng. 402 Contemporary Literature ......... .
S. S. 402 Sociology ........... . ........ . .
Geo. 402 General Geography II .... . ... . . . .
H. Ed. 402 Health Protection .. . .......... .
Electives

Second Semme,

i---'-----,
Class Credit
Hours Hours

4
3

3

3
6

3
6

16

15

DIVISION

,,

\

Total hours

15

so

Second Semeiter

Class Credit
Hours Hours
3
3
3
3

3
3

2

2

3

3

17

17

EDUCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
DIVISION
Horace Mann, Director
Assistant Professor Gallagher; Miss Lipton
At the time of his admission to the college, a student may declare his
·ntention of enrolling in the Division of Education for Exceptional
~hildren, or if he is undecided, he may withhold his decision until the
beginning of the second semester of his sophomore year. In either case,
the student will follow the Elementary Education program for freshmen
and enroll in Ed. Ex. 201 during the first semester of the sophomore
year.
Upon ~raduation_ each _student meeting the requirements in a field of
specialization of this cumculum can also meet the requirements to teach
in the elementary grades.
The five areas of specialization in the Division of Education for
Exceptional Children are:
1. Education of Children with Hearing Loss
2. Education of Children with Retarded Mental Development
3. Education of Children with Orthopedic Handicap
4. Education of Children with Partial Sight
5. Education of Children with Speech Defect
A student majoring in the Division of Education for Exceptional Chillren may select only one field in which to concentrate.
Through the cooperation of the Buffalo Public Schools, Meyer Memorial Hospital, Children's Hospital, Crippled Children's Guild, Edith C.
Hartwell Clinic, Leroy, New York, and Occupational Education School,
Lackawanna, clinics and special classes are used for observation, participation and student teaching. For further information write to The Director,
Division of Education for Exceptional Children, State University College
for Teachers, Buffalo 22, New York.

CURRICULUM FOR THE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS OF
CHILDREN WITH PARTIAL SIGHT
Students follow regular Elementary Education program with the following changes:
S£COND YEAR
First Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 201 Education of Exceptional Children
Second Semester: take as elective:
I.A. 303 Elementary Industrial Arts
THIRD YEAR
First Semester: drop I.A . 303 take instead:
I.A. 305 Practical Arts for Exceptional Children
Ed . Ex. 301 Survey of Eye Conditions
Second Semester:
Ed . Ex. 330 Special Class Methods (Partially Sighted)
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester: take as elective :
Ed. Ex. 411 Practicum ( Partially Sighted)
Ed. Ex. 409 Seminar, Psychology of Handicapped Children
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CURRICULUM FOR THE PREPARATION OF SPEEca
CORRECTIONISTS

Students follow regular Elementary Education program with the following ch
SECOND YEAR
First Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 201 Education of Exceptional Children
Second Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 204 Science of Speech & Hearing
Ed. Ex. 305 Phonetics

angei:

THIRD YEAR
First Semester: drop Eng. 306, take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 306 Speech Pathology
Second Semester: take as electives:
Ed. Ex. 307 Speech Pathology
Ed. Ex. 308 Speech Correction and Clinic
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 405 Practicum in Teaching (Speech Correction)
Second Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 409 Seminar Psychology of Exceptional Children

CURRICULUM FOR THE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS OF
CHILDREN WITH RETARD ED MENTAL DEVELOPMENT
Students follow regular Elementary Education program with the following changes:
SECOND YEAR
First Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 201 Education of Exceptional Children
Second Semester: take as elective:
I.A. 303 Elementary Industrial Arts
THIRD YEAR
First Semester: drop I.A. 103, instead take as elective:
I.A. 305 Practical Arts for Exceptional Children
Ed. Ex. 310 Mental Measurements
Second Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 322 Special Class Methods (Mentally Retarded)

THIRD YEAR
First Semester: drop I.A. 303; take instead :
I.A. 305 Practical Arts for Exceptional Children
Ed. Ex. 310 Mental Meas urements
Second Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 328 Special Class Methods (Orthopedically Handicapped)
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 407 Practicum in Teaching (Orthopedic)
Second Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 409 Seminar, Psychology of the Handicapped

cURRICULUM FOR THE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS OF
CHILDREN WITH HEARING LOSS
Students follow regular Elementary Education program with the following changes:
SECOND YEAR
First Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 201 Education of Exceptional Children
Second Semester: take as electives:
Ed. Ex. 204 Science of Speech and Hearing
Ed. Ex. 305 Phonetics
THIRD YEAR
First Semester: drop Eng. 306, take as electives:
Ed. Ex. 311 Lan~uage Development for Hard of Hearing
Ed. Ex. 422 Audiometry and Hearing Aids
Second Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 324 Special Class Methods for Hard of Hearing
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 408 Practicum in Teaching (Hard of Hearing)
Second Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 409 Seminar: Phychology of the Handicapped

FOURTH YEAR
First Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 401 Practicum (Mentally Retarded)
Second Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 409 Seminar Psychology of the Handicapped

CURRICULUM FOR THE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS OF
CHILDREN WITH ORTHOPEDIC HANDICAP
Students follow regular Elementary Education program with the following changes:
SECOND YEAR
First Semester: take as elective:
Ed. Ex. 201 Education of Exceptional Children
Second Semester: take as elective:
I.A. 303 Elementary Industrial Arts
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GRADUATE DIVISION
Robert E. Albright, Director
Graduate courses leading to the degree of Master of Science are offered
during the Summer Session and it; Extension classes_ both on-camrus and
at off-campus points. Graduate maiors can be taken 1_n Art Education, the
Education of Exceptional Children, Ele_mentary Educat10n, Home Economic,
Education, and Industrial Arts Education.

Objectives and nature of graduate work:
A. To provide for advanced study in elementary education or in the

fields of special education.
.
.
B. To prepare for changing to other types o~ educat10nal service--e.g.,
from classroom teaching to administration, or v~ce versa.
.
C. To learn advanced techniques of educat10nal research m order to
foster more highly specialized knowledge in a chosen field.

Graduate work limited to Summer Session and Extension Department:

At present no graduate Vl'.ork is offered during the. regular college
session. Graduate schedules will be planned so that requirements for the
Master of Science degree may be completed by _atten_dance at five Surru:ier
Sessions. This time may be shortened by reg1strat1on in the Extension
Department classes.

Admission requirements:

A. A student must hold an approved Bachelor's D~gree ~nd be eligible
to teach in the elementary field or in the field of speoahzation.
An approved Bachelor's Degree is a degree from a teachers college
accredited by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education; or from a teachers college, college or university a_ccredited by the
appropriate regional accrediting agency,_ or on the accred1te~ or _approved
list of either the state board of education, or the state university of the
state in which the institution offering the degree is located.
Students holding a Bachelor's Degree from institutio?s not in _the
above mentioned approved or accredited list may, when their qualifications
are strong, be admitted to graduate courses, but graduate status will be
withheld until ability to do acceptable graduate work has been demon•
strated.
B. Elementary teachers certified in states other th_an New York rn~y
enroll in the Graduate Divisions; however, completion of the Masters
degree requirements does not guarantee New York certification._ Such
teachers should secure evaluation of credits and a statement of additional
work necessary for New York certification from the Certification Division
of the State Education Department in Albany, N.Y. In such a case
graduate work will be planned, as far as possible, to earn New York
certification while requirements for the Master's degree are bemg met.
C. All students must have demonstrated ability to do graduate work
1s measured by:
.
.
a. Undergraduate scholastic average_ of_ 2.3 ?r ~1gher, except 11: those
cases where extenuating circumstances md1Cate Justifiable modification. In
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cases where it seems advisable to make exception to the undergraduate
scholarship requirement, applicants will be granted tentative admission
until they have proved their fitness for admission to full graduate standing by meeting certain special requirements prescribed by the Graduate
Council or the Director of the Graduate Division.
b. An acceptable teaching record as determined by a confidential statement from the applicant's superintendent or principal.
c. Evidence from persons able to judge the applicant's fitness for
admission to undertake graduate study.
d. Other evaluation measures as may be prescribed by the Graduate
Council.

Applicants for admission to Graduate Division must:
A. Secure admission blank from the office of the Director of the

Graduate Division, which blank will outline fully the procedure to be
followed.
B. Make every effort to have application blank and all other data
required in the hands of the Director of the Graduate Division before
September 1st, if wishing to enter the Graduate Division the first
semester; by January 1st, 1954 if wishing to enter the second semester;
and by May 1st, for the 1954 Summer Session.
C. If not a graduate of State University College for Teachers at
Buffalo, write to the college which granted degree, and ask that an official
transcript be mailed to the Director of Graduate Division, State University
of New York College for Teachers, 1300 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo 22,

N. Y.

Standards for a graduate degree:

A. The quantitative requirement for the Master of Science degree
shall be t~e completi?n of thir~-two se~ester hours of graduate study.
B. _Residence requirements: A candidate for the degree of Master
of Soence may offer, for credit, not more than twelve semester hours
in aprroved _non-resid_ence courses if he is a graduate of the college
at which he 1s a candidate. He may offer not more than eight semester
hours of non-residence courses if he is a graduate of another college.
In all cases, however, such graduate study must be similar in scope
and content to courses offered by the teachers college, and must form
a coherent part of the total program of preparation to be completed
by the student." A course shall be considered as satisfying the requireme?ts ~or residence when it is offered on the campus of the State
U01vers1ty College for Teachers, or within the territorial limits of the
village or city in which the college is located. A course offered by the
college at a camp operated by the college or at a branch established
by the college may be accepted as a course in residence.
C. Fiv~ summer sessions of six weeks each shall be regarded as the
usua~ penod of attendance for
completion of the thirty-two hour
requirement for the Master ?f Science degree. This period of time may
be shortened by attendance m the classes of the Extension department.
D.. No gradua_te student, in any New York State College for Teachess,
who 1s
full time teacher, ~ill be permitted to carry an extension
program m excess of four credits per semester or eight credits per college

t?e
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year. This maximum of four hou_rs per semester inclu?es all work
whether taken in afternoon, evening, or Saturda~ ses~1ons at State
University College for Teachers, or elsewhere. Registration above this
maximum will result in loss of credit in excess of four semester hours.
In the Summer Session, a graduate student may be permitted to carry
a maximum of one hour of credit per week; that is, for two weeks'
work he may receive a maximum of two (2) credits; for six weeks' work
six (6) credits; for eight weeks' work, eight (8) cred(ts.
E. Credit will not be given for co~rses comrlete~ in. another college
or university more than seven years prior to reg1strat1on m the Graduate
Division of The State University of New York, College for Teachers at
Buffalo. A candidate for t~e Master's ~e_gree_ shall satisfy all the pre.
scribed requirements for said degree within six years from the date of
admission to candidacy.

Admission to Candidacy:

The filing of an application for the admission to candidacy for the
Master's degree is the personal responsibility of each graduate student.
Application for admission to candidacy may be made after comple.
tion of six hours in graduate courses, and must be made at the completion of twelve hours of graduate study.
Requirements for admission to candidacy are as follows:
A. A cumulative average of "B'' in courses presented for graduate
credit. No work of "D" grade will be accepted.
B. A recommendation from the adviser of the candidate the director
of the division, or (in the case of Elementary Education students) the
Director of the Graduate Division.
C. A comprehensive written examination as recommended by the stu.
dent's adviser or director of the division in which application is made.

Special students:

Students who do not intend to apply for admission to candidacy may
register for courses in the Graduate Division. However, these non.
matriculating special students are limited to a total of 12 hours of
graduate credit.

Registration Fees:

Graduate Division fees are $12.50 per credit hour.

This prog ram has been planned so that interested college graduates
may register in the Graduate Div!sion fo~ certain specifie_d Saturday
Extension courses and Summer Sessions. Satisfactory completion of prescribed courses in a Summer Se:ssion will entitle the college graduate
to a renewable certificate valid for one year. Additional renewals will
be granted upon evidence of continued summer session study and satisfactory teaching, when requested by the employing school official.
If the student wishes to complete the requirements for the Master
of Science Degree, 8 hours of graduate study, elected under the guidance
of the Graduate Division of this college, will be required in addition
to the 24 hours of required courses in elementary education. Regulations
relating to admission to candidacy stated in paragraph 6, page 66, must
be followed. A ll college gradua~es interested in this pr~gra_m for certification in elementary school teachmg, should secure appl1cat10n blanks and
complete instr~ction~ for registr~tion as soon as possi?le.
The following 1s the curriculum for certification of liberal arts
graduates:

Intermediate and Upper Grade Group
Workshop in Elementary Ed ucation (Summer Session only)
Seminar in Elementary School Problems
(Emphasis on Science, M athematics and Language Arts )
Music and Art in Elementary Ed ucation
Workshop in Child D evelopment ( Summer Session only)
Problems in Elementary School Curricul um
Seminar in Elementary Education
Electives
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3
6
3
3
6

Sem.
Sem.
Sem.
Sem.
Sem .

Hrs.
Hrs.
Hrs.
Hrs.
Hrs.

Sem.
Sem.
Sem.
Sem.

Hrs.
Hrs.
Hrs.
Hrs.

30

Kindergarten-Primary Group
Workshop in Elementary Education (Summer Session onl y)
Kindergarten Education
Psychology of the Pre-School Chi ld
Seminar in Elementary School Problems
(Emphasis on Language Arts, Science, Mathematics )
Music and Art in Elementary Ed ucation
Workshop in Child D evelopment ( Sum mer Session only)
Electives

Elementary Teaching Certification for Liberal Arts College Graduates:

As a measure to relieve the extreme shortage of elementary teachers, the
State Education Department has approved a plan whereby college graduates may enter an intensive training program to prepare for general elementary school teaching. The completion of a minimum of 30 semester
hours, on the graduate level, 24 hours of which shall be in education
courses approved for elementary school teaching, and evidence of satisfactory teaching, as determined by an approved evaluation program, will
entitle the student to a permanent certificate to teach in the elementary
grades.

6 Sem. Hrs.
3 Sem. Hrs.

6
3
3
3

3 Sem. Hrs.
6 Sem. Hrs.
6 Sem. Hrs.
30

THE GRADUATE CURRICULUM
(1) ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
(A) For the elementary teacher :
6 Semester Hours-Workshop in Elementary Education.
3 Semester Hours-Seminar in Elementary Education.
6 Semester Hours-English and/ or Social Studies.
6 Semester Hours-Academic electives.
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•2-6 Semester Hours-Research course, project, or Master's thesis.
5-9 Semester Hours- Unrestricted electives. ( Maximum of 16 houl'S in edura.
tion courses, including resea,·ch course, project, or thesis.)
32

( B) For the elementary principal or supervisor.**
6 Semester Hours-Workshop in Elementary Education.
3 Semester Hours-Elementary Administration.
3 Semester Hours-Supervision.
6 Semester Hours-English and/or Social Studies.
2-4 Semester Hours-Academic electives.
*2-6 Semester Hours-Research course, project, or M aster's thesis.
4- 10 Semester Hours-unrestricted electives.

32
Total credit requirements: 32 semester hours.

a Specialization in Shop Laboratory
b·. Workshop in Indu~trial Arts Education
c Seminar 10 Industnal Arts Education
Field Studies in Industrial Areas

i

2. Advanced Courses dealing with Problems Related to

12 Hours maximum
Family Life (including Home Management, etc. )
2-6 Sem. Hrs,
Foods and Nutrition and/or Clothing and Textiles
2-6 Sem. Hrs.

Group II . Advanced Courses Dealing with Problems of
Home Economics Education
10 Hours maximum
Seminar in Home Economics Ed . required
3 Sem. Hrs.
Workshop in Home Economics Ed.
3-6 Sem. Hrs.
or
Electives by Advisement
2-6 Sem. Hrs.

10 Hours minimum

2 Sem. Hn.
2-4 Sem. Hn.
4-6 Sem. lfo.
Each candidate, after conference with her adviser, may select one of the follow.
ing requirements: ( 1) A course in research techniques and interpretation of research materials, 2 hours credit; ( 2) a project in the field of H ome Economia,
4 hours credit; or ( 3) a Master's thesis, 6 hours credit. Credit may be applied
to Group I or Group II, or may be divided between these two groups, depending
upon the nature of the work done.
Total requirements: 32 semester hours.

• Each candidate, after conference with his or her adviser, may select one of
che following requirements: ( 1) A course in research techniques and interprel!tion of research materials, 2 hours credit; ( 2) a project in the field of Elementary
Education, 4 hours credit; or ( 3) a Master's thesis, 6 hours credit.
• * Program as outlined is adequate to meet elementary principals provisional
certificate but those desiring to qualify for elementary supervisory certificate should
complete a minimum of 6 hours in supervision courses using unrestricted electivii
for the additional 3 hours credit.
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maximum
Sem. Hrs.
Sero. Hrs.
Sem. Hrs.
Sero. Hrs.

Industrial Arts
10 Hours maximum
*a Research techniques, project, or Master's thesis
2-6 Sero. Hrs.
b· Workshop in Industrial Arts Education
2-4 Sem . Hrs.
c· Contemporary Labor Problems and Legislation
2-4 Sero. Hrs.
Occupational Ac_tivities fo_r the H_andicapped
2-4 Sem. Hrs.
e. Electives by advisement ( 10 substitution for b, c, and d)
2-6 Sem. Hrs.
3. Advanced Courses in the General Areas
10 Hours minimum
a English
2-4 Sem. Hrs.
Social Studies
.
2-4 Sero. Hrs.
c. Mathematics and/?r Science
3-6 Sem. Hrs.
d. Unrestricted electives
3-6 Sem. Hrs.
Total requirements : 32 semester hours.

i

(4) ART EDUCATION

Advanced Technical Courses

Group III. Advanced Courses in General Areas
Social Studies
Science and/or Art
Unrestricted elective

12 Hours
2-4
2-4
2-4
3-6

b:

(2) HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
Group I .

(3) INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION
1. Advanced Technical Courses

1. Graduate Technical Courses:

12 Sem. Hrs. maximum
Workshop in Art Education Materials,
Processes, and Procedures
3 Sem. Hrs.
Act 503 . Workshop in Using the Visual Language
3 Sem. Hrs.
Act 506. Seminar · in Contemporary Art
2 Sem. Hrs.
Act 507. Graduate Studio in Drawing, Painting,
Graphic Arts
2-6 Sem. Hrs.
Act 508. Graduate Studio in Design and Spatial
Organization
2-6 Sem. Hrs.
Act 509. Graduate Studio in Crafts
2-6 Sem. Hrs.
Act 510. Graduate Studio in Photography
3 Sem. Hrs.
Act 526. Special Study
2-4 Sem. Hrs.
**Ed. 575. Research techniques (2 hrs.), Art 550 Project
(4 hrs.) or Art 525 Master's thesis (6 hrs.)
2-6 Sem. Hrs.
Graduate Courses in the Practical Arts for which the
students are qualified
2-6 Sem. Hrs.
2. Graduate Courses in Related Fields:
10 Sem. Hrs. maximum
Act 502. Art Education Today
3 Sem. Hrs.
Art 504. Seminar in Art in Human Affairs
2 Sem. Hrs.
**Art 505. Seminar in Art Education
3 Sem. Hrs.
Act 526. Special Study
2-4 Sem. Hrs.
**Ed. 575. Research techniques ( 2 hrs.). Art 5 50 Project
(4 hrs.) or Art 525 Master's ~esis (6 hrs.)
2-6 Sem. Hrs.
Graduate Courses in Psychology and Educatwn
2-6 Sem. Hrs.

Act 501.

* Each candidate, after conference with his adviser, .may select. one of t~e following requirements. ( 1) A co~rse in resear~h te~h01ques and mterpret~tion of
research materials, 2 ho_urs credit; (2) a ~roiect. 10 the field of . Industnal Arts
Education, 4 hours credit; or ( 3) a Master s thesis, 6 hours credit.
**Required courses. Each candidate, after conference with ~is adviser, may ~elect
one of the following requirements: ( 1) Ed. 575, a c~urse m research tech01q_ues
and interpretation of research materials, 2 hours credit; ( 2) Art 550,
proJ~t
in the field of Art Education, 4 hours credit; or ( 3) Art 525, a Masters theSIS,
6 hours credit.
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3. General Education Graduate Electives:
10 Sem. Hrs. minitnllUI
Graduate courses in the Fields of Music, English, Social
Studies, Science and Mathematics, by advisement.
Total requirements: 32 semester hours.

(5) EDUCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
A. Education of Mentally Retarded Children:
Ed.Ex. 501. Workshop in Education of Mentally
Retarded Children
Ed.Ex. 511. Seminar in Education of Mentally
Retarded Children
Ed.Ex. 521. Guidance of Mentally Retarded Children
*Ed.Ex. 541. Psychology of Exceptional Children
**Ed.
575. Research Techniques (2 hrs.), Ed. Ex.
550 Project ( 4 hrs.) of Ed. Ex. 525
Master's thesis ( 6 hours.)
English and/or Social Studies as required by
Graduate Division
Academic elective as prescribed by the Graduate Division
Unrestricted electives

6 Sem.

Hn.

2 Sem. Hn.
2 Sem. Ho.
2 Sem. Hrs.
2-6 Sem. Hrs.

6 Sem. Hrs.
6 Sem. Hrs,
2-6 Sem. Hrs.
32

B. Education of Orthopedically Handicapped Children:
Ed.Ex. 502. Workshop in Education of Orthopedically
Handicapped Children
Ed.Ex. n2. Seminar in Education of Orthopedically
Handicapped Children
Ed.Ex. 522. Guidance of the Orthopedically Handicapped
*Ed.Ex. 541. Psychology of Exceptional Children
**Ed.
575. Research Techniques (2 hrs.), Ed. Ex.
550 Project (4 hrs.), or Ed. Ex. 525
Master's thesis (6 hrs.)
English and/or Social Studies as required by
Graduate Division
Academic electives as prescribed by the Graduate Division
Unrestricted electives

6 Sem. Hrs.

2 Sem. Hrs.
2 Sem. Hrs.
2 Sem. Hrs.

6 Sem. Hrs,
6 Sem. Hrs.
2-6 Sem. Hrs.

32

* Note: Ed.Ex. 541-This course is required by the State Education Department
for certification to teach exceptional children. Students who have received certification prior to entrance upon graduate study, will not be required to take Ed.Ex. 541.
** Each candidate, after conference with his adviser, may select one of the foj.
lowing requirements: (1) Ed. 575, a· course in research techniques and interpretation of research materials, 2 hours credit; (2) Ed.Ex. 550, a project in some field
of Education for Exceptional Children, 4 hours credit; or ( 3) Ed.Ex. 525, a
Master's thesis, 6 hours credit. Total requirements: 32 semester hours.
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c. Education in Speech Correction:
Ed.Ex.
Ed.Ex.
Ed.Ex.
Ed.Ex.
Ed.Ex.
•Ed.Ex.
**Ed.

503.
513.
524 .
533.
535.
541.

Clinical Procedures in Speech Correction
Seminar in Speech Science
Introduction to Audiology
Seminar in Speech Pathology
Mental Measurement
Psychology of Exceptional Children
575. Research Techniques (2 hrs.), Ed. Ex.
550 Project (4 hrs.), or Ed. Ex. 525
Master's thesis ( 6 hrs.)
English and/or Social Studies as required by
Graduate Division
Academic elective as prescribed by the Graduate Division
Free electives

3
3
2
2
2
2

Sem.
Sero.
Sero.
Sero.
Sem.
Sero.

Hrs.
Hrs.
Hrs.
Hrs .
Hrs.
Hrs.

2-6 Sero. Hrs.

6 Sero. Hrs.
6 Sero. Hrs.
2-4 Sem. Hrs.

32

D. Education of Hard of Hearing Children.t

E. Education of Partially-sighted Children.t
(6) INTENSIVE TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

Information _regarding the program of any one of the special divisions,
admission requirements, date of class sessions, registration dates, and class
schedules, may be ~ecured from the director of the special division, or
Dr. Robert E. Albright, Director of the Graduate Division, State University College for Teachers, 1300 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo 22, N. Y.

* Note: Ed.Ex. 541-This course is required by the State Education Department
for certification to teach exceptional children. Students who have received certification prior to entrance upon graduate study, will not be required to take Ed.Ex. 541.
** Each candidate, after conference with his adviser, may select one of the following requirements: ( 1) Ed. 575, a course in research techniques and interpretation of research materials, 2 hours credit; (2) Ed.Ex. 550, a project in some field
of Education for Exceptional Children, 4 hours credit; or (3) Ed.Ex. 525, a
Master's thesis, 6 hours credit. Total requirements: 32 semester hours.
t If interested in Graduate work in the fields of Hard of Hearing Children and
Partially-sighted Children, please write to Director of the Division of Education
of Exceptional Children, The State University of New York College for Teachers,
Buffalo 22, N. Y., for further information.

HOME ECONOMICS DIVISION
Margaret A . Grant, Director
Professors Roudebush, Stephens, Stewart; Assistant Professors Adam
Buddenhagen, Hamilton, Weaver, Westlund; Miss Aspray, Mrs. Bate~'.
elder, Mrs. Nudd, Mrs. Schasel.
The Home Economics Division offers a curriculum for students who
wish to prepare for the teaching of homemaking in New York State
The graduates of this division receive the degree of Bachelor of Scienc;
and are eligible to teach homemaking in junior and senior high school
elementary schools, and adult education programs.
'
A second important function of the division is to make available to
students majoring in other divisions the opportunity to extend their experience in the field of home and family life. Elective courses are planned
to meet the needs of individual students registering for them.

HOME ECONOMICS MAJOR
This four year course is planned to:
1. Provide for the development of the individual:
2. Give the student an understanding of various phases of homemaking.
3. Assist the student in acquiring an understanding of the principles
of the natural and social sciences and of art as they relate to the
home and family.
4. Provide opportunities for experiences which are needed for effective
teaching of home and family living in the school and communi~.
Various means are used to attain these goals : laboratory courses; fiela
work in cooperation with homes, schools, social agencies, and business;
independent study and investigation; personal counseling and guidance.
Program sometimes involves activities outside of class hours and school
days.
Observation of and participation in teaching during the junior year
are provided in the Campus School, in a neighboring city, and in the
Buffalo city schools which have programs in homemaking education for
junior high school pupils.
During the senior year, student teaching is provided in central ana
village schools which are representative of those in which students accept
positions upon graduation. Residence in such communities during the
teaching period is required. These schools are selected for their interest
in our program, for their professional resources, and for their proximi~
to public transportation.
Through the use of federal funds, the division is able to provide
follow-up service for its graduates. This service makes it possible not onlr
to help young teachers in the field but to modify college courses in the
light of the experience of the graduates.

summers following the first two years in college. These experiences are
planned as outgro:"'ths of the previous year's work. The student with the
assistance of her mstructors plans experiences to meet her needs as she
and the faculty members see them.
These experiences afford opportunities for:
1. Jncreasi_ng skills in homemaking.
2. Improv11:1g the mana~e_ment of time, money, and energy.
3. De~elopmg some . ability to work with a family group and other
soCial groups outside of the home.
4. Developing independence, initiative, resourcefulness and
·
bility.
,
responsi-

5. Realizing how some of the world's work is done by pa f · f
·
industrial or commercial activities.
r 1C1pa mn m
i'!o credit is g_iv~n f ffir s~pplementary experience, but planned expe~n~es ~re tqmre _o ~wmg thk~ sophomore and junior years.
1g sc ;o cou!sesD1? . _omema mg are not required for admission to
H
the ome c?no_m1cs 1v1s1on. Ho~ever, if students have not develo ed
reasona~~~ skill m foods a~d dclothmg at home or in school, additi!nal
non-cdmre _1 dcotursdes are . requh1r~ . Tests are given to those students who
are a 1tte o etermme t etr status.

Electives for Home Economics Majors
~rovision is made for electives for the junior and senior years through
whJCh the student
·
. . may pursue study further in any non -horn e economics
d
field. For escnpt10n of such courses refer to the Description of c
. d · th
·
d
ourses
as I1ste m
e respective epartments on subsequent pages of this
catalog.

Additional Opportunities for Home Economics Majors
An op_por~unity is offered each year for two seniors the first semester
and ~o JU?IO!s the se':ond semester to attend the Merrill-Palmer School
Detroit, Mich1~an. _'1:11s school offers unique experiences in relation t~
home and family ltvmg.
Applicants [or this privilege are considered in the light of their
prev10us expenence, attamments in college, and their future plans.

Electives for Students in Other Divisions
·ors ar 1' t d
Electives especially designed for non-Home Economics ma1
as H. E. 410, 411, 412.
e is e

Supplementary Experience:
The supplementary experience program affords all Home EconomiCJ
students an opportunity to secure additional practical experience during
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HOME ECONOMICS CURRICULUM

THIRD YEAR

FIRST YEAR

First Semester

FirJt Semester
,-------A----,
Class Credit
Hours Hours
Course Titles
Eng. 101-102 Composition and Speech I. ... .
3
3
S.S. 101-102 History of Civilization . .. ... .
3
3
4
Ed. 101-102 Child Development. ......... .
3
4
Sci. 123 Bacteriology ........... ........ .
3
Sci. 124 Human Physiology and Hygiene ... .
2
H. Ee. 90 Clothing . ... . ........... . .... .
H. Ee. 91 Foods and Nutrition ...... . ..... .
H. Ee. 101-102 Introduction to Home Eco4
6
nomics . .... .. ..... . .... • .. • • • • • • • • • • •
2
Physical Activities-Gym and Pool. ........ .
1
Orientation .. ......... .. . .. ....... • • . • • •
1
Freshman Seminar . .. ....... . ........ . .. .
Total hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

26

16

Second Stmtiti,

Class Credit
Hours Hours
3
3
3
3

4

3

4
2

6
2

4

Class Credit
Course Trtles
Hours Hours
S.S. 323 Principles of Sociology .......... .
4
3
S. s. 301-302 American History and Government •· • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •
H. Ee. 303 Economics of the Household .... .
H. Ee. 305 Clothing and Costume D esign ... .
H. Ee. 306 Foods and Nutrition ......... .
Art 322 Home Furnishing5 ............... .
Sci. 324 Chemistry Applied to Home Economics .. • • • • • • · · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •
H. Ee. Ed. 323 Home Economics Methods and
Materials ...... • . • ...... • ..... .. ..... .
Elective . • • • • · · • · · · · · • · · • • · · • • • • • • • • • • • •
Total hours .......... . ......... .

25

3

3

3

2

Second Semester

Class Credit
Hours Hours

3
5

3
4

5

3

4

3

21

16

4

8

6

21

17

3

3

3

16

SECOND YEAR
First Semester

,-------A----,
Class Credit
Hours Hours
Course Titles
3
3
:l!ng. 201 Compos1t10n ................ • • •
Eng. 204 English Literature .......... • • . •
S.S. 222 Principles of Economics ......•...
4
3
Sci. 227 Household Physics ........ • • • • • •
Sci. 225-226 Elements of Inorganic and Or4
3
ganic Chemistry .. . ..... .... • • • • • • • • • •
6
4
H . Ee. 203 The Child in the Family ....... .
H. Ee. 204 Clothing and Costume Design ... •
5
3
H . Ee. 205 Foods and Nutrition ......... • •
H. Ee. 206 Family Health and Home Nursing
Art 221 Essentials of Home Arts .. .. •••• • ••
Total hours ....... . .•... . • • . • • • •
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22

16

Second Stme111,

Class Credit
Hours Hollll
3
3

4

6

4

3
4
23

18

FOURTH YEAR
First Semester

Class Credit
Course Titles
Hours Hours
H. Ee. 401 Home Management .... ... .. .. . 10
4
H. Ee. Ed . 421 Teaching Practicum .. ... ... . 20
9
H. Ee. 405 Household Equipment ......... .
H. Ee. 407 Housing and Home Planning ... .
H.Ee. 412 Marriage and Family Relations .. .
Art 421 Art Appreciation .. . ... .. ... ..... .
Eng. 202 Speech II ...................... .
Elective . .. .... ..... .. . . .. ..... .. . . .. . . .
Senior Seminar ........................ .
Total hours ....... ....... ... ... .
Approved supplementary experiences required

13

Second Semester

Class Credit
Hours Hours

4
4
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

21

18

1

INDUSTRIAL ARTS DIVISION
Kenneth W. Brown, Director
Professors Callan, Fontana, Neuthardt; Assistant Professors Brossman
Cook, Grabau, Harlan, Mor_rice, Russell, Steffen; Mr. Cappiello, Mr'.
Meyer, Mr. Palmeter, Mr. Stemzor, Mr. Waagen.
The Industrial Arts Division pr_epares teachers for Industrial Arts
positions in the junior and senior high schools of N ew York State. The
program covers basic operations in general metal, woodworking, graphic
arts, electricity, transportation, ceramics, and textiles. In addition to these
basic skills, each shop course includes the related technical and professional information necessary to teach general shop operations as part
of the general educational development of boys in the seventh through
the twelfth grades.
Mechanical drawing and blueprint r~adin~, as related to_ these shops,
are required of all students. In connection with the course m transporta.
tion, all Industrial Arts students are encouraged to take driver education
and safety, leading to a certificate to teach driving in the public schools.
The four-year program, which leads to the degree of Bachelor of
Science offers excellent general education in the fields of literature
mathematics, and social studies. Sufficient elective hours are offered t~
enable students to satisfy their desires for a broader education in general
fields. In addition to the degree, graduates receive a license to teach
industrial arts in the public schools of New York State.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
In addition to the general requirements for all entering students,
applicants for admission to t~e Ind_ustr~al Arts Division will find it
highly desirable to have had, m their high school program, two units
of mathematics, one of which should be elementary algebra, and two
units of science, one of which should be physics. Students must have
adequate background for courses in mathe1:1ati~s and science re_quired in
this division. Students who do not have this high school expenence will
find it extremely difficult to pursue college work to their satisfaction in
these subject fields. In selecting students for admission to this division,
preference will be shown those applicants who present such evidence of
adequate backgroun_d. More detailed informat!~n than that _given by the
Director of Admissions may be secured by wntmg to the Director of the
Industrial Arts Division, State University College for Teachers, Bufftlo
22, New York.

TRANSFER STUDENTS
The Division of Industrial Arts accepts a limited number of transfer
students. Credit for work previously taken in accredited institutions will
be accepted at full val~e if such cours~s parallel the _requirements of
this ·division. Other subjects may be considered for elective credit, or, m
some instances, as substitutions for work required in the field of mathe•
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matics, art, or literature. Coll~ge graduates who wish to extend their
I' enses to the field of Industnal Arts may earn credit for a provisional
c~rtificate as_ specifi~d by ~he State Edu~ation Department Certification
Bulletin. Briefly, .this requu:s 18 hours m professional courses and 36
hours in appropnate Industnal Arts courses.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM
FIRST YEAR

First Semester
Class Credit
Coum Title1
Hours Hours
Eng. 101-102 Composition and Speech I . .
3
3
I. A. 103-104 Mechanical Drawing .. ... . .. .
4
3
Math. 102 General Mathematics . ... . ... .
3
3
Math. 104 Applied Mathematics . . . . . . .
Art 111-112 Essential of Industrial Arts Design
3
2
I. A. 101 Electric Shop . . .... . . . ..... . ... . 13
5
J. A. 102 Wood Shop. .... . .
. ........ .
Total hours .. . . . ... .

26

16

Second Semeue,
Class Credit
Hours Hours
3
3
4
3
3
3

3
2

13

5

26

16

SECOND YEAR

Pint Semester
Class Credit
Coum Titles
Hours Hours
Eng. 202 Speech II ... ........... .. .. . ... .
3
3
Ed. 203 Educational Psychology . .. . .. . .. . . .
4
3
&i. 205-206 Physics . ....... . ...... . . . .. . .
4
3
I. S. 205 Contemporary Civilization ... . . . .. .
I. A. 211 Principles and Practice of Industrial
Arts I ... . . . . .......... ... . ......... .
I. A. 201 Transportation Shop ... . . . . .. . . . . 13
5
I. A. 202 General Metal Shop . .. . ..... .. . .
Elective ... .. . .. • .• •....... . ..... . . . . . • .
3
3
Total hours

27

77,

17

Second SemeJter
Class Credit
Hours Hours
4
3

3
3

2

2

13

5

25

16

3

3

THIRD YEAR

First Semeiter
,------.A-----,
Course Titles
I. A. 311-312 Principles and Practice of In-

Class Credit
Hours Hours

Class Credit
Hours Hours

dustrial Arts II & III. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

2

2

ernment ........... . ......... ..... • •..
Sci. 301-302 Chemistry.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Eng. 304 American Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I. A. 301 Graphic Arts Shop........... . . .
I. A . 302 General Shop .................. .
Elective . .............................. .

3

3
3

4

S. S. 301-302 American Civilization and Gov-

Total hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4
3
13

3

3

.All credit courses have three figure numbers. Courses numbered below

3

senior courses.

16

!'OURTH YEAR

First Semester
,------.A-----,
Class Credit
Hours Hours
Course Titles
15
I. A. 411 Practice Teaching and Conference. 25
S.S. 421 Industrial History and Labor Problems ... . ...... .. . .. .... • • • • • • • • · • • · • •
I. A . 406 Ceramics ..................... .
I. A. 407 Textiles . ... ...... . .. .... ... . .
Electives .............................. .
25

Total hours

15

Second Stmw1,

,----,'---.,
Class Credit
Hours Hours

3

3

8

8

24

16

6½
6½

2½
2½

Note: Students in I. A . 411 are required to teach in both unit and general shop,,
This necessitates living out of town one-half semester. Students must be prepared
to arrange their personal affairs accordingly.

ELECTIVES
General Electives. Complete list of electives as outlined in Description
of Courses.

,a

OF TIIE COLLEGE

!00 are non-credit remedial courses. Graduate courses are numbered 500
and above. Those numbered from 100 to 199 are primarily freshmen
courses; those from 200 to 299 primarily sophomore courses; those from
300 to 399 primarily junior courses; those from 400 to 499 primarily

5

16

OFFERED BY DIVISIONS AND DEPARTMENTS

EXPLANATION OF COURSE NUMBERS

13

25

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Second Stmei,,,

ELECTIVE COURSES
All curricula offered by the college permit students to select elective
courses. The number of semester hours elective credit varies among the
elivisions. In general the electives are offered only to the upper classes;
sophomore, junior, and senior. Tentative elective courses are listed for
each department and are subject to change or cancellation in accordance
with changing demands or circumstances. Students should confer with
faculty advisers and instructors in the choice of electives.

ORIENTATION
Thi~ non-credit course is required of all freshmen in the first semester.
It emphasizes study skills,_ use of. the library, g~oup leadership, educational, social, and professional adjustments. It aims at development of
student opinion, and participation in activities promoting social competence and good citizenship. One class hour per week first semester of
freshmen year. No credit.

ART DIVISION
Stanley A. Czurles, Director
College Staff: Professors Conant, Hubler, Winebrenner; Assistant Professors
Dakin, Heyman, Karcher, Lofgren, Truesdale; Mr. Ahrens, Miss Case, Mr. Hoffa,
Mr. Jiskra, Mrs. Massing, Mr. Tetkowski.
Albright Art School Staff: Philip C. Elliott, Director; Mr. Amato, Mr. Bruce,
Mr. Calapai, Mr. Collins, Mr. Drumlevitch, Mrs. Drumlevitch, Mrs. Elliott, Mr.
Gil!eran, Mr. McKay.
Art 101-102. Essentials of Art. Creative art experiences leading to an increasing
ability in self-expression and an increasing understanding of various forms of art
expression. Knowledge and experience in the field of art as it functions in the
life of the individual, the school, and the community. Required of Elementary
Education freshmen . Three hours per week. Both semesters. Credit: four semester
hours.
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Art 111-112. Essentials of Industrial Arts Design. Basic techniques of dra\V.
ing, lettering, design planning; fundamental principles of structural and decora.
tive design and their application in handicraft and industrial production; selection
and appraisal of objects of artistic merit; practical application of design in the
various materials and processes of the industrial arts program; original design of
shop projects. Required of Industrial Arts freshmen. Three hours per week. Both
semesters. Credit: four semester hours.
**Art 149-150. Field Studies in Art. Field trips and study of art as it func.
tions in the life of the community. Required of Art Education freshmen. T1Vo
hours per week. Both semesters. Credit: two semester hours.

**Art 151-152. Introduction to Art and Education. Contemporary trends in
all aspects of art education: intensification of personal sensitivity to significant
qualities common to painting, architecture, clothing, interior design, industrial
design, and other types of plastic and pictorial art. Requred of Art Education
freshmen. Six hours per week. Both semesters. Credit: seven semester hours.
**Art 15 3-154. Introduction to Design. Formal organization in two and three
dimensions, incorporating the drawing process, the constructional process, and the
selective process through a wide variety of experiences ranging from painting and
drawing to work with hand and power tools. Required of Art Education freshmen.
Eight hours per week. Both semesters. Credit: seven semester hours.
Art 221. Essentials of Home Arts. Basic techniques of drawing, use of color,
and lettering. Fundamental principles of structural and decorative design and
their application in the immediate environment. Required of Home Economics
sophomores. Four hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
* Art 251-252. Drawing and Painting. Individual development in two-dimensional design based on growth achieved in the freshman year; oil and water media,
figure drawing, printmaking processes; related historical study. Required of Art
Education sophomores. Eight hours per week. Both semesters. Credit: eight semester hours.

**Art 253. Crafts. Creative design with clay, paper, textiles, leather, wood, metal,
and other materials; the function of crafts activities in elementary, secondary,
college, and adult education. Required of Art Education sophomores. Seven hours
per week. Credit: three and one-half semester hours.
**Art 254. Design Workshop. Personal expression and design of utilitarian
forms through creative use of hand and power tools; mechanical drawing as a
design language. Required of Art Education sophomores. Five hours per week.
Credit: two and one-half semester hours.
Art 255. Study of Child Art. Children's art activities in school, home, community; expression and creative development; directed observation and participation
in elementary school art education. Required of Art Education sophomores. Four
hours per week. Credit: two semester hours.

Art 256. Art in Everyday Life. Art as related to personal life, home, school,
community, industry, and commerce; architectural and interior design, costume
* Albright Art School courses.
** Taught jointly at the College for Teachers and the Albright Art School.
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design, consumer education, interrelationship of the arts; directed observation and
participation in secondary school art education. Required of Art Education sophomores. Seven hours per week. Credit: three and one-half semester hours.

*Art 257. Lettering and Layout. Lettering and layout design; application to
school and commercial problems; planning exhibitions, developing publications and
teaching aids. Required of Art Education sophomores. Three hours per week.
Credit: one and one-half semester hours.
Art 290. Photography. Photography as a communications art; the making of
documentary, pictorial, and creative compositions in black-and-white, color, and
in combination with other communication media; creative and technical exploration of photographic processes and their use in self-expression and educational
activities. Elective for all students. Four hours per week. Credit: three semester
hours.
tArt 301-302. History of Art I and II. Survey of the historic development of
the visual arts from prehistoric to contemporary times. Illustrated lectures, gallery
visits, required readings, discussion. Required of Art Education juniors, elective
for students of other divisions. Three hours per week. Both semesters. Credit:
six semester hours.
t* Art 303-304. Pictorial Design I and II. A study of picture structure in line,
values, implied space, and color. Fundamentals of form representation and creative expression using oil paint and other media. Required of all Art Education
juniors. Six hours per week. Both semesters. Credit: six semester hours.
t* Art 305. Functional Design. Design concepts applied to personal and professional projects . Includes design principles as applied to problems of home
design, furnishings design, and furnishings arrangement. Also, design in school
projects such as year book, layouts, and publicity. Required of all Art Education
juniors. Nine hours per week. Credit: four and one-half semester hours.
t* Art 306. Processes and techniques. Experiments in reproduction methods as
used in art education: stencil, block printing, silk screen, etching, photography;
industrial reproduction methods. Required of all Art Education juniors. Nine
hours per week. Credit: four and one-half semester hours.
tArt 311. Elementary School Art Curriculum. The development and organization of art education in the elementary school. Required of all Art Education
juniors. Three hours per week. Credit: two semester hours.
tArt 312. Secondary Art Curriculum. The organization, selection, and presentation of art activities in junior and senior high school. Required of all Art
Education juniors. Three hours per week. Credit: two semester hours.
Art 314. Drawing I. Drawing in advance of that offered in Art Essentials
courses; drawing as used in lecturing and teaching; development of visual aids,
object and arrangement planning; selection of drawing content and treatment
according to individual fields of interest. Elective for all students except Art
Education majors. Four hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

* Albright Art School courses.

t Not

required of those registered for the new curriculum.
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Art 315. School Stage Crafts. Practical experience with class and auditorium
stage problems that confront teachers in elementary and secondary schools; emphasis on inexpensive home and school-built equipment; stage design for puppetry. Elective for all ,tudents except Art Education majors. Four hours per
week. Credit: three semester hour,.
Art 316. Drawing II. Drawing in advance of work done in Art 314. Selection
of media and development of activities according to individual professional and
personal needs. Elective for all students except Art Education majors. Four hours
per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Art 322. Home Furnishings. The solution of various art problems involved in
the selection and arrangement of home furnishings; practical problems approached
from both economic and artistic angles. Required of all Home Economics juniors.
Four hours per week. Credit: three semester hours .

Art 400. Workshop in Crafts I. Studio course in various crafts including
leather work, metal work, ceramics, and jewelry; class and individual instruction
with considerable election as to the projects to be undertaken. Elective for all
students except Art Education majors. Four hours per weelt. Credit. three semester hours.
t Art 402. Advanced Crafts. Designing, constructing, and decorating in various
materials suitable for secondary schools: textiles, leather, ceramics, and metal.
Required of all Art Education seniors. Eight hours per week. Credit: four semeiter hours.
t Art 403. Stage Craft. Designing and making stage materials, marionettes, miniature stage sets, masks, etc. Staging at least one produc~ion of _Casting_ Hall, the
College dramatics organization. Required of Art Education semors. Eight hours
per week. Credit: four semester hours.
tArt 404. Elementary Student Teaching and Seminar. Student teaching in
assigned elementary schools four full days per week under supe~ision.. One day
seminar discussion and preparation. Required of all Art Education seruors. Onehalf semester. Credit: seven and one-half semester hours.
tArt 405. Secondary Student Teaching and Seminar. Student teaching in
assigned secondary schools four full days per week under supe_rvision._ One day
seminar discussion and preparation. Required of all Art Education semors. Onehalf semester. Credit: seven and one-half semester hours.

Art 406. Creative Art Workshop. Activities and experiments in various art
materials suitable for the elementary grades. Organized as a laboratory workshop
with opportunity for individual experiment in var!ous media an~ their application
to projects: water color, powder paint, finger parnt, tempera, mks, dyes, crayon,
paper, cardboard, wood, cloth, soap, clay, plaster, rubber, plastics, wire, ~in me:als,
yarn and other materials. Elective for all students except Art Education maJors.
Four hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Art 407. Workshop in Crafts II. Individual election of projects to be undertaken be)'ond work covered in Art 400. Elective for all students except Art Education majors. Four hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

t Not required of those registered for the new curriculum.
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Art -i08. Painting I. A studio course in various pamtmg media including oil,
watercolor, gouache, and tempera. Individual instruction with wide variance of
approach and theme to meet individual needs. Special attention given to individuals new to the field as well as concentrated guidance to the experienced. Elective
for all students except Art Education majors. Four hours per weelt. Credit: three
semester hours.
Art 409. Painting II. Painting in advance of development reached in Art 408.
Elective for all students except Art Education majors. Four hours per weelt.
Credit: three semester hours.
Art 421. Art Appreciation. Understanding the Arts through readings, lectures,
visits, and work with art materials; interpretation of art as the expression of
traditional and functional influences; study of selected historic masterpieces in
architecture, sculpture, painting, and the minor arts; study of art in contemporary
life. Required of all Home Economic seniors, elective for Elementary Education
students. Four hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

GRADUATE COURSES IN ART EDUCATION
Art 501. Workshop in Art Education Materials, Processes, and Procedures.
Class and individual analysis and experiment with those materials and processes
which will have greatest significance in the particular community, school, and
group of individuals taught, or in the solution of specific problems encountered.
Credit: three semester hours.
Art 503. Workshop in Using the Visual Language. Psychological basis of
effective composition with the visual elements: lines, forms, colors, textures,
lights, and motions, irrespective of the substances, materials, objects, or settings
in which they are found; visual composition for all purposes; individual study
and application of compositional knowledge to immediate school and personal
problems such as preparation of visual aids, school publications, photography,
organization and arrangement of objects, and effective designing of special items
for class, shop, or home use. Credit: three semester hours.
Art 504. Seminar in Art in Human Affairs. Art activity as a dynamic force
in the affairs of an indivic.lual and a society; psychology of creative activities;
their significance throughout the life of an individual from prehistoric to modern
times; creative activity as a way of clarifying thought, attaining control of emotions, propagating individual and group attitudes, beliefs, ceremonials, and
practices. Credit: two semester hours.
Art 505. Seminar in Art Education. Problems and projects of teachers and
supervisors of art in various types of communities and schools; influence of contemporary philosophy, psychology, principles, and practices in art and general
education; use of research and scientific methods in determining programs, policies, and procedures for the art teacher and supervisor. Required of all Art Education majors. Prerequisite: one or more years of teaching. Credit: three semester
hours.
Art 506. Seminar in History of Art-Contemporary Movements in Art.
Contemporary trends in the arts of painting, sculpture, graphic arts, architecture;
industrial and commercial art, and crafts; understanding of similar trends in the
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• and outdoor pro bl ems, fi eJd and gallery trips. Credit: by arrangement.
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Professors Baron, Burrell, Crayton, Lange, MacVittie, O'Brien, Sloan, Steel;
Assistant Professors Bruce, Jamison, Kahler, Martorana, Milanovich, Penn, Wagner; Mr. Barnett, Mrs. Dudley, Mr. Durnin, Mrs. Eddins, Mrs. Elmer, Miss Grace
Pratt, Miss Mary Pratt, Mrs. Rosenbaum, Mrs. Saenger, Mrs. Schrader.
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th forne
·
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.
• stage design, industna es1gn, or o er unc.
tional or decorative art. Credit: by arrangement.

EL Ed. 101-102. Child Development. Study and interpretation of human behavior; problems and methods of child study; foundations of behavior; individual
diiferences; physical, mental, emotional, and social development at different ages;
effect of home, community, and the school on the growth and development of
children; personality development. Directed observation. Required of all Elementary Education, Art Education, and Home Economics freshmen. Three hours
per week; one hour additional when observing. Each semester. Credit: six
semester hours.

Art 509. Graduate Studio in Crafts. Individualized work in te_xtiles, jewelry,
leather, woodcarving, scu Ipture, Plastics, pottery, and metal. Credit : by arrange.
ment.
S d' . Photography. Specialization or spread of ex.
Art 510. Graduate r;:. 10 m
to be determined for each individual accord.
perience :With photogr;p l~ proc;ssesProblems of black-and-white or color photog.
ing to his ba~kgroun anb knele s. t commercial art, the making of teaching aids,
raphy as applied to year- oo . ayou ,
and as an art expression. Credit: by arrangement.

.
C rriculum. Activities and experiments with
1
Art 511. Art m the E ementaryd u dures and their application in attaining
.
· J processes an proce
,
various art matena s,
'.
. ed as a graduate laboratory workshop
. ·
f I entary educat10n. 0 rgamz
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t' .ties of children. Credit: three semester
in developing creative and expressive ac ivi
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5 12 Studio in Sculpture. Scup
Art
.
and expression using choice of me ia sue as
and interests; theory, processes, k
t I I ad 'ng to understanding of sculpture
I t
cement bloc me a , e i
.
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and its place in an educat10nal
wood, stone, P as er,
as a means of individual and group express1 0 n
program. Credit: by arrangement.
Art 525. Thesis. An individual i~vestigation of an original problem to be submitted in typewritten form according to the directions given by the Graduate
Division. Credit: six semester hours.

Oscar E. Hertzberg, Chairman

El. Ed. 201. The Child and the Curriculum I. Objectives of elementary education; types, organization, and administration of the elementary school system
in New York State and the United States; sociological changes affecting the school
and the implications for education; understanding of school and community relationships. Directed observation and participation. Required of all Elementary
Education sophomores. Prerequisite: El. Ed. 101-102. Three hours per week;
one additional hour when observing. Each semester. Credit: three semester hours.

EL Ed. 202. The Child and the Curriculum I. Physiological and psychological
factors affecting learning; course of improvement in learning; aids to effective
learning; transfer of training; the teaching of reading. Directed observation and
participation. Required of all Elementary Education sophomores not following
the early childhood education sequence. Prerequisite: El. Ed. 101-102. Three
hours per week; one additional hour when observing. Each semester. Credit:
three semester hours.
El. Ed. 202C. The Child and the Curriculum I. Factors that affect the course
of improvement in learning in children from three to eight; reading instruction
through grade three and its rdationship to later reading activities. Directed
observation and participation. Required of all students electing the early childhood education sequence. Prerequisite: El. Ed. 101-102. Three hours per week;
one hour additional when observing. Each semester. Credit : three semester hours.
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EL Ed. 203. Educational Psychology. Problems relating to human growth and
development; interaction of heredity, environment, and maturation in producing
physical, motor, mental, emotional, social, and moral differences in individuals;
likenesses and differences in individuals; problems of maladjustment; nature, characteristics, and control of learning; attention, fatigue, transfer of training; measurement in evaluating human development and learning. Directed observation.
Required of all Industrial Arts sophomores. Three hours per week; one hour
additional when observing. Each semester. Credit: three semester hours .

im
d t k
by one or more individuals
Th on some
. t
0 P . t A study un er a en
Art 55 .
roJec ·
d
fi Id of special interest.
e proJec
educational problem closely relbate th:o s~de:t's advisor and the Director of the
undertaken must be approved y
. . .
Credit ·• four semester hours.
D iv1sion.

El. Ed. 301-302. The Child and the Curriculum II. A prerequisite to student
teaching. Observation, classroom participation, class discussion, and conferences
with instructors; teacher-pupil relationships; selecting, organizing, and presenting
the materials of instruction in various curriculum areas and on different grade
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levels; methods of evaluating pupil progress. Required of all Elementary Education juniors. Prerequisites: El. Ed. 101-102, El. Ed. 201-20:l. Nine hours per
wee1':. Each semester. Credit: six semester hour,.
El. Ed. 301C-302C. The Child and the Curriculum II. A prerequisite to student teaching. Observation, participation, class discussion, and confer~nces with
· st ctors and classroom teachers; experience in guiding the group life of the
~~ii; from three to eight, with constant reference to similarities in the program
for the older child; teacher-pupil relationships; materials of instru~tion on the preschool and early school levels; evaluating pupil progress. Required of all early
childhood education juniors. Prerequisites: El. Ed. 101-102, El. Ed. 201, El. Ed.
202C. Nine hilurs per week. Each semester. Credit: six semester houn.
El. Ed. 308C. Seminar in Early Childhood Education. Part I. Current trendi
aff t . g the curriculum of children from three to eight years of age; materials,
ecm
·
h 'ld
organization, techniques, and significant procedures with_ ~ttent10n to c 1 -par~ntcommunity relationships for this age level. Prereq~JS1te to stude_nt teachmg.
Parallels El. Ed. 3 01C-302C. Required of all early childhood eclucat10n student,.
Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Part II. Major problems growing out of student teaching. Parallels student
teaching. Group meets one hour per week. Each semester. Credit received is t
part of student teaching.
El. Ed. 401. Practicum in Teaching. A combined course of teaching under
supervision and conferences on teaching problems . Students teach four days e_ach
k a nd attend conferences at the college on the fifth day. Lesson plannmg,
class and individual instruction, classroom management, progr~m-ma ng: records
of attendance and achievement, diagnostic and achievement tes~mg, remedial teaching. Required in the second semester of the junior year or m the first _semester
· year. An average grade of "C" is necessary to complete this course
o f t h e semor
satisfactorily. Thirty ( 30) hours of teaching and conferences each week. Each
semester. Credit: fifteen semester hours.
Prerequisites: A passing grade in Oral English, a grade of "C" in El. Ed. 301-302
d
Jative average grade of "C" in all previous college work. Freshmen reg~n
istenngcumfut
a er July 1, 19 51 are required to have a grade of "C · in the required
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Oral English courses.

EL Ed. 401C. Practicum in Teaching. A combined course of teaching under
supervision and conferences on teaching problems . Students teach fo:ir days each
week and attend conferences at the college on . the ~fth d~y. _Atte~t10n to le:els
'ty readiness for reading and other skills, mstruct10n m pnmary readmg,
o f ma t un ,
. .
d
·1
· di'vi'dual instruction group orgamzat10n and management, an pup1
d
I
c ass an m
'
. .
·
fi
· d 1·n the second semester of the iumor. year or m the. rst semesrecord s. Requ1re
·0 year of students following the early childhood educat10n sequence.
th
f
ter o
e sem r
•
·
h'
"C" i·s necessary to complete this course satisfactonly. T uty
An average gra de o f
· . £if
( 30 ) hours of teaching and conferences each week. Each semester. Credit . ·
teen semester hours.
p ere uisites: A passing grade in Oral English, a gra de of "C" in El. Ed. 301C.
3; 2c\nd a cumulative average grade of "C" in all previous college "'.?r~. :reshmen registering after July 1, 1951 are required to have a grade of C m the
required Oral English courses .
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El Ed. 402. Seminar in Elementary School Teaching. The place of science,
and philosophy in elementary school teaching; special problems of the classroom
teacher in the State of New York; scientific methods of research in solving educational problems in a democratic society. Required of all Elementary Education
seniors. Prerequisites : El. Ed. 101-102, 201-202, 301-302, 401. For early childhood education the prerequisites are El. Ed. 101-102, 201, 202C, 301C-302C, 308C,
401C. Each semester. Credit: three-semester hours.
El. Ed. 485.

Reading Clinic. Clinical diagnosis of acute reading problems by
use of telebinocular, ophthalmograph, Durrell Reading Analysis, and Gates diagnostic procedure. Remedial measures and materials as determined by the conditions revealed by the diagnosis . Elective for those who have an average of "B"
or higher in Student Teaching. Each semester. Credit: two or three semester
hours.
Student Teaching Facilities : Opportunities for teaching are afforded by the following types of schools :
The Campus School, which includes the grades from the musery school through
the eighth. The instruction given by the staff is supplemented by that given by
college specialists in the fields of art, music, physical education, home economics,
industrial arts, mathematics, and history. As the school has a reputation for modern educational policies and procedures and for excellent care of its pupils, it has
a waiting list of applicants for admission.
Public School No. 52, a large elementary school on Bird Avenue with a cosmopolitan group of children and a staff of teachers selected for the work of developing student teachers in understanding children and educational procedures.
A large number of individual classrooms in cities and villages whose teachers
are unusually competent and willing to direct student teachers.
Rural schools, both one-room or two-room, and central schools whose teachers
are likewise fitted by ability and temperament to direct student teachers.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
The early childhood education sequence has been designed for students preparing to teach in nursery schools, kindergarten, or primary grades. Students preparing to teach in nursery schools must follow this sequence for certification. The
certification requirement that students have teaching experience in a nursery school,
in II kindergarten, and in a primary grade is met by scheduling one of these experiences in El. Ed. 301C-302C and the other two experiences in El. Ed. 401C.
A State Education Department Ilulletin dated February, 1948, makes the following
statements relative to certification requirements:
"A candidate who completes a four-year curriculum approved for early childhood
education will receive II certificate limited to teaching service in the primary
grades, the kindergarten, and the nursery school. A four-year curriculum approved
for the preparation of teachers of early childhood education shall include 36
semester hours in approved professional courses, 12 of which shall have been
in approved practice teaching in the primary grades, the ~ndergarten, and the
nursery school. The 24 semester hours in appropriate professional courses other
than supervised practice teaching shall give appropriate emphasis to the learning
and behavior problems of young children and the instructional needs of children
in the primary grades, the ~ndergarten, and the nursery school."
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Throughout the four years of preparation, students in the early childhood education sequence will take their work in the elementary education sections. However, in El. Ed. 202C, 301C-302C and 401C, students will be directed in their
professional development through differentiation of content, methods, and materials as they apply specifically to the teaching of young children in the primary
grades, the kindergarten and the nursery schools. The Seminar in Early Ch!ldhood
Education (308C) will be required of all students selecting the early childhood
education sequence. The preparation of the student will be emphasized further
by his selection under guidance of certain electives which are offered by other
departments of the college. These electives are ~hown below . .
The sequence required for students of early childhood education 1s as follows:

Required Professional Courses
First Year
El. Ed. 101-102.

Child Development

Second Year
El. Ed. 201. The Child and the Curriculum I
El. Ed. 202C. The Child and the Curriculum I
Third Year
El. Ed. 301C-302C. The Child and the Curricul_um II
El. Ed. 308C. Seminar in Early Childhood Education
Fourth Year
El. Ed. 401C.
El. Ed. 402.

Practicum in Teaching (Student teaching in nursery school, kindergarten, and a primary, grade)
Seminar in Elementary School Teaching

The early childhood education electives will be selected by advisement from
the following courses:
Eng. 210. Children's Literature (Consult sectio~ on English)
Art 406. Creative Arts Workshop (Consult section on Art)
Music 304. Music for Children (Consult section on Music)
Science 310. Science in the Elementary Grades ( Consult section on Science)

GRADUATE COURSES
Graduate Preparation for the Elementary School Principalship
Students desiring to qualify for the elementary school principal' s provisional
certificate after having been awarded the bachelor's degree should offer four to six
elective credit hours in the courses El. Ed. 503, 504 and either 530 or _531. Each
of these courses carries graduate credit. Other graduate courses wh!Ch _m~y ~e
offered to meet the minimum requirements of the elementary school prmc1pal s
permanent certificate are El. Ed. 505, 507 and 520.
.
Candidates for the elementary school principal' s permanent cert_1ficate must
offer in addition to the baccalaureate degree, 30 semester hours Ill approved
grad~ate courses which should include an additiona~ _four . semester hours in
approved courses in the field of elementary school adm1mstrat10n.
Graduate Preparation for Certification as Supervisor of
Elementary Education
Candidates desiring to qualify for provisional certification as Supervisor of
Elementary Education should take six semester hours work in El. Ed. 530 and
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531. Candidates for the permanent certificate must offer in addition to the baccalaureate degree, 30 semester hours' work in approved graduate courses which
would include six semester hours in El. Ed. 505, 520 and other courses designated for that purpose.

El. Ed. 500. Workshop in Elementary Education. Work on individual problems encountered in actual practice; individual counselling and small interest
groups in which attempt is made to guide each student in his efforts to solve
bis problem; general seminar and wide use of the demonstration school. Required
of all students registered for the degree of Master of Science. Enrollment limited.
Credit: six semester hours.
El. Ed. 501. Seminar in Elementary Education. Scientific educational research
in the solution of problems in elementary education: nature of scientific educational research; study of special problems by individual students from their own
teaching experiences in the elementary school. Required of students registered
for the degree of Master of Science. Credit: three semester hours.
El. Ed. 503. Organization of the Elementary School. The elementary school
in a democratic society; conflicting concepts of elementary education; functions
of elementary school principals; the modern elementary school curriculum; current
demands for curriculum change; organization schemes for the elementary school
in terms of curriculum design; grouping of pupils; adaptation and utilization of
school plants and their special facilities to curriculum needs; modern trends in
school building design; co-curricular activities; pupil protection for emergencies.
EI. Ed. 503 may precede or follow El. Ed. 504.
Open to principals, supervisors, and experienced teachers. Elective. Credit: three
semester hours.
El. Ed. 504. Administration of the Elementary School. New York State educational system; legal aspects of school administration; nature and functions of
school boards; educational finance in New York State; business duties of the
principal; the principal as purchasing agent; management of extra-classroom activity funds; identification of the speech, vision, hearing, and predelinquent deviates;
youth programs; teacher selection, employment, assignment, tenure, and dismissal;
building management; pupil transportation; pupil accounting. El. Ed. 504 may
precede or follow El. Ed. 503.
Open to principals, supervisors, and experienced teachers. Elective. Credit:
three semester hours.
El. Ed. 505. Evaluation Techniques in the Elementary School. Guiding principles in evaluating the educational growth of pupils and in studying educational
problems; construction and use of informal objective and essay type tests; evaluation in terms of instructional objectives; selection, administration, and scoring of
appropriate measuring instruments for evaluating and diagnosing mental abilities,
educational achievements and personality characteristics of pupils; statistical concepts and methods in handling and interpreting data; organization of remedial
programs. Elective. Credit: three semester hours.
El. Ed. 506. Philosophy of Education. Principles underlying educational practices and the formulation of a philosophy for teaching: teacher's need for a philosophy of education; changing conceptions of education; responsibilities of education in a democratic society; nature of reflective thinking and its educational
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implications; teaching procedures suggested by the democratic concept of education
and other concepts studied. Elective. Credit: three semester hours.
El. Ed. 507. General School Administration. Fundamental principles of school
administration; historical beginnings of school administration; national, state, and
local responsibility for education; district, township, and county units for school
administration; nature and functions of boards of education; school services such
as health, supervision, research, library, and attendance; selection, salary, and
tenure of teachers and their growth in service; school building programs. For
properly qualified graduate students. Elective. Credit: two semester hours.

El. Ed. 508. Supervision of Student Teaching. Responsibilities of elementary
school sponsor teachers in lesson planning, unit planning, development of good
procedures through observation and participation, teacher-student conferences; development of desirable teacher-pupil relationships; relation of student teaching to
other college and community experiences; evaluation of student strengths and
needs ; principles of supervision. Elective. Credit: two semester hours .

partment'. and. Director of the Elementary Education Division. One copy must
be submitted m acceptable form for filing in the College library but does not
necessarily have to be bound. Credit: four semester hours.
El. Ed. 575. Research Methods and Techniques. Methods and types of research
in studying educational problems; research literature on problems for study; bibliographical resources pertinent to a problem; collecting, handling, and interpreting evidence; tables, graphs, and charts; statistical terminology. Required of all
graduate students not writing a project or a thesis. Credit: two semester hours.
El. Ed. 590. The Preparation of Laboratory School Teachers. Practical experiences, discussions, lectures, readings, and a prepared paper; practical experience
in the summer demonstration school in teaching, conducting conferences with
students, directing the instructional planning of novice teachers, relating student
teaching to other college experiences. The practical experience is secured as an
assistant to one or more laboratory school teachers. Students with credit for
El. Ed. 508 may not register for this course. Elective. Credit: six semester hours.

El. Ed. 520. Workshop in Elementary School Administration and Supervi.
sioo. A study of elementary school problems: selection, induction, and guidance
of new teachers; development of school-community relations; curriculum improvement; adjustment of school facilities to increasing enrollments; in-service education of staff personnel. Open to principals and supervisors, and to teachers preparing for certification. Elective. Credit: two semester hours.
El. Ed. 521. The Elementary School Curriculum. A review of child nature,
the learning process, democratic society, and purposes of the elementary school;
conflicting philosophies and principles of curriculum development; types of curriculum organization; transitional steps; methods and materials, creative activities,
mental health, enrichment of the curriculum; community resources; individual
differences; the subject areas and evaluation. Elective. Credit : three semester
hours.

El. Ed. 525. Thesis. An individual investigation of an original problem to be
submitted in typewritten form according to the directions given by the Graduate
Division. Credit: six semester hours.
El. Ed. 530. Principles of Supervision. Historical development and changing
concepts of supervision; modern concept of the nature and scope of supervisory
services; principles of effective supervision; types of administrative organization ;
the supervisor in school organization; promoting and maintaining staff harmony ;
human relations and group dynamics in supervision; educational objectives. Elec,
tive. Credit: three semester hours.
El. Ed. 531. Supervision of Teaching. Principles of supervision; effective classroom observation; devices for evaluating teachers and teaching; influence of teach•
ers' purposes and research on choice of subject matter and teaching procedures;
teacher-pupil relations; group and individual conferences; induction of new teachers; supervisory techniques such as intervisitation, demonstration teaching, teachers'
meetings, supervisory bulletins, and workshops; evaluation of the supervisory
program. Credit: three semester hours.

El. Ed. 550. Project. A study undertaken by one or more individuals on some
educational problem closely related to a field of special interest. The project
undertaken must be approved by the student's advisor, the chairman of the de-
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EDUCATION OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
DIVISION
Horace Mann, Director
Assistant Professor Gallagher; Miss Lipton.
Ed. Ex. 201. Orientation in the Education of Exceptional Children.
Characteristics of atypical children and their mental, social and vocational adjustment; the principles of educating the blind, the cardiopathic, the deaf, the hard of
hearing, the lowered vitality, the mentally retarded, the orthopedically handicapped,
the partially-sighted, the reading defective, the speech defective, the epileptic, and
the socially maladjusted. Required for certification in education of handicapped
children. May be taken as an elective and is open to all upper-classmen. Both
semesters. Three hours per week. Credit: three semes ter hours .
Ed. Ex. 204. Science of Speech and Hearing.
Anatomy and physiology of the ear and the orgam of speech beginning with
embryological development; production and reception of spoken language. Required
for students majoring in education of hard of hearing and speech correction.
Offered second semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Ed. Ex. 301. Survey of Eye Conditions.
Ocular problems, including the anatomy, physiology and hygiene of the eye together with a study of common eye diseases and refractive errors. Required for
students majoring in education of partially-sighted children. Two hours per week.
Credit : two semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 302. Survey of Eye Conditions. Continuation of Ed. Ex. 301. Required
for students majoring in education of partially-sighted children. Prerequisite Ed.
H. 301. Two hours per week. Credit : two semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 305. Introduction to Phonetics. Production and representation of English (American) speech · sounds; application of phonetics to the correction of
deviations in children's speech. Required of students majoring in speech correction and education of hard of hearing. Offered second semester. Two hours per
week. Credit: two semester hours .
Ed. Ex. 306. Speech Pathology. Introduction to the defects of speech ; etiology
and therapeutic procedures for treatment of functional and mild organic speech
problems; observation and treatment of minor disorders . Required of students
majoring in speech correction. Prerequisite Ed. Ex. 204, and 305.
Offered first semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours .

Ed. Ex. 307. Speech Pathology. Etiology and therapy of more severe speech
defects particularly extensive organic problems; observation of diagnosis and treatment. Required of students majoring in speech correction. Prerequisite Ed. Ex. 306.
Offered second semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 308. Clinical Procedures in Speech Correction. Techniques of examination and treatment of children with speech defects; organization and operation
of public school speech correction programs. Students work with children in the
out-patient clinic under supervision. Required of students majoring in speech
correction. Prerequisite: Ed. Ex. 307. Offered second semester. Six hours per
weeks. Credit: three semester hours.
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Jld. Ex.. 310. Mental and Educational Measurement. Construction, use and in-

terpre:auo_n of me~tal and educational achievement tests. Required for students
majoring in education of mentally retarded and orthopedically handicapped children.
offered first semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Ed, Ex, 311.

L_anguage D~v~lopment for Children with Hearing Loss. Principles and techniques of ass1stmg the hard of hearing child in communication .
methods of teaching lip reading, auditory training and speech improvement. Re'.
quired of students majoring in education of hard of hearing. Offered first semester. Three hours per week. Credit :- three semester hours.

Ed. Ex, 322. Methods of Teaching Children with Retarded Mental Develop-

roent. Org~nizati~n of a school program for mentally subnormal children ; selecting
and evaluating sU1table group and individual activities ; observation of classes for
mentally retarded children. Required for students majoring in education of mentally retarded children. Offered second semester. Four hours per week. Credit:
three semester hours.

Ed. Ex. 324. Methods of Teaching Children with Hearing Loss. Organizing

a school pr?gr~1:1 for ha~d- ?f hearing children ; selecting and evaluating suitable
group and md1v1dual activities for the teaching of basic school subjects; observation of classes for the hard of hearing. Required for students majoring in education of hard of hearing children. Offered second semester. Four hours per week
Credit: three semester hours.
·

Ed.. ~x. 328. Methods of Teaching Children with Orthopedic Handicap. Organ1zin~ a sc_hool program for orthopedically handicapped children ; selecting and
evaluating SU1table group and individual activities for the teaching of basic school
subjects; o~se~vati?ns of special classes for the crippled child . Required for
students maJonng m the education of orthopedically handicapped children. Offered
second semester. Four hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 330. Methods of Teaching Children with Partial Sight. Organizing a
school p~ogram . for partially-sighted children; adaptation of program, choice and
use ~f s1ght-savmg materials; observation of classes for partially-sighted children.
Requ1red of students majoring in education of partially-sighted children. Offered
second semester. Four hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 401._ . Practicum in Teaching*. Teaching in a regular elementary school
under supervmon; conferences on teaching problems. First half of the first semester of the senior year. All day, first four days of the week; individual conference on the fifth day. Credit: eight semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 401. Practicum in Teaching Children with Retarded Mental Development. P.cactice teaching under supervision in a special class for children with
retarded mental development. Second half of the first semester of the senior
year. Prerequisite: Education 401, to be taken during the first half of the first
semester of the senior year. All day, first four days of the week; individual
conferences on the fifth day. Credit: seven semester hours.
• Required of all students enrolled in the Division of Education for Exceptional
Children.
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Ed. Ex. 403.

Practicum in Teaching Children with Hearing Loss. Practi

teaching under supervision in a special class for children who are hard of hearince
Second half of the first semester of the senior year. Prerequisite: Education 40~·
to be taken during the first half of the first semester of the senior year. All da '
first four days of the week; individual conferences on the fifth day. Credit: sev:~
semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 405. Practicum in Speech Correction. Student is assigned to a public
school speech correctionist and works under supervision. Second half of the first
sem~ster of the senior year. Prerequisite: Education 401, which should be taken
during the first half of the first semester of the senior year. All day, first four
days of the week; individual conferences on fifth day. Credit: seven semester
hours.
Ed. ~x. 407. . Practicum in ~eachi_ng Child_ren with Orthopedic Handicap.
Practice teachmg under superv1S1on m a special class for orthopedically handi.
capped children. Second half of the first semester of senior year. Prerequisite:
Education 401 whid1 should be taken during first half of first semester of senior
year. All day, first four days of the week; individual conferences on fifth day.
Credit: seven semester hours.

Ed. Ex. 409.

Psychology of Exceptional Children. The psychology of all types

of handicapped children; test materials, their use and interpretation; visits to
clinics and special classes; case studies. Second semester. Three hours per week.
Credit: three semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 411. Practicum in Teaching of Children with Partial Sight. Practice
teaching under supervision in a special class for children with low vision. Second
half of the first semester of the senior year. Prerequisite: Education 401 which
should be taken during the first half of the first semester of the senior year. All
day, first four days of the week; individual conferences on fifth day. Credit:
seven semester hours.

Ed. Ex. 422.

Audiometry and Hearing Aids. Study and measurement of hear.
ing; administration of individual and group audiometric examinations; interpreting
audiograms; principles of construction, fitting and use of individual hearing aids.
Required of all students majoring in education of the hard of hearing. First
semester. Four hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

GRADUATE COURSES
Ed. Ex. 501. Workshop in Education of Children with Retarded Mental Development. Observation and individual participation in a class for mentally defective children; group discussions and experimentation in techniques and materials
used in this type of special class. Summer Session. Credit: six semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 502. Workshop in Education of Children with Orthopedic Handicap.
Observation and individual participation in class for orthopedically handicapped
children; techniques and materials for academic and non-academic curriculum;
class discussions and reports. Credit: six semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 503. Clinical Procedures in Speech Correction. An advanced practicum
offering the student who has completed basic certification the opportunity to work
under supervision with severely speech handicapped children. Prerequisite: Ed.
Ex. 204, 305, 306 and 308 or equivalent. Credit: six semester hours.
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Ed, Ex. 511. Seminar in Education of Children with Retarded Mental Development. Problems of class organization, grouping and curriculum; educational
psychology for the retarded; psychological tests and their interpretation. Second
iemester. Credit: three semester hours.
Ed, Ex. 512. Seminar _in _Education of Children with Orthopedic Handicap.
Problems _of class orga01zat10n, grouping and curriculum; educational psychology
for the crippled; psychological tests and their interpretation. Credit: two semester
hours.
Ed, Ex. 513.. Seminar in Speech Science. Anatomy, physics and physiology of
speech, stressmg research and experimental studies in the field. Prerequisite: Ed .
Ex. 204, 305, 306 and 308 or equivalent. Credit: two semester hours.

Ed. Ex. 520. Speech Correction for Elementary School Teachers. Types and
causes of speech defects and disorders found in elementary school children; methods of tr~atment of minor disorders by the classroom teacher; some phonetics and
speech science; observation of children presenting various speech problems. Credit:
two semester hours.
Ed. Ex:. 521. Guidance of Children with Retarded Mental Development.
Educati?nal, social and vocational guidance of mentally retarded; job analyses and
occupational education. Specialists from fields allied with education and guidance. Credit : two semester hours.
Ed. Ex:. 522. . Gu~danc~ of Children with Orthopedic Handicap. The crippled
from the medICal v1ewpomt-causes and incidence of crippling condition; vocational
guidance. Physicians, social workers, employers and other specialists as guest
lectures. Credit: two semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 524. Introduction to Audiology. A course in the clinical treatment of
hearing pro~lems . designed p~rticularly to assist the speech correctionist. Hearing
testmg, hearing aid construct10n, and research in the field of audiology. Prerequisite : Ed. Ex. 204, 305, 306 and 308 or equivalent. Credit : two semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 525. Thesis. Individual investigation of an original problem to be submitted in typewritten form according to directions given by the Graduate Division. Credit: six semester hours.

Ed. Ex. 533.

Seminar in Speech Pathology. Research studies in the areas of
stuttering, voice defects, cleft palate, and cerebral palsy. Prerequisite : Ed. Ex.
204, 305, 306 and 308 or equivalent. Credit: two semester hours.

Ed. Ex. 535. Mental Measurement. Presentation use and interpretation of mental and performance tests; demonstrations; student participation in giving psychometric examinations. Credit: two semester hours.
Ed. Ex. 550. Project. An investigation of one or more students of some problem closely related to the field of special interest. The project must be approved
by the student's advisor and by the head of the division or department concerned.
Credit: four semester hours.
Ed. 575. Research Methods and Techniques. See description under Graduate
Division, Education Department write-up. Credit: two semester hours.

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Arthur L. Bradford, Chairman

Eng, 220. Creative Writing. Individual wntmg projects to suit interest5 and
abilities of students. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors . Three hours
per week. Credit : three semester hours.

Professors Cochnower, Drew, Fried, Ganey, Goossen, Gragg, Greenwood Gro
' nc.
wold; Assistant Professors Grabau, Schuck, Miss Norenberg, Miss Piquette Mr
Smith, Mr. Trueblood.
' ·

Eng. 301. Play Direction. Play selection and analysis; casting; rehearsals ; student productions . Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Three hours
per week. Credit : three semester hours.

Eng. 101. English Composition. Principles of clear and effective writing; the
sentence, the paragraph, the whole composition ; dictionary drill and vocabulary
building ; research paper. Required of all freshmen. Each semester. Three hours
per week. Credit: three semester hours.
N ote: Students earning a grade of A or B in this course are permitted to take
an English elective- course in place of English 201.

Eng, 304. American Literature. Major writers and literary movements of the
United States from the Colonial Period to r~cent times. Required of Industrial
Arts and Elementary Education juniors. Each semester. Three hours per week.
Credit: three semester hours .

Eng. 102. Fundamentals of Speech. Voice and diction; basic principles of speak.
ing and reading; phonetics; voice recordings. Required of all freshmen. Each
semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Note: Freshmen must have a grade of C or higher in this course as a prerequisite for Ed. 401 and Ed. 401C. Students earning a grade of A or B io
English 102 are permitted to substitute an English elective in place of English
202 or English 306.
Eng. 201. Advanced Composition. Usage and the art of writing; practice with
short and long papers ; readings in contemporary prose. Required of Elementary
Education and Home Economics sophomores. Each semester. Three hours per
week. Credit: three semester hours.

Eng. 305. Late Nineteenth Century Literature. British, French, and American
transitional literature of the late nineteenth century ; the Aesthetic Movement,
Impressionism, Symbolism, realism ; Irish Literary Renaissance. Elective for juniors
and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 306. Advanced Speech. Informative talks ; individual and group reading of
poetry; story-telli ng. Required of all Elementary Education juniors. Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Note: Students must have a grade of C or higher in this course as a prerequisite for Ed. 40 1 and Ed. 401 C.
Eng. 307. The Literature of the Bible. Selected writings of the Old and New
Testaments studied as literature; Biblical poetry and prose; influence of Bible
translations on the English language. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 309. Public Discussion. Group discussion, including debate; parliamentary
procedure; panel presentations; interview techniques; oral reports. Elective for
juniors and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Eng. 202. Public Speaking. Organization, delivery, and evaluation of the public
speech ; practice with discussion techniques. Prerequisite: Eng. 102. Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Note: Students are required to have a grade of C in this course as a prerequisite for Ed. 401 and.Ed. 401C.

Eng. 314. General Literature II. Continuation of English 205. Required of all
Art Education juniors. Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours .

Eng. 203. Modern Drama. Chief modem dramatists of Continental Europe,
England, and America from Ibsen to the present time. Elective for sophomores,
juniors, and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Eng. 315. Seventeenth Century Poetry. Lyric and dramatic poetry: Shakespeare,
Donne, Herrick, Jonson, Milton, and others. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and
seniors. Three hours per week. Credit : three semester hours.

Eng. 204. English Literature. English prose and poetry from the Middle Ages
to the present time. Required of Elementary Education and Home Economics
sophomores . Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester
hours.

Eng. 330. Poetry Appreciation. Oral reading of poems with explanation of
matters of interest ; formal critical essays on poetry. Elective for sophomores,
juniors, and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Eng. 205. General Literature. Literary masterpieces of Western civilization:
English and American poetry and prose; translations from the Greek, Latin,
French, German, and Russian. Required of all Art Education sophomores. Each
semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 210. Children's Literature. Types of children's literature: folklore, modern
informative material, fiction, biography, and poetry; principles of book selection ;
illustrations, format of books ; reading interests of children; story telling; bibliography. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Each semester. Three
hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
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Eng. 331. Modern British and American Poetry. Major poets and the more
significant tendencies of poetry from 1912 to the present time. Elective for sophomores, junio rs, and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 334. The World Novel. Major figures in the development of the novel
during the pas t three centuries; Fielding, Balzac, Flaubert, Dostoevski, Tolstoi,
the Brontes, Hardy, Hawthorne, and James. Elective for juniors and seniors.
Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 335. The American Novel Before 1900. Cooper, Hawthorne, Melville,
Clements, James, and Howells . Elective for juniors and seniors. Three hoW'li
per week. Credit: three semester hours .

9'T

Eng. 336. Chaucer and His Age. Representative works of Chaucer ; supplemental readings in the early drama, romance, and popul ar ballads. Elective for juniors
and seniors . T hree hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 345. Radio and Television in Education. Broadcasting and its history ;
program eva luation; recordi ngs; radio and television programs in the classroom·
tours of broadcas ting facilities; research paper. Elective for sophomores, juniors'
and seniors . Three hours per week. Credit : three semester hours.
'
Eng. 346. Acting-Theory and Practice. Tutorial study of acting for students
with special interes ts and aptitudes. Prerequisite: Previous participation through
two major roles in full-length college productions. Three hours per week. Credit:
three semester hours.
Eng. 348. Creative Dramatics. H istory, philosophy, methods, and materials of
informal playmaking with children ; observation and participation in Campu1
School. Elective for juniors and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit : three
semester hours.
Eng. 349. Speech Activities in the Elementary School. Speech as an integrative
and devolopmental activity of elementary school children ; conversation, story.
telling, word games, interviews, creative dramatics. Elective for sophomores,
juniors, and seniors. Five class hours per week. Two semester hours credit.
Eng. 401. Survey of Drama. Representative playwrights of Western European
culture: Sophocles, Plautus, Jonson, Moliere, de Vega, Sheridan, Chekov, Ibsen,
Shaw, and O 'Neill. Elective for juniors and seniors. Three hours per week.
Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 402. Contemporary Literature. British and American literature of the
twentieth century: poetry, the novel, and the drama. Required of all General
Elementary seniors. Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 405. Short Writings in the Familiar Style. Informal writings of Beerbohm,
Leacock, Thurber, Lewis Allen, Heywood Broun, E. B. White, and others. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three
semester hours.
Eng. 406. The English Novel. Great English novels of the nineteenth century
studied as art and as the reflection of the social interests of the time. Elective
for juniors and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Eng. 416. Shakespeare II. A similar study of another group of plays. Elective
for juniors and seniors. Second semester. Three hours per week. Credit : three
semester hours.
Eng. 420. <:>ral Interpretation of Literature. Oral reading of prose, poetry, and
drama; select10n and arrangement of material for formal and informal audiences.
Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit:
three semester hours.
Eng. 422. Victorian Poetry. Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, and others; relation
to social, political, and scientific developments of the age. Elective for juniors
and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 423. _ Nineteenth Century English Prose. Carlyle, Macaulay, Newman,
Mill, Ruskm, Arnold, Huxley, and Pater. Elective for juniors and seniors. Three
hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 425 . . _J ournalis_m . News, feature, and editorial writing; copy reading; makeup; advertmng; public relations ; elementary school journalism. Elective for all
students. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 431. Milton. Prose and poetry of John Milton with principal stress on
Paradise Lost. Elective for juniors and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit:
three semester hours.
Eng. 432. Literary Criticism. Principal critical theories from Aristotle and Plato
to the present. Elective for juniors and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit:
three semester hours.
Eng. 445. Philosophy in Literature. Major philosophic viewpoints in general
literature; literary masterpieces with strong philosophic import. Elective for
juniors and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

GRADUATE COURSES
Eng. 500. Studies in the Structure and Function of Language. Principles basic
to all !a_nguages; origin of language; phonetics and phonetic change, alphabets
and wntmg; language types and families; Indo-European family and its branches •
history of the English language; word origins and changes in meaning; speech
standards. Three hours per week. Credit : three semester hours.

Eng. 407. Romantic Movement. Romantic poetry and prose; Burns, Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Scott, Byron, Shelley, Keats; critics of the period. _!ilective for sophomores. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Eng. 502. Studies in American Literature. Literary culture in America from the
Colonial Period to the present; religious and political influences upon early writings; the Romantic Movement and Transcendentalism; realism and regional literature. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Eng. 408. The Short Story. Development of the short story; Hawthorne, Poe,
Bierce, W. D. Steele, Susan Glaspell, Ring Lardner, 0. Henry, Hemingway, and
others. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Three hours per week.
Credit: three semester hours.

fog. 503. American Regional Literature. Literature of geographic and cultural
areas of the United States: New England and Eastern, Southern, Western; folkways in American letters; local color. Three hours per week. Credit: three
semester hours.

Eng. 415. Shakespeare I. Representative comedies and tragedies .. Elective for
juniors and seniors. First semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

E~g. 504. Origin and Development of English Drama. Liturgical beginnings;
miracle and morality plays, interludes; rise of English comedy and tragedy; forerunners and contemporaries of Shakespeare; progress of theatre to 1642. Two
hours per week. Credit: two semester hours.
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Eng. 505. Studies in the Novel. The novel in England, especially in the Nine.
teenth Century; major novelists; research. Three hours per week. Credit: three
semester hours.
Eng. 506. Studies in the Modern Drama. Renascence of drama in Europe and
America; Ibsen and the play of ideas; realism, naturalism, symbolism, sociological
drama. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 507. The Modern Novel. Outstanding American and English twentieth
century novels; their social and artistic significance. Three hours per week. Credit:
three semester hours.
Eng. 508. Literature of Greece and Rome. Reading in English and discussion
of selected masterpieces from the literature of Greece and Rome; relationship to
the later literature in English and the modern languages. Three hours per week.
Credit: three semester hours.

Eng. 515. Philosophic Aspects of Literature. Major movements in English and
American literature from the perspective of philosophy; literature as a source of
ideas; the representation of social, political, religious, and ethical ideals in poetry,
nction, and drama. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Eng. 519. Literatur_e_ and the World Today. Current ideas expressed through
novels, plays, and cntJCa! reports ; contribution of the magazine, newspaper and
motion picture to the world's view of America. Three hours per week. C~edit:
three semester hours.
Eng. 521. Stu~ies in Modern British Poetry. Significant trends and figures in
British poetry smce 1890; emphasis upon the work of two writers from the following group : Hardy, Hopkins, Housman, Yeats, and Masefield. Three hours
per week. Credit : three semester hours.

Eng. 509. Studies in the Prose and Poetry of Milton. Most important prose
and poetry of Milton with particular emphasis on "Paradise Lost." Three hours
per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Eng. 522. Studies i_n Modern American Poetry. Significant trends and .figures
in Amencan poetry smce 1912; emphasis upon the work of two writers from the
following group : Robinson, Frost, Millay, Eliot, and Benet. Three hours per
week. Credit: three semester. hours .

Eng. 510. Emerson, Thoreau, and the Transcendentalists. Writings of Emerson and Thoreau against the background of European and American transcendentalism. Prerequisite: three credits in American literature or its equivalent. Three
hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Eng. 525. Thesis. An individual investigation of an original problem to be submitted in typewritten form according to directions given by the Graduate Division.
Six hours per week. Credit : six semester hours.

Eng. 511A. Studies in the Poetry of the Victorian Period. Major Victorian
poets with emphasis on Tennyson and Browning; social, political, and intellectual
background of the times. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Eng. 550. Project. An undertaking pursued by one or more students on some
problem closely related to the field of special interest. The project must be approved by the student's advisor and by the head of the division or department
concerned . Four hours per week. Credit : four semester hours.

Eng. 511B. Studies in the Prose of the Victorian Period. Major Victorian essayists with reference to the intellectual background of Nineteenth-Century Eng.
land: Carlyle, Newman, Macaulay, J. S. Mill, Ruskin, and Arnold. Three hours
per week. Credit : three semester hours.

Eng. 575. Research Methods and Techniques. See description under Graduate
Division, Education Department write-ups. Two hours per week. Credit: two
semester hours.

Eng. 512. Literature of Continental Europe.
A. The Middle Ages . Reading in English translation representative works of the
Middle Ages; importance of this literature as source material for more recent
writers. Two hours per week. Credit : two semester hours.
B. The Renaissance. Petrarch, Boccaccio, Machiavelli, Castiglione, Ariosto, and
their relation to the literature of England. Credit: two semester hours.
C. The Nineteenth Century. Reading in English translation selected masterpieces
of Nineteenth Century European literature; Rousseau and his disciples; romantic
poetry, fiction, and drama; realism, naturalism, and symbolism in the various
literary types. Two hours per week. Credit : two semester hours.
Eng. 513. Seminar-Tour in American Literature. Study of major American
writers before 1900 including a tour of locales associated with their lives and
work. Study, four weeks; tour, two weeks. Emerson, Thoreau, Cooper, Long•
fellow, Whittier, Hawthorne, Bryant, Irving; the locales, New York City, Catskills,
Cooperstown, the Berkshires, Boston, Cape Cod, Concord, Walden, Cambridge,
and Haverhill. Six hours per week. Credit: six semester hours.
Eng. 514. Children's Literature. Types of children's literature; criteria of book
selection; the reading interests of children; preparation of bibliography. Three
hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
Charles A. Messner, Chairma.n
Mr. Guerra
Students of the Elementary Education Division who do not present credit for
two years of a foreign language for admission must complete one year of a for.
eign language before graduation.
For all other students of all divisions all courses in foreign language are elective. Students contemplating foreign language study are advised to elect Latin,
French, Spanish or German in their freshman year.

I LATIN
Lat. 201, 202. Latin Prose and Poetry. Reading from such prose writers as
Aulus Gellius, Nepos, Sallust or Livy and such poets as Virgil, Catullus, Ovid
and Martial; grammar review and vocabulary study; p~inciples of Latin meter.
Prerequisite: at least two years of high school Latin. First and second semesters,
each year. Three hours per week. Credit: six• semester hours.
More advanced courses are given from the following list as indicated:
Lat . •301.

Silver Age Prose. 1954-55

Lat. 302.

Horace. 1954-55

Lat. 303.

Latin Drama.

Lat. 304.

Roman Life.

Lat. 401.
Lat. 402.

Mediaeval Latin. 1955-56
Latin Prose Composition. 1955-56

II FRENCH

III SPANISH
5p. 101, 102. Elementary Spanish. Grammar, composition and conversation,
reading of elementary texts. For students with no previous knowledge of Spanish. First and second semesters each year. Three hours per week. Credit: six
semester hours.
Sp. 201, 202. Intermediate Spanish. Reading of modern Spanish and SpanishAmerican authors in the fields of the novel, short story and drama; vocabulary
study. Prerequisite: at least two years of high school Spanish or completion of
Spanish 101, 102. First and second semesters each year. Three hours per week.
Credit: six semester hours.
More advanced courses are given from the following list as indicated:
5p. 301. Spanish Conversation and Composition. 1954-55
Sp. 302. Modern Spanish Masterpieces. 195-4-55
Sp. 304. Spanish-American Civilisation. 1953-54, 1955-56
Sp. 401. Cervantes. 1953-54
Sp. 402. Spanish Classical Drama. 1955-~(-;

IV GERMAN
Ger. 101, 102. Elementary German. Fundamentals of the German language;
pronunciation, principles of grammar, easy reading; increased emphasis during
the second semester on writing and speaking German. For students with no
previous knowledge of German. First and second semesters each year. Three
hours per week. Credit: six semester hours.
Ger. 201, 202. Intermediate German. Reading of short stories, longer prose
narrative and modern plays; grammar review, composition and conversation. Prerequisite: at least two years of high school German or completion of German
101, 102. First and second semesters each year. Three hours per week. Credit:
six semester hours.

Fr. 101, 102. Elementary French. Fundamentals of the French l~nguag_e; pronunciation, principles of grammar, easy reading; increased emph~sis during. the
second semester on speaking and writing French. For students with no prev10us
knowledge of French. First and second semesters each year. Three hours per
week. Credit: six semester hours.
Fr. 201, 202. Intermediate French. Reading of short storie~,. longer prose_ narrative, plays and selected poems; grammar review and composition. Prerequ1S1_te:
at least two years of high school French or completion of French _101,_ 102. First
and second semesters each year. Three hours per week. Credit: s1x semester
hours.
More advanced courses are given from the following list as indicated:

Fr. 301.

Masterpieces of French Literature. 1954-55

Fr. 302.

French Civilisation. 1953-54, 1955-56

Fr. 303.

Classical French Drama.

Fr. 304.
Fr. 401.
Fr. 402.

Modern French Drama.
Contemporary French Literature. 1954-55
French Composition and Conversation. 1953-54, 1955-56
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GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT
Katheryne T. Whittemore, Chairman
Assistant Professor Redden; Miss Laux.
Geog. 301. General Geography I. First half of world geography organized b
climatic regions: the low latitudes, the high latitudes, and the arid and semi-ari~
regions of _the i~termedia~e latitudes; physic~!, cultural, and economic geography
of each region; interpretat10n of maps. Requued of Elementary Education juniors.
Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Geog. 302. Geography of North America. Survey of the landforms and climates of the continent; detailed study of land-use regions of Canada, the United
States, and Mexico: distribution of resources; changing pattern of land use; selected studies in economic and industrial geography. Elective for sophomores
juniors, and seniors. Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semes'.
ter hours.
Geog. 402. General Geography II. Second half of world geography: climatic
regions of intermediate latitudes; physical background of each region; mining,
manufacturing, trade, transportation and agriculture as developed in these areas·
interdependence of regions; distribution of world population as related to world
resources. Required of Elementary Education seniors. Prerequisite: Geog. 301.
Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Geog. 501. Studies in Industrial Geography. Analysis of problems in economic
geography selected for their relevancy to contemporary world issues and to student
neeos and interests; at least one field study of a local area industry. Three hours
per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Geog. 502. Map Interpretation for Teachers. History of maps; their importance; understandings required for map interpretation; skills in map reading
needed by adults. Methods of developing map-reading skills and the use of maps
at all levels of elementary education. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

S.S. 507.

Field Course in the History and Geography of New York State.
For description of the course see listing under Social Studies Graduate Courses,
page 130. Open to upperclass undergraduate students.

Geog. 525 Thesis. An individual investigation of an original problem to be
submitted in typewritten form according to directions given by the Graduate
Division. Credit: six semester hours.
Geog. 550. Project. An undertaking pursued by one or more students on some
problem closely related to the field of special interest. The project must be approved by the student's advisor and by the head of the division or department
concerned. Credit : four semester hours.

Geog. 405. Geography of Asia. Survey of the continent; detailed treatment of
the countries of greatest importance; physical background, cultural and economic
geography of each area studied ; geographic backgrounds of contemporary prob.
!ems; distribution of population. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
Three hours per week. Credit: three semester, hours.
Geog. 406. Geography of New York State. Landform regions, climates, and
natural resources; development of transportation; utilization of mineral, forest,
wild life, and water resources; agriculture, manufacturing, and the recreation industry; aims and accomplishments of the conservation movement; distribution of
population; location and functions of cities. Elective for sophomore, juniors, and
seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Geog. 407. Conservation of Natural Resources. Need for conservation of soil,
water, wildlife, mineral, forest and grassland resources; methods of wise resource
use; programs of conservation in the United States and in particular New York
State. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Three hours per week.
Credit: three semester hours.

GRADUATE COURSES
Geog, 500. Geography of Eastern Asia. China, Japan, Korea, eastern U.S.S.R.,
the Indo-China Peninsula, and the East Indies: physical characteristics; economic,
cultural, and political geography of each region. Three hours per week. Credit:
three semester hours.
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT

HOME ECONOMICS DIVISION

Acnill L. Wegner, Chairman

Professors Roudebush, Stephens, Stewart; Assistant Professors Adams, Buddenhagen, Hamilton, Weaver, Westlund; Miss Aspray, Mrs. Batchelder, Mrs. Nudd,
Mrs. Schasel.

A,sistant Professors: Adess11., Coyer, Miss Roach; Instructors: Miss Bosworth,
Miss Brinmaid, Miss Desch.
H.Ed. 201. Health Education. Functional hygiene to assist the student in main.
taining good health. Required of Elementary Education sophomores and Art
Education freshmen. Two hours per week. Credit: two semester hours.
H.Ed. 203. Health Education. Functional hygiene and physiology of exercise u
a basis of various sports. Elective for Industrial Arts men. Three hours per
week. Credit : three semester hours.
P.Ed. 301. Physical Education. Principles of physical education; subject matter
and skills basic to activities required in the elementary school program of physical
education. Required of Elementary Education juniors. Prerequisite: Physical
Education Activities. Three hours per week:. Credit: two semester hours.
H.Ed. 402. Health Protection. School and community health problems; school
health service; communicable disease control; water supply and sewage disposal;
food sanitation; safety education. Required of Elementary Education seniors.
Prerequisite: Health Education 201. Two hours per week. Credit: two semester
hours.
P.Ed. 405. Principles of Coaching. (Men) Skills and techniques in basketball,
baseball, badminton, soccer, tennis, track; organization of meets and tournaments;
score-keeping; officiating; interpretation of rules; court and field lay-out; purchase
and care of equipment. Elective for men. Three hours per week:. Credit: three
semester hours.
P .Ed. 406. Advanced Theory in Women's Sports. Techniques of teaching wom.
en's sports; demonstrations of teaching mass groups with lead-up games and
skills in individual and team sports, such as archery, badminton, baseball, tennis,
volleyball; participation; officiating; interpretation of rules; organization of tournaments and Play Days. Elective for women. Prerequisite: skill in at least one
sport. Three hours per week:. Credit: three semester hours.
Physical Education Activities. For women, activities such as archery, badminton,
basketball deck tennis, folk dancing, rhythms, softball, shuffle board, swimming,
volleyball'. and winter sports. For men, activities such as cross country, basketball, volleyball, badminton, paddle tennis, softball, golf, and tennis. Required for
Elementary Education, Home Economics, and Art Education freshmen; optional
for advanced students. Two hours per week; one hour swimming, one hour acti,ities in the gymnasium. No credit.

Margaret A. Grant, Director

Freshman Seminar. Orientation to Home Economics. Required of Home Economics
freshmen. One hour per week. Both semesters. No credit.
H.Ec. 90. Clothing. Selection and construction of a simple garment involving
fundamental construction process and use of sewing machine. Required of Home
Economics freshmen in lower group as determined by a written and practical tei;t
in clothing. First semester. Two hours per week. No credit.
H.Ec. 91. Foods and Nutrition. Various foods, basic ingredients, and procedures;
product standards; menu planning; table service and efficient management of time
and equipment. Required of Home Economics freshmen in lower group as determined by a written test in foods. Each semester. Two hours per week. No
credit.
H.Ec. 101-102. Introduction to Home Economics. Clothing and textiles, foods
and nutrition, family living and management. Students rating high in tests in
foods and clothing and who have had good practical experience may be exempt
from the foods and clothing units and permitted to take advanced work in those
fields. Required of Home Economics freshmen. Prerequisites: Home Economics
90 and Home Economics 91 or exemption from them. Six hours per week. Both
semesters. Credit: four semester hours.
H.Ec. 203. The Child in the Family. Correlation of the study of child development and guidance in the home with observation and participation in nursery
schools and in the three-year-old group in the Campus School; parent-child relationships and guidance in working with young children. Required of Home Economics sophomores. Prerequisite: Education 101-102 . Six hours per week. Each
semester. Credit: four semester hours.
H.Ec. 204. Clothing and Costume Design. Fundamental principles of selection
and construction of garments; costume design; textiles. Required of Home Economics sophomores. Prerequisite Home Economics 102 or exemption from clothing unit. Six hours per week. Each semester. Credit : four semester hours.
H.Ec. 205. Foods and Nutrition. Food preservation; planning, purchasing, preparing, and serving food for individual and family needs both economic and nutritional; current food problems; food principles, technique and management; hospitality. Required of Home Economics sophomores. Prerequisites: Home Economics 102 or exemption from foods unit, Science 123-124. Five hours per week.
Each semester. Credit: three semester hours.
H.Ec. 206. Family Health and Home Nursing. Facts and procedures essential
in safeguarding the health of the individual and family; laboratory work in home
nursing, such as may be used in ordinary illnesses in the home under a physician's
guidance; community agencies concerned with family health. Prerequisites: Science
123-124. Each semester. Credit: two semester hours.
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H.Ec. 303. Economics of the Household. M anagement of personal and family
finance; present-day problems of consumers ; evaluation of aids for consumers.
Required of Home Economics juniors . Prerequisite : S.S. 222. Five hours per
week. Each semester. Credit : four semester hours.

H.Ec. 305. Clothing and Costume Design. Application of principles of costume
design and advanced construction techniques . Required of Home Economics
Juniors. Prerequisite: H ome Eco nomics 204 and completion of supplementary
experience in clothing. Three hours per week. Each semester. Credit: two
semester hours.
H.Ec. 306. Foods and Nutrition. Food preservation; school lunch management ;
meal preparation and service; nutrit10nal problems; management, preparation, and
service for large groups; demons trati on. Required of Home Economics juniors.
Prerequisite: H ome Economics 205, Prerequisite or parallel: Science 226. Five
hours per week. Each semester. Credit: three semester hours.
H.Ec.Ed. 323. Home Economics Methods and Materials. Problems of school
administration and curriculum in both general and homemaking education; principles of learning and teaching; techniques in selecting, organizing, and using
instructional materials; evaluation and interpretation of educational data; observation and participation. Grade of " C" is a prerequisite to H.Ec.Ed. 421. Required
of Home Economics juniors. Prerequisites : Home Economics 203, 204, 205.
Eight hours per week. Each semester. Credit : six semester hours.

H.Ec.401.

Home Management. Five-week study of home living and home management problems; practical study of time, energy, and money use; group social
and recreational life; association with community organizations promoting satisfying home life ; supplementary experiences to meet needs of individual students.
Students defray own expenses . Prerequisites : Home Economics 203, 303. Five
class hours per week. Each semester. Credit four semester hours.
H.Ec. 405. Household Equipment. Application of the principles of physics to
the selection, operation, care, and arrangement of household equipment; problems
of equipment with respect to economy, efficiency, and comfortable living in the
home. Required of Home Economics seniors. Prerequisite: Science 227 . Four
hours per week. Each semester. Credit three semester hours.

H.Ec. 407.

Housing and Home Planning. Relation of housing to family and
community welfare; standards of family housing; costs of housing in urban and
rural areas; selection, construction, and renovation of furnishing for homes. Required of Home Economics seniors. Prerequisites: Art 322, Home Economics 303.
Four hours per week. Each semester. Credit: three semester hours.

H.Ec. 410.

Clothing. Problems of individual interest in textiles; clothing selection , buying, care, repair, restyling, and construction . Elective for students not
majoring in Home Economics. Four hours per week. Each semester. Credit:
three semester hours.

H .Ec. 411.

II.Ee. 412. Mar riage and Family Relation ship s. Family relationships of the
individual throughout the family life cycle; emotional development, preconceived
roles, personality, environmental, and background factors in relation to marriage
adjustment. Required of Home Economics seniors and elective for students not
majoring in Home Economics. Three hours per week. Each semester . Credit :
three semester hours.
II.Ee. Ed. 421. Teaching Practicum. New York State program for homemaking
ed ucation and its adaptation to local situations. Teaching experience is required
in two of the cooperating schools outside of Buffalo. Residence in school commu nity required during stud<:nt teaching. Student shares in non-i nstructional as
well as instructional responsibilities of the teacher; group and individ ual conferences of all student teachers held regularly at the College. Students defray own
travel and residen ce expenses. Grade of "C" is necessary to pass the course.
Required of Home Economics seniors. Prtrequisite: H.Ec.Ed. 323, with grad e of
"C"; cumulative "C" a,erage in college courses. Fifteen hours per week . Each
semester. Credit: nine semester hours.
Senior Seminar : Orientation to problems of Home Economics teach ing : placement,
salary schedules, tenure, professional organizat10ns, teacher ethics. Required of
Home Economics seniors. One hour per week. No credit.

GRADUATE COURSES
H.Ec. 500. Seminar in Home Economics Education. Recent research and problems in the field of Home Economics Education; special problems selected by individual students from the area of Home Economics Education. Cred it: three
semester hours.
H.Ec. 503. Family R elationships. The family viewed longitud inally; developmental tasks of family members at each stage of the family life cycle; research
on marriage success and family crises; attitudes, values, and standards regarding
family living. Credit: three semester hours.
H.Ec. 504. Problems in Foods and Nutrition. Recent research developments in
foods and nutrition; problems in teaching foods and nutrition to elementary and
high school groups; problems related to the individual's teaching situation. Credit :
three semester hours.
H.Ec. 506. Seminar in Home Management. Newer developments in the field
of managing the home; problems met in teaching managemen t in secondary and
adult classes; individual work on problems in accordance with student needs.
Credit: three semester hours.
H.Ec. 507. Evaluatio n in Home Economics Education. T echniques and instruments for identi ·ying and appraising progress toward goals in home economics;
methods of teaching appropriate to the achievements of these objectives ; individual
work on problems of evaluation encountered in teaching. Credit : three semester
hours.

Food and Nutrition. Selection and preparation and serving of wellbalanced meals to meet individual and family needs; laboratory work in basic food
procedures. Elective for students not majoring in Home Economics. Four hours
per week. Each semester. Credit: three semester hours.

H.Ec. 508. W o r ksh op in Advanced Clothing . Pattern making and dr ess design
with particular reference to alteration problems met in clothing classes; garments
made in class. Credit · three semester hours.
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H.Ec. 510. Practical Problems of Housing and Home Furnishing. Problems
related to housing and home furnishings; planning and constructing furnishings.
field trips. Credit: three semester hours.
'
H.Ec. 511. Methods and Materials in the Teaching of Family Relationships.
Role playing, panels, types of discussion, appropriate use of films, etc. ; collection
critical evaluation, and use of materials for teaching family relationships at th~
secondary school level. Prerequisite or concomitant: A functional course in family
relationships such as H .Ec. 503-Family Relationships. Credit : three semester
hours .
H.Ec. 516. Family Clothing. Purchase, selection, care, and construction of clothing for the family; management of time and money as they relate to clothing
problems; trips, speakers, discussions, demonstrations, and work on problems for
which the individual feels a definite need. Credit: three semester hours.
H.Ec. 525. Thesis. An individual investigation of an original problem to be submitted in typewritten form according to directions given by the Graduate Division. Credit: six semester hours.
H.Ec. 550. Project. An undertaking pursued by one or more students on some
problem closely related to the field of special interest. The project must be
approved by the student's advisor and by the head of the division or department
concerned. Credit: four semester hours.
H.Ec. 575. Research Methods and Techniques. See description under Graduate
Division, Education Department write-ups. Credit: two semester hours.

Kenneth W. Brown, Director
Professors Callan, Fontana, Neuthardt; Assistant Professors Brossman, Cook,
Grabau, Harlan, Morrice, Russell, Steffen; Mr. Cappiello, Mr. Meyer, Mr. Palmeter, Mr. Steinzor, Mr. Waagen.
I.A. 101. Electricity. Basic electrical and electronic principles and their application to generation, transmission, and use of electric power; electro-chemistry;
transportation and communications; operation, service, and repair of electrical devices and appliances. Laboratory work includes experimental circuit work and
construction of projects suitable for Industrial Arts electricity classes on the juniorsenior high school level. Required of Industrial Arts sophomores. Each semester.
Thirteen hours per week. Credit: five semester hours.
I.A. 102. Woodworking. Benchwork, cabinet making, pattern making, upholstering, carpentry, wood finishing, model making, boat building, and aircraft construction by hand and machine tool methods. Use, care, and maintenance of
equipment. Required of Industrial Arts freshmen . Each semester. Thirteen
hours per week. Credit: five semester hours.

I.A. 103-104.

Mechanical Drawing. Sketching; working, schematic and pictorial
drawings; sections, auxiliaries, developments, and cams. Required of Industrial
Arts freshmen. Both semesters. Six hours per week. Credit : three hours each
semester.
I.A. 201. Transportation. Common means of transportation: the bicycle, motorcycle, automobile, airplane, railroad, and ship; projects involving construction,
planning, designing, trouble-hunting, periodic adjustment, and maintenance; teaching methods and techniques necessary for adequately presenting transportation as
an Industrial Arts area. Required of all Industrial Arts sophomores. Each semester. Thirteen hours per, week. Credit: five semester hours.
I.A. 202. Metalworking. Fundamentals of foundry work, sheet meal, art metal,
oxy-acetylene welding, brazing, silver soldering, forging, and heat treatment; practice in machine tool operation on lathes, milling machines, shaper, band saw,
surface grinder, and necessary bench work; related lessons in metalworking. Required of Industrial Arts freshmen. Each semester. Thirteen hours per week.
Credit: five semester hours.
I.A. 205.
ities, floor
ment, and
students.
hours.

Small Structure Planning. Location, restrictions, building codes, facilplans, elevations, and specifications of dwellings. New materials, equipmethods of construction. Elective for Industrial Arts and Art Education
Four hours per wee1' and assigned field trips. Credit: three semester

I.A. 211. Principles and Practice of Industrial Arts I. The place of Industrial
Arts in education; the profession of teaching; the philosophy, objectives, and
instructional content of Industrial Arts. Required of Industrial Arts sophomores.
Each semester. Two hours per week. Credit: two semester hours.
I.A. 301. Graphic Arts. Practical experience in the commercial graphic arts areas:
impos1t10n, paper estimating and cutting, presswork, book binding, rubber stamp
making, block printing, silk screen printing, and duplicating; industrial tours and
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lectures related to newspaper production, photo-engraving, and paper making.
Required of Industrial Arts juniors. Each semester. Thirteen hours per week.
Credit: five semester hours.

I.A. 302. General Shop. Comprehensive general shop act1v1t1es; planning and
presentation of demonstrations; selection, design, and planning of projects; selection and construction of teaching aids; general shop organization and administration. Required of Industrial Arts sen10rs. Each semester. Thirteen hours per
week. Credit: five semester hours.
I.A. 303.
Hand tool
handcrafts .
juniors and
hours.

Elementary Industrial Arts. Industrial Arts for the elementary school.
processes in woodwork, metalwork, textiles, ceramics, leather, and
Group and individual projects. Required of Elementary Education
seniors. Each semester. Four hours per week. Credit: three semester

I.A. 305. Practical Arts for the Handicapped. Household mechanics and simple but usefu I projects for the home which are within the abilities of handicapped
children. Prerequisite: I.A . 303. Required for studen ts specializing in the education of mentally retarded, orthopedically handicapped, or partially-sighted children. Not open to IndustriJl Arts majors. Each semester. Four hours per week.
Credit: three semester hours .

I.A. 311. Principles and Practice of Industrial Arts II. Principles, methods,
motivation of instruction, techniques, instructional materials, projects, lesson plans,
tests, and special methods of teaching; library and planning centers; museums,
exhibits, charts, records, shop and personnel management. Required of Industrial
Arts juniors. Each semester. Two hours per week. Credit: two semester hours.
I.A. 312. Principles and Practice of Industrial Arts III. School shop administration course providing experience and instruction in the development of courses
of study, record systems, filing systems, shop planning, personnel organization,
safety, inter-departmental problems, public relations, education law, industrial arts
sequences and program development and preparation of special instruction units.
Required of Industrial Arts juniors. Each semester. Two hours per week. Credit:
two semester hours.
I.A. 320. Evaluation in Industrial Arts. The principles of test construction and
the various types of test items as applied to industrial arts. Other forms of
measurement such as performance tes ts, rating scales, observation, evaluation of
projects, interpretation of test data. Elective for Industrial Arts juniors and senior<
three hours per week. Credit : three semester hours.
I .A. 402. Advanced Graphic Arts. Advanced work in the act1V1t1es listed in
I.A. 301; four color printing in letter press, linoleum block, silk screen process,
design, and layout; techni cal ·and artistic projection of book binding and other
reproductive methods; experimentation in the field of graphic arts as it may be
applied to junior and senior high school Industrial Arts . Elective for Industrial
Arts students. Prerequisite: I.A. 301. Each semester. Six and one-half hours
per week. Credit: two and one-half semester hours.

repair of woodworking machinery. Elective for Industrial Arts juniors and seniors.
Prerequisite : I.A. 102. Each semester. Six and one-half hours per week. Credit :
two and one-half semester hours.

I.A. 404. Advanced Electricity. Advanced study and practice in the field of general electricity with emphasis on alternating-current theory. Laboratory work includes th e use of electronic test equipment; service, repair, and construction of
complex A.C. devices and projects; service, repair, and construction of radio
receivers and electronic equipment. Elective for Industrial Arts students. Prerequisi te : I.A. 101. Each semester. Six and one-half hours per week. Credit:
two and one-half semester hours.

I.A. 405. Advanced Metalworking. Fine tool and instrument making; heat
treatment; jewelry making; repousee and more advanced problems of I.A. 202;
operation of a universal grinder, surface grinder, helical milling gear cutting;
internal threading and boring; accurate layout and inspection techniques. Work
of special significance to students planning to teach metalworking may be selected
to suit the individual requirements of the student. Elective for Industrial Arts
students. Prerequisite: I.A. 202. Each semester. Six and one-half hours per
week. Credit : two and one-half semester hours.
I.A. 406. Ceramics. Materials, processes, and products of the ceramic industry;
clay preparatio n ; hand mould making; slip casting, throwing and turning on the
potter's wheel; tile making; firing, glazing, and decorating. Required of Industrial Arts juniors. Each semester. Six and one-half hours per week. Credit :
two and one-half semester hours.
I.A. 407. Textiles. Fibers, processes, and products of the textile industry. Manufacture of natural and synthetic yarns. Weaving, dyeing, surface treatment, and
finishing of fabrics, with emphasis on textiles in an Industrial Arts program.
Required of Industrial Arts juniors. Each semester. Six and one-half hours per
week. Credit: two and one-half semester hours.
I.A. 408. Advanced Ceramics. Selected activities in advanced techniques : hand
forming, performance on the potter's wheel, mass-production methods, glaze and
decorative application, theory and practice of body and glaze composition. Elective for Industrial Arts students. Prerequisite: I.A. 406. Each semester. Six and
one-half hours per week. Credit: two and one-half semester hours.
I.A. 411. Student Teaching and Conference. Full-time teaching in selected
pub I ic schoo ls in cooperation with a master teacher and guidance of a college
staff member. Participation includes assuming responsibilities in the total school
program and community activities; developing and organizing instructional materi:1 ls; devising and administra ting classroom procedures; evaluating pupil progress
and maintaining pupil records; keeping records and inventories on materials and
equipment; periodic visits to different schools. Required of Industrial Arts seniors.
Prerequis ites: Eng. 102, Eng. 202, I.A. 311. Each semester. Twenty-five hours
per week. , Credit : fifteen semester hours.

GRADUATE COURSES

I.A. 403. Advanced Woodworking. Machine woodworking, general production
practices; development of higher standards of skills; advanced cabinet making,
with projects and problems involving difficult processes in wood turning, millworking, wood finishing; study of equipment and shop planning; maintenance and

I.A. 500. Workshop in Industrial Arts Education. Individual or group study
of specific problems in organizing shops and teaching industrial arts at elementary,
junior, senior high school, or adult levels . Reports and free discussion to meet
neeJs and interests of students enrolled. Credit: two semester hours.
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I.A. 501. Seminar in Industrial Arts. Current and special problems in Industrial
Arts education; individual and group problems according to student needs; extensive research, reports, group and class discussion. Required of students registered for the degree of Master of Education. Credit: two semester hours.
I.A. 502. Field Studies Related to Industrial Arts Education. Individual and
group studies of industrial activities along the Niagara Frontier; educational offerings in such industries; the woodworking and fabricating trades; metal industries;
plastic and fibre products; graphic arts; electrical, ceramic, airplane and automotive manufacture; conferences with personnel directors and other representatives
of industry as well as with representatives of various labor organizations. Credit:
two semester hours.

I.A. 503. Guidance Seminar in Life Adjustment Education. Educational movements leading to the Prosser Resolution; effects of the Life Adjustment Movement
upon the school as a whole and upon the various subject areas, and the implementation of the movement. Credit: two semester hours.

I.A. 521.

New Methods and Techniques in Metalworking. New materials
and their possibility for industrial arts activities; latest literature on modern industrial processes in metalworking and their implication for the teaching of Industrial
Arts. Credit: two semester hours .

I.A. 525.

Thesis. An individual investigation of an original problem to be submitted in typewritten form according to directions given by the Graduate Division.
Credit: six semester hours.

J.A. 550. Project. An undertaking pursued by one or more students on some
problem closely related to the field of special interest. The project must be ap•
proved by the student's advisor and by the head of the division or department
concerned. Credit: four semester hours.
Ed. 575. Research Methods and Techniques. See description under Graduate
Division, Education Depar tment. Credit: two semester hours.

I.A. 511. Seminar in Industrial Cooperative Training. The organization and
development of industrial part-time programs. Determining training needs, advisory boards, employment opportunities, analyzing training, training establishments,
training outlines, related work. Required for certification as coordinator or teachercoordinator in industrial cooperative training programs. Credit: three semester
hours.
I.A. 512. Workshop in Textiles. Problems in organization and operation of an
Industrial Arts textile unit; study of fibers and materials ; techniques of fabric
construction; dyeing; surface finishing, and treatment; theory and practice in color
and pattern harmonies. Credit: two semester hours.
I.A. 513. Workshop in Ceramics. Study of the Industrial Arts ceramics program; basic forming techniques; advanced processes of production in throwing
and casting, decoration, firing and kiln construction ; body and glaze composition;
design of ceramic products. Credit: two semester hours .
I.A. 514. Techniques and Devices for Shop Laboratory. Methods and devices
for the teaching of shop subjects-demonstrations and discussions, conferences,
methods, group dynamics, audio-visual equipment; research and production of
devices. Credit: two semester hours.
I.A. 515. Transportation Laboratory. Specialized areas of transportation; planning, organization, principles, and techniques of operation; evaluation; projects
and problems of a highly technical nature in areas such as automotive, aviation,
marine diesel, model making, engine analysis, electrical repair, carburetor repair,
construction of demonstration models, and visual aids. Laboratory activities. Credit:
two semester hours.
I.A. 517. Electronics. A workshop for the teaching of electronics in the junior
and senior high school industrial arts program. Individual and group activity
involving advanced electronic theory and practice in communications; the development of instructional material, projects, demonstration equipment, and visual aids.
IA 51 7A Credit: two semester hours. IA 517 B Credit: two semester hours.
I.A. 519. New Methods and Techniques in Woodworking. A workshop concerned with carving, appliques, and inlays; new plastic finishes, wood substitutes,
wood bleaches. Credit: two semester hours.
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MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT

GRADUATE COURSE

Reuben S. Ebert, Chairman

Math. 500. Mathematics in the Elementary Curriculum. Development of number; rationale of processes; relationships; generalizations; meaning and significance
of number and processes; mathematics as a language; measurement; problem solving; visual aids; professional literature; analyses and reports of readings; individual
research and project. Three hours per week. Credit: two or three semester hours.

Assistant Professor Rodney; Mr. Cherkauer, Mr. Laug.
Math. 101. General Mathematics. The number system and its development;
operations and their relationships; measurement and approximation; formulas.
equations; graphs; the way of geometry and proof; problem solving; mathematic~
as a useful growing science. Required of General Elementary freshmen. Each
semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
M ath. 102. General Mathematics. Number; processes; formulas; equations;
graphs; functionality; exponents; radicals; precision and accuracy in measurement·
applications and problems. Required of Industrial Arts freshmen. First semester'.
Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
M ath. 104. Applied Mathematics. Problems allied to the technical work of industrial arts: measurement, significJnt digits, precision, accuracy, reliability of data
types and sources of error; interpretation and derivation of formulas; linear and
quadratic equations; primary trigonometric functions; graphs; analysis and solution of problems. Required of Industrial Arts freshmen. Prerequisite: Mathematics 102. Second semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Math. 201. College Algebra. Functionality; equations; graphs; variation; progressions; complex numbers; mathematical induction; theory of equations; logarithms; permutations; combinations; probability; determinants; series. Elective
for sophomores. Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester
hours.
Math. 202. P lane Trigonometry. Functions of acute angles; solution of right
triangles; application of logarithms; functions of the general angle; oblique triangles; identities; inverse functions; graphs of the functions; trigonometric equations; DeMoivre's Theorem, miscellaneous problems. Elective for sophomores.
Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Math. 30 1. Plane Analytics. Algebraic geometry of the straight line, circle,
parabola, ellipse, and hyperbola; general equation of the second degree; trans lation and rotation of axes; general loci; rectangular and polar coordinates. Elective for juniors and seniors. Prerequisites: College Algebra and Plane Trigonometry. First semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Math. 30 3. Mathematics in the Elementary Grades. History of number and
processes; relationships; generalizations; meanings; measurement; problem solving; professional literature and research; development of a philosophy of teaching
mathematics; analysis of arithmetic textbooks; visual aids and techniques. Elective fo r juniors and seniors. Prerequisite: Mathematics 101 or its equivalent. Each
semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Math. 403. D ifferential Calculus. Variables; functions; limits; the derivative
and its meanings; differentiation of algebraic and transcendental functions; maxima
and minima; successive differentiation; differentials; partial derivatives; applications and problems. Elective for juniors and seniors. Prerequisites: College
Algebra, Plane Trigonometry, and Plane Analytics. Second semester. Three hours
per week. Credit : three semester hours.
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Silas L. Boyd, Chairman
Professor Wincenc; Assistant Professors: Webster, English; Mr. T allmadge, Mr.
Bailey.
Mus. 101-102. Essentials of Music. A general course to deve lop sensitivity to
music; vita l elements of music-rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic; sight-singing;
ear training; writing; and playing. Attendance required at ten subscription concerts by the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra in Kleinhans Music Hall. Required
of Elementary Education freshmen. Three hours per week. Both semesters. Credit:
four semester hours.

Mus. 303. Voice Culture and Repertory. Diction; breath control; tone coloring; voice problems; program making. Elective for sophomores, juniors and
seniors. Each semester. Credit: three semester hours.
Mus. 304. Music for Children I. The classroom teacher's use of music, with
emphasis on Nursery, Kindergarten and Primary levels; songs; rhythmi c activities;
the child voice; recordings; creative music; instruments; the piano, autoharp and
allied accompaniment devices; song stories; films; and current texts in the field .
Elective for sophomores, juniors and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit:
three semester hours.
Mus. 305. Music for Children II. The emphasis in this course is on the intermediate and upper grade levels. Songs, operettas, folk dances, rhythmic activities,
part singing, music read ing ; current texts in the field; films, record ings; use of
instru ments, and instrumental and vocal accompaniments. Elective for sophomores,
juniors and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Mus. 306. * Symphony Orchestra. The college maintains a student orchestra
of full symphonic instrumen tation, which offers excellent opportunity for practical
training in playing the best orchestral literature. Auditions are held at the beginning of each semester. Elective for all students. Four hours per week. Credit:
one semester hour.
Mus. 307. *Women's Glee Club. Membership is open to all students who successfully pass auditions held at the beginning of each semester. This group performs for assemblies, local grade and high schools, Parent-Teacher associations
and local churches. Elective for all students . Two hours per week. Credit:
one semester hour.
Mus. 308. *Band. Membership in the ninety-five piece uniformed band is open
to all students who qualify at auditions held at the beginning of each semester.
The band plays for athletic events and numerous student functions. College-owned
instruments are available. Two hours per week. Credit: one semester hour.
Mus. 309-310. Harmony. Practical study of the elements of music-scales, keys,
intervals triads and their inversions, notation, cadences, rhythmic reading, sightsinging, ' melodic and harmonic dictation, seventh chords and their inversions,

transpos1t10n, modulation, keyboard trarnrng and four-part written harmony. Required attendance at ten subscription concerts by the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra at Kleinhans Music Hall. Prerequisite: Music 101-102 or special permission
of the instructor. Elective for sophomores, juniors and seniors. Three hours per
week. Two semesters. Credit: six semester hours.
Mus. 311. Conducting. Choral and orchestral conducting; use of the baton;
reading and observation. Required attendance at ten subscription concerts by the
Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra at Kleinhans Music Hall. Elective for sophomores,
juniors and seniors. Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
Mus. 312. *A Cappella Choir. College choir membership is determined after
a rigid examination emphasizing tone quality, intonation and musical ability. The
song literature is chosen on a high level for concert purposes. The choir has
recently sung in two grand operas, Carmen by Bizet, and The Flying Dutchman
by Wagner. Several other concerts are presented annually, such as pop concert
in cooperation with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, and renditions at the
Baccalaureate and Commencement exercises. Four hours per week. Credit: one
semester hour.
Mus. 313. *Men's Glee Club. Open to any man on campus who has the ability
to pass an audition. Group participates in college and off-campus functions;
practice sessions twice per week. Credit: one semester hour.
Mus. 403. Dramatic Music. Great dramatic works of music for choral organizations-the cantata, oratorio and opera. History and development of these art
forms; attendance at local churches and auditoriums. Representative works to be
heard by records or actual performance will include The Messiah by Handel,
Mend elssohn's Elijah, a Bach cantata, and operas from the German, Italian and
French schools; special readings and pre-broadcast discussions of the Saturday
Metropo litan Opera presentations. Elective for sophomores, juniors and seniors.
Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit : three semester hours.
Mus. 404. The Art of Enjoying Music. Advanced aesthetics of music. Required
attendance at ten subscription concerts by the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra in
Kleinhans Music Hall. Elective for sophomores, juniors and seniors. Each semester. Credit: three semester hours .

GRADUATE COURSE
Mus. 500. Music in Education. Materials and practices in present day public
school music education; contributions of the various composers to our culture;
their works and application to public school music; required readings; listening
to records ; required attendance at certain concerts; observation in the Campus
School. Eight hours per week. Three semester hours credit.

* Total credit earned from participation in above applied music courses may not
exceed eight hours toward graduation. No student may earn more than one semester hour of credit in any one semester for such participation.

* Total credit earned from participation in above applied music courses may not
exceed eight hours toward graduation. No student may earn more than one semester hour of credit in any one semester for each participation.
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NON-CREDIT MUSIC ACTIVITIES
The Music D epartment sponsors several organizations for qualified students.
These groups perform frequently in public. They cover a wide range of musical
interest and repertoire and will give the student an opportunity to develop poise
and self confidence. Included are:
M ale Quartet
W omen's Sextette
Madrigal Singers
Wood Wind Quintet
String Quartet
Baton Twirling
String Orchestra
Brass Ensembles
Buffalo has many advantages for students interested in music. Numerous con.
certs series such as those presented by the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, Zorah
Berry, Buffalo Chamber Music Society can be heard in Kl einhans Music Hall
one of the most beautiful and aco ustically perfect auditoriums in the countr/
The Grosvenor Library and Museum of Science also offer varied music programs.

Mus. 212.

Remedial Piano Class. This course, taken by faculty advisement only,
is for beginners and is designed to aid the student in completing the requirements
of Music 101-102.

Music Library. A collection of reference works and textbooks is at the disposal of

the students in the main library. Phonographs with a large collection of records
are also avai labl e to students for study and as practice teaching material. Additional music and books may be found in the Buffalo Public Library, The Grosvenor
Library and The D epartment of Music, Buffalo Museum of Science.

Practice Rooms. A limited number of rooms are avail able for individual practice.
The College also owns many pianos and other instruments. Information may be
obtained from the Music Office.

plete the by taking electives in science. They may in this way complete a total
of twenty-four semes ter hours in science. Upon doing so, they will be awarded
a cert1/ica:e by the coll ege, testifying that they have completed the special science
sequence m the elementary_ grades. For those planning to be consultants or supervisors further wo tk m SC1e nce education on the graduate level is recommended.
The science sequence begins in the sophomore year and co nsists of the present
requHcd nine hours of scieme plus 15 additional hours of science electives. These
15 hours utiliz e the elective opportunities provided in the Elementary Education
Curriculum.
The recommended sequence of science courses to be followed by students is:

First Year
Science 101.

Second Year
Science 20 l-202. Biology (required )
Science ) One elective m science by advisement each semeste r.
Science )
. At th~ end of the sophomore year, students in the science sequence will be
d1v1d ed 1~lo two groups, one of which will do stud ent teaching in the junior year,
the other m the se n10r year .

Third Year
Division A (Junior Teaching Sections)
Science 310. Science in the Elementary Grades
Student Teaching.

Science 410.
Science 310.

the Music Office.

Professors Brown* , Eckert, Lampkin; Assistant Professors Dupre, Sengbusch,
Sheel , Vail; Mr. Arthur, Mr. Flannigan, Mr. Laug, Mr. Nadolinski, Mrs. Saenger,
Mr. Thielking, Mrs . Voltz* .

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE SEQUENCE
A trend in the elementary schools is the increasing emphasis upon teaching

science to children, beginning with the kindergarten and continuing through the
eighth grade. This has created a demand for elementary school teachers who have
had more than the usual amount of education in science. To a lesser extent there
has been a similar demand for science consultants or supervisors for the elementary grades . The College offers a program to provide the necessary additional
science courses needed by these persons. Students wishing to work in the science
areas will register for the Elementary Education Curriculum and will then com•
* On leave of absence, 19B-1954.
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Field Studies in Science
Science in the Elementary Grades

( Fall semester)
( Spring semester)

Fourth Year

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
John Urban, Chairman

( Fall semester)
( Spring semester)

Division B (Senior Teaching Sections)

Private Music Instruction. Private instruction in Piano, Organ, H arp, Voice and

all orchestral and band instruments is available. Credit is not granted for this
study. Information concerning artis t teachers and their fees may be secured from

Physical Science,! (required)

Division A (Junior Teaching Sections)
Science 410.
Science

Field Studies in Science
Science elective by advisement

( Fall semester)
( Spring semester)

D ivision B ( Senior Teaching Sections)
Student Teaching.
Science . . . Science elective by advisement

(Fall semester)
( Spring semester)

The science electives by advisement will be selected from the following courses:
Scie11ce 208. Physical Science II
Science 231. Elementary Physics
Science 232. Elementary Chemistry
Science 305. Zoology
Science 306. Botany
Science 311. Geology
Science 312. Meteorology
Science 313 . Descriptive Astronomy
Science 314. Atomic Energy
Science 401. Genetics
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Sci. 101. Physical Science I. Survey of the physical sciences; the scientific method
of inquiry as exemplified in astronomy, geology and meteorology; the size and
organization of our solar system and the starry heavens; processes which have
modified and continue to modify the earth's surface; factors which determine
weather and climate. Required of all Elementary Ed ucation freshmen. Four hours
per week, including laboratory. Each semester. Credit : three semester hours.
Sci. 123. Bacteriology. Morphology, distribution and relative importance of bacteria, yeasts and molds; microbiology of food preservation ; bacteriology of foods
water, milk. Required of all Home Economics freshmen. Four hours per week'
including laboratory. First semester. Credit: three semester hours.
'
Sci. 124. H uman Physiology and H ygiene. Anatomy and physiology of the
human body as related to the practices of personal hygiene ; health problems of the
individual, family and community. Required of all H ome Economics freshmen.
Fo ur hours per week, including laboratory. Second semes ter. Credit : three semester hours .
Sci. 201-202. Biology. Pri nciples and theories which explain the structure, taxonomy, physiology, ecology, reproduction, genetics, and evo lution of plants and
animals . Required of all Elementary Education sophomores. Four hours per
week, including laboratory. Both semesters. Credit: six semester hours.
Sci. 205-206. Ind. Arts Physics. The usual fi ve areas of physics but with special
content and illustrations related to the industrial arts field. Four hours per week,
including laboratory. Both semesters. Credit: six semester hours.
Sci. 208. Physical Science II. Completion of the survey of the physical sciences
begun in Sci. 101. Elective for sophomores in the Elementary School Science
Sequence. Others may enroll with permission of the instructor. Four hours per
week, including laboratory. Cred it: three semester hours.
Sci. 225-226. Elements of Inorganic and Organic Chemistry. Chemistry in
relation to the field of Home Economics. Required of all Home Economics sophCredit :
omores. Four hours per week, including laboratory. Both semesters.
six semester hours.
Sci. 227. Household P hysics. Principles of physics which help the student to
understand her environment, and which have direct applications in the home;
characteristics and uses of mechanical energy, heat, light, electricity, and sound.
Required of all Home Economics sophomores. Four hours per week including
laboratory. One semester. Credit : three semes ter hours.
Sci. 231. Elementary Physics. Principles of physics most important to the field
of elementary school science; laboratory experiments usable at this level. Elective
for sophomores in the Elementary School Science Sequence. Others may enroll
by permission of instructor. Four hours per week, including laboratory. Credit:
three semester hours.

Sci. 240. Art Ed. Biology. The natural history, classification, structure, life
processes, and inter-relationships of plants and animals; attention to the nature
of biological resources, their importance to man, and their conservation. Required
of all Art Education sophomores. Four hours per week, including laboratory or
field study. One semester. Credit: three semester hours.
Sci. 301-302. Ind. Art Chemistry. Chemical nature of materials; applications
of principles of chemistry to numerous industrial arts. Required of all Industrial
Arts juniors. four hours per week, including laboratory. Both semesters. Credit:
six semester hours.
Sci. 305. Zoology. Re lationships throughout animal life as seen in a series of
animals; lectures, demonstrations, and laboratory work. Elective for those who
have had Science 201-202 or its equivalent. Four hours per week, including laboratoy. Credit: three semester hours.
Sci. 306. Botany. Structure and physiology of plants in relation to practical
problems; observations, experiments, and laboratory work center around control
of plant life. Elective for students who have had Science 201-2 or its equivalent.
Four hours per week, including laboratory. Credit: three semester hours.
Sci. 307. Ar t Ed. Physical Science. Cultural survey of the physical sciences
(astronomy, geology, physics, chemistry ) with applications to the field of art;
e.g., chemistry of art materials and the physics of light and color. Required of
all Art Education juniors. Four hours per week, including laboratory. Credit:
three semester hours.
Sci. 310. Science in the Elementary Grades. For those interested in the teaching
or supervision of science in the elementary school. Background and functio n of
elementary science together with its subject matter; demonstrations, experiments,
visual and other materials used in elementary school science. Required of juniors
in the Elementary School Science Sequence and elective for other Elementary Education juniors and seniors. Other classes and departments by arrangement with
instructor. Prerequisite: Science 101-201-202, or thei r equivalent. Four hours
per week, including labo ratory. One semester. Credit: three semester hours.
Sci. 311. Geology. Resu lts achieved by geologic processes during past ages, including life and activity in the various eras; local foss ils, rock formations and
geologic history studied in museum and on fie ld trips . Elective for Elementary
Education sophomores, juniors and seniors, and others by arrangement with instructor. Prerequisite: Science 101 or its equivalent. Four hours per week, including laboratory. Credit: three semester. hours.
Sci. 312. Meteorology. The atmosphere ; methods of observing and recording
weather elements; explanation of weather changes; in terpretation of the weather
map; basic principles of forecasting; relation of weather to man and his act1v1ties.
Elective for sophomores, juniors and seniors. Four hours per week, including
laboratory. Credit: three semester hours .

Sci. 232. Elementary Chemistry. Principles of chemistry most important to the
field of elementary school science ; laboratory experiments usable at this level.
Elective for students in the Elementary School Science Sequence. Others may
enro ll by permission of instructor. Four hours per week, including laboratory.
Credit: three semester hours.

Sci. 313. Descriptive Astro nomy. Observation of celestial objects; use of simple
instruments; appropriate field tnps; v ewmg selec,ed teaching aiJs. Elective for
sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Prerequisite: Science 101, or its equivalent.
Four hours per week, including laboratory. Credit: three semester hours .
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Sci. 314. Atomic Energy. The structure of the atom; chemical energy; nuclear
energy and its implications for modern life. Elective for sophomores, juniors and
seniors. Permission of instructor required. Three hours per week. Credit: three
semester hours.

Sci. 526. Individual investigation of an original problem in science or elementary school science education. No required class attendance; work to be
planned and carried out by student, with consultation and guidance from instructor.
For graduate students only. Credit: one semester hour.

Sci. 324. Chemistry Applied to Home Economics. Carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, minerals and vitamins in relation to food composition, cooking processes
and metabolism; the chemistry of textiles. Required of all Home Economics
juniors. Prerequisite: Science 225-226. Four hours per week, including laboratory. Credit: three semester hours.

Sci. 550. Project. An undertaking pursued by one or more students on some

Sci. 401. Genetics. Principles of Heredity. Inheritance of specific plant, animal,
and human traits. Elective for juniors and seniors . Prerequisite: Science 201-202,
or its equivalent. Credit: three semester hours.

Sci. 410. Field Studies in Science. Study of the sciences through the use of outdoor situations; principles and practices of learning by direct experience; plants
and animals in their natural ecological relationships as studied in short and
extended field trips, collection and preservation of specimens. Required of seniors
in the Element.uy School Science Sequence, and an elective for juniors and seniors
from any department of the college, with permission of the instructor. Four
hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

GRADUATE COURSES
Sci. 500. Science in the Elementary Curriculum. Background, purposes and
present scope of science in the elementary schools; professional review of subject
matter with demonstrations, experiments, motion pictures, readings. Credit: three
semester hours.
Sci. 501. Field Studies in Science I. Biological and geological field work; selected
field studies, both group and rndividual; intensive studies of one or more areas.
Elective for seniors with an average of C in science completed to date and to
graduates with six hours of undergraduate science. Credit: three semester hours.

Sci. 503. Ecology. Scientific nature study, including consideration of the relationships between living things and their physical environment; biological relationships between and within species; man's relationship with the natural environment. Lectures, discussion, readings. Credit: three semester hours.
Sci. 504. Science Camp. Field work at Allegany State Park; out-of-doors science
for the elementary school teacher; identification of wild flowers, trees, birds,
insects, and other living things; relationships between living things and their
environment; geology of the Park, and of western New York. Open to graduate
students, and to undergraduates who have credit for six hours of general biology
and three hours of physical science, or the equivalent. Offered during the two
weeks following the regular summer session. Credit: two semester hours.

problem closely related to the field of special interest. The project must be
approved by the student's advisor and by the head of the division or department
concerned. Credit : four semester hours.

SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT
Harold F. Peterson, Chairman
Professors Albright, Hollister, Mason, Rapp; Assistant Professors Robison,
Roesser; Mr. E. A. Brown, Mr. R. C. Brown, Mr. Hein, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Sexton,
Mr. Weaver.
S. S. 101-102. History of Civilization. Persistent problems of civilization as
background for contemporary world issues: relationships of man and the state;
reform and revolution; religion and other aspects of man's spiritual and intellectual development; changing methods and organization of economic life; imperialism and the problems of empire; growth of nationalism and internationalism.
Covers the period to 1870. Required of Elementary Education and Home Economics Education freshmen. S. S. 101 is a prerequisite to 102. Both semesters.
Three hours per week. Credit: six semester hours.
S. S. 104. History of Civilization for Art Education Students. Background
study, chiefly of civilizations which have made significant contributions to the
development of art and architecture. Required of Art Education freshmen. Each
semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semster hours.

S. S. 201-202. Co ntemporary Civilization. A continuation of S. S. 101-102.
Problems of political and economic organization; recent nationalism and imperialism ; revolutions and the pattern of dictatorship; attempts at world organization;
chief developments of major European and Asiatic countries. Required of Elementary Education sophomores. Prerequisite: S. S. 101-102. S. S. 201 is a prerequisite to 202. Both semesters. Three hours per week. Credit: six semester
hours.
S. S. 205. Contempo rary Civilization for Ind ustrial Arts Students. European
civilization since 1914; background of World War I; ideologies which resulted
from the war; factors producing World War II; problems of peace and reconstruction. Required of Industrial Arts Education sophomores. Each semester.
Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

Sci. 505. Conservation Workshop. A two-week workshop for elementary school
teachers and administrators; problems of soil, water, forest, wildlife, and mineral
conservation; consultation with experts from the State Conservation Department,
federal bureaus, and elementary school education; elementary school problems in
conservation education; field trips, lectures, discussions, individual research. Open
to graduates and undergraduates. Credit: two semester hours.

S. S. 222. P rinciples of Economics. Basic principles; current problems and policies ; consumer economics. Required of Home Economics Education sophomores.
Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
S. S. 225. Historical Influences on Modern Society. Impact of significant forces
in civilization upon present-day culture: medieval scholasticism; Renaissance individualism and humanism; the scientific spirit; 18th century rationalism; revolutionary doctrine; evolution of the democratic idea; imperialism; nationalism;
recent rise of oriental peoples; growth of international organizations. Offered in
Extension D epartment only. Two or three hours per week. Credit: two or three
semester hours.
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S. S. 301-302.

American Civilization and Government. Establishment of the
American republic; growth of American civilization; relations between the government and the people; place of the nation in the modern world. Required of
Elementary, Home Economics, and Industrial Arts Education juniors. S. S. 301
is II prerequisite to ~02. Both semesters. Three hours per week. Credit: six
semester hours.
S. S. 303. History of Europe Since 1914. Causes, events, and results of World
War I; treaty settlements; post-war developments and problems ; areas of friction·
the League of Nations; World Court; Fascism; events leading to World War 1/
important developments to the present time. Offered in Extension Departmen;
only. Two or three hours per week. Credit : two or three semester hours.
S. S. 304. American History to 1789. Early American history from the discovery and settlement of the New World to the formation of the Constitution;
European influences; growth and development of the English colonies; the Revolution; establishment of the new nation. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and
seniors. First or second semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester
hours.
S. S. 305. American History from 1789-1865. Development of American political, social, and economic institutions under the Constitution, from its adoption in
1789 to its final acceptance in 1865. Offered in Extension Department only. Two
or three hours per week. Credit : two or three semester hours.
S. S. 306. American History Since 1865. Economic, political, and social problems of the post-Civil War era; recognition of the United States as a world power;
its part in the two World Wars; recent developments in international affairs.
Offered in Extension Department only. Two or three hours per week. Credit:
two or three semester hours.

S. S. 341. Nationality Groups in American Culture. Problems and cultural
contributions of largest immigrant ethnic groups; patterns of immigration; immigrant institutions; community life; legislation; problems of assimilation and of
the "second generation:· First or second semester. Elective for sophomores,
juniors, and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit : three semester hours.
S. S. 343. Cultural Anthropology. Man as a physical form; culture in its relation to society, to the individual, and to personality; prehistoric development of
culture ; universals and variations in cultures; cultural traits and institutions; dynamics of cultural change. First or second semester. Elective for sophomores,
juniors, and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
S. S. 344. Expansion of Europe. Motives and agencies in the discovery, exploration, and settlement of colonies; rise of nationalistic movements among colonial
peoples; effects upon international relations. Covers the period from 1450 to
the present. First or second semester. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and
seniors. T hree hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
S. S. 345. History of England Since 1485. Rise and transition of representative,
parliamentary government; commercial revolution; rise of industrial economy; social,
intellectual, and economic trends manifested through literature, art, the press, and
other social agencies; transition from Empire to Commonwealth of Nations; impact abroad of such concepts as mercantilism, laissez-faire, classical economics, and
collectivism. First or second semester. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and
seniors. Three hours per week. Credit : three semester hours.
S. S. 346. American Politics and Political Parties. Framework of American
political system; major and minor parties; party organization; party bosses and
machines; pressure politics; public opinion and propaganda; party finance; what
the citizen can do in politics; talks and interviews by local political leaders. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. First or second semester. Three hours
per week. Credit : three semester hours.

S. S. 310. History of the Far East. Selected topics in the history of China and
Japan from the fourteenth century to the present day, with emphasis on the period
after 1800. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. First or second semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

S. S. 347. American Political Institutions and Problems. Meaning of politics;
substance of democracy; techniques of democratic government; separation of powers; legislative process; role of the executive; judicial review; whither federalism?;
greater fruition of democratic ideals. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
First or second semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

S. S. 312. History and Government of New York State. Aboriginal background; development of the colony; establishment of the state; rise of political
parties; past and present structure and problems of New York State government;
economic and social growth to the present time. Elective for sophomores, juniors,
and seniors. First or second semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three
semester hours.

S. S. 402. Sociology. Rise and development of culture; cultural change; social
organization and social institutions. Required of Elementary Education and Art
Education seniors. Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester
hours.

S. S. 315. Europe from Napoleon to the First World War. Major influences
in nineteenth century Europe: nationalism, imperialism, Industrial Revolution, democracy, and socialism; causes of World War I. Offered in Extension Department only. Two or three hours per week. Credit: two or three semester hours.

S. S. 403. History of American Foreign Relations. Independence from Britain
and alliance with France; the Constitution and the formation of foreign policies;
commercial and territorial expansion; diplomacy of slavery and the Civil War;
diplomacy of World Wars I and Il; Inter-American relations; leadership in the
United Nations and in the world. Elective for juniors and seniors. First or
second semester. Three hours per week. Credit : three semester hours.

S. S. 323. Principles of Sociology. Basic principles; detailed study of rural,
village, and urban communities. Required of Home Economics Education juniors.
Each semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

S. S. 405. International Relations. Rise of the state system; economic and political nationalism; imperialism; diplomacy and the settlement of international disputes; League of Nations and the United Nations. Elective for juniors and seniors.
First or second semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
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S. S. 407. Germany Since 1871. Factors in recent German history and their
relationship to the problems of democracy, peace, and prosperity in Europe and
the world. Elective for juniors and seniors. First or second semester. Three
hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
S. S. 408. Twentieth Century European Diplomacy. Causes and diplomatic
problems of World Wars I and II; intervening diplomatic history; Paris Peace
Conference of 1919; present world diplomatic situation. Elective for juniors and
seniors. First or second semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester
hours.

S. S. 411. History of Latin America. Indian background; European colonization; wars for independence; national development; diplomatic and economic
relations with the United States ; Inter-American System in the United Nations.
Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. First or second semester. Three
hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
S. S. 413. The Family. Patterns of family development and organization; the
family and personality devel opmen t; factors of family unity; family disorganization and reorganization. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Three
hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
S. S. 417. Juvenile Delinquency. Current trends in juvenile delinquency; causes,
nature, and extent of deviant behavior; resources of the clinician; children's court;
methods of treatment. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. First or
second semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours .
S. S. 421. Industrial History and Labor Problems. American industry from its
English beginnings to the present; influence of inventions, tariffs, trade barriers.
and cartels; growth and importance of organized labor. Required of Industrial
Arts Education seniors . Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
S. S. 422. History of the Soviet Union. Economic and historical forces of significance to the Communist Revolution of 1917; the governmental system and its
political, social, and economic theories; the evolving economic system; Soviet
foreign policy; impact of the Revolution and World War II; the church, the
educational system, and other cultural developments. Elective for juniors and
seniors. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.
S. S. 426. Contemporary Economic Problems. Price movements; business
trends; labor and management; trade; agriculture in the national economy. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors . First or second semester. Three hours
per week. Credit : three semester hours.
S. S. 428. History of Canada. Political, economic, and social history of Canada,
from the beginnings to the present day; special emphasis on Canada's relations
with the United States. Elective for sophomores, juniors and seniors. First or
second semester. Three hours per week. Credit: three semester hours.

GRADUATE COURSE
S. S. 500. Studies in Twentieth Century American History. Aspects of American life since 1900; significant trends , policies, and ideas in politics, diplomacy,
and national cu lture; topics for study dictated by student needs and interests .
Prerequisites : 15 hours in Social Studies, including six in American History and
six in European History. Two or three hours per week. Credit: two or three
semester hours .
S. S. 501A. Studies in Twentieth Century European History: The German
Problem. Political thought and institutions in Germany prior to 1914; development of the Weimar Republic; th e Hitler movement; structure and ideology of
the Nazi Party and state; foreign policy leading to World War II; Nazi rule and
defeat in Europe; post-war German questions. Prerequisites: 15 hours in Social
Studies, including nine in European History. Two or three hours per week. Credit:
two or three semester hours.
S. S. 501B. Studies in Twentieth Century European History: The History
and Institutions of the Soviet Union. Chief factors in tsarist Russia; Revolution
of 1917; coming of the Bolsheviks to power; political and social ideology; government and the Communist party; economic system; peasant problem; Soviet
foreign policy and its relation to international organization; impact of the Soviet
Union upon the western world . Prerequisites: 15 hous in Social Studies, including nine in European History. Two or three hours per week. Credit: two or
three semester hours .

S. S. 502. The United States and Its Inter-American Relations. American
policies toward the Latin American Rep ublics and the Dominion of Canada: recognition ; Monroe Doctrine; imperiali m; peaceful settlement; cultural interchange;
hemisphere security; regionalism. Prerequis ites: 15 hours in Social Studies, including six in American History and six in European History. Two or three
hours per week. Credit: two or three semester hours .
S. S. 503. History of Political Theory. Chief modern contributors to the political ideologies of democracy, liberalism, conservatism, nationalism, socialism, communism, Fascism, and Nazism. Prerequisites: 15 hours in Social Studies. including
nine in European History. Two or three hours per week. Credit: two or three
semester hours.

S. S. 504. History of the American Frontier. Progress of settlement from the
Atlantic to the Pacific; transmiss ion of cu lture; developments in transportation;
the process of state-making; tramition from agrarian to urban communities; social,
economic, and political effects of the westward march upon the United States as
a whole. Prerequisites: 15 hours in Social Studies, inclucling six in American
History and six in European History. Two or three hours per week. Credit: two
or three semester hours.

S. S. 430. American Economic History. Economic life of the nation from colonial bginnings; manufacturing, commercial, and agricultural phases of national
development; sociological significance of economic factors. Elective for juniors
and seniors. Three hours per week. Credit : three semester hours.

S. S. 505. Studies in Contemporary Economic Problems. International trade ;
international finance; inflation ; labor legislation; problems of labor and management; price levels . Registration with consent of instructor. Two or three hours
per, week. Credit: two or three semester hours.
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S. S. 506. Minority Groups in American Culture. Major racial, nationality,
and religious minority groups in America treated from the cultural, historical
and familial points of view; current anthropological and psychological date 0 ~
uniformities, differences, prejudices, and discrimination. Prerequisites: 15 hours
in Social Studies . Two or three hours per week. Credit: two or three semester
hours.
S. S. 507. Field Course in the History and Geography of New York State.
Characteristics of the geographic regions ( Allegheny Plateau, Catskills, Hudson
and Champlain Lowlands, Adirondacks, Mohawk Valley, Tug Hill and Black
River Valley, St. Lawrence Lowland, and Lake Plains); colonial and pioneer
settlement; present population pattern; transportation routes and facilities; forts
and battlefields of three wars; industrial development; conservation practices; places
associated with famous people and movements. One day is spent on campus for
orientation and travel arrangements. The trip is made by private bus. Open to
graduate and upperclass undergraduate students. Offered only in Summer Session.
Credit: three semester hours.
S. S. 509. Local History: Research Methods and Techniques. Research involved in the study and presentation of local history, with special reference to
the Niagara Frontier and New York State; community facilities; discovery, examination, and use of original materials. Prerequisites : 15 hours in Social Studies,
including six in American History. Two or three hours per week. Credit: two
or three semester hours.
S. S. 510. Selected Problems of Urban Life. Cultural groups and their backgrounds, attitudes, problems, culture traits, and culture patterns, as found in the
local community; racial, nationality, religious, and social class groups; talks by
guest representatives of intergroup education agencies and of the cultural groups
studied. Registration is limited to twenty students. Two or three hours per
week. Credit : two or three semester hours.
S. S. 511. Problems of Contemporary England. Rise of trade unions; industrial and labor relations; career of the Labor Party; programs for social democracy; the changing world position of England. The course is especially suited to
Industrial Arts Education students interested in industrial problems and to Elementary Education graduates interested in the historical background of contemporary English literature. Registration with consent of instructor. Two or three
hours per week. Credit: two or three semester hours.
S. S. 512. The United States in Contemporary World Affairs. United States
foreign policy; United States and the United Nations; Atlantic and Pacific commitments; internal problems such as defense production, inflation, and taxation.
Registration with consent of the instructor. Two or three hours per week. Credit:
two or three semester hours .

S. S. 514. Workshop in Human Relations. Exploration of means to more productive human relations in classrooms; development of constructive social attitudes in children; particular difficulties faced by children of various groups; talks
by guest speakers on local problems. Open to graduate and upperclass undergraduate students. Two hours per week. Credit: two semester hours.
S. S. 514A. Advanced Workshop in Human Relations. Materials and methods
in individual and group work in human relations; individual situations in a school
or community. Open to graduate and upperclass undergraduate students. Prerequisite: S. S. 514. Two hours per week. Credit: two semester hours.
S. S. 515. Studies in American Colonial History. Comparison of colonial policies pursued by European powers in the new world; modification in a new
environment of such transplanted elements as the family, church, schools, economy, and government. Prerequisites: 15 hours in Social Studies. Two or three
hours per week. C1edit: two or three semester hours.
S. S. 516. International Relations and the World Today. "The community
of nations": self-determination; international organization; international Jaw; world
government; human rights; mutual security; foreign policy; military power; world
trade; social problems; economic assistance; communications; the role of social
science; the United States in relationship to other nations and to international
organization; dangers and responsibilities attendant to power and leadership. Two
or three hours per week. Credit: two or three semester hours.
S. S. 518. Contemporary European Political Movements. Organization, campaigns, propaganda, electoral geography, parliamentary tactics, and national political parties, especially the Communist, Socialist, Christian Democratic, Radical,
Democratic, Peasant, Conservative, and Neo-Fascist. Prerequisites: 15 hours in
Social Studies, including six in European History. Two or three hours per week.
Credit: two or three semester hours.
S. S. 525. Thesis. An individual investigation of an original problem to be submitted in typewritten form according to directions given by the Graduate Division.
Credit: six semester hours.

S. S. 550. Project. An undertaking pursued by one or more students on some
problem closely related to the field of special interest. The project must be
approved by the student"s advisor and by the head of the division or department
concerned. Credit: four semester hours.
Ed. 575. Research Methods and Techniques. See description under Graduate
Division, Education Department write-ups. Credit: two semester hours.

S. S. 513. Social and Intellectual History of the United States. Social roots
of systems of thought; effects of ideas upon American society; continuing patterns
of thought, such as Puritanism, liberalism, democracy; contributions of intellectual
leaders. Prerequisites: 15 hours in Social Studies, including six in American
History. Two or three hours per week. Credit: two or three semester hours.
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